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Gbstract 

Martial's epigams provide us with a valuable window to daily Roman life. However, his 

use of obscenity and fiank language has been a stwnbling block to the wide acceptance 

of his works. It is this obscenity and frankness which he used when writing epigrams 

about women that has led to him king  labeled a rnisogynist by such scholars as J.P. 

Sullivan. For Martial to be considered a misoçynist, he must show an exaggerated 

interest in wornen and he must treat them in a harsher manner than he treats men. This is 

not the case as a quantitative and qualitative examination proves. Women figure in far 

fewer epigarns than men; the number of e p i ~ m s  addressed to women is also far fewer 

than those addressed to men. Martial treats women in basically the same way that he 

treats men; in fact, it is men who are sometimes treated in a harsher manner. It is 

throuçh a detailed examination of this type that it can be shom that Martial was not a 

rnisogynist. 



This thesis wdl prove that Marcus Valerius Martialis has been unfairly labeled a 

misogynist by many modem scholars, most notably by J.P. Sullivan, who is arguably the 

forrmost expert on Martial. He believes so strongly that Martial is a misogynist that he 

has entitled a subsection of chapter five in his book ilfurtiul: rhr (/ne-~peaed Clu .~s i  

'Martial's Misobyny '. ûthers, however, such as J.P.V.D. Balsdon believed difierently . 

To call Juvenal and Martial - even to call Tacitus - misogynists 
is stupid. In the languap of hate and scom, women cannot expect 
better treatment than is accorded to the rest of society which, in 
the satinst's clever distortion, both shared and encouraged their 
degradation. ' 

R.P. Bond adds 

While it may be tnie that women should expect no better treatment 
from the satirists than their menfolk, there is no reason why the 
treatment received by them should be worse, unless the satirkt is a 
confinned rnisogynist.' 

This, then, will be the yardstick. Is  there a larger number of epigrams directed at women 

than there should be? Are these epigrams nastier or any different in content than those of 

a similar theme/topic which are directed ai men? If the answer is no to both of these 

questions, my thesis will be proven to be mie. 

In an effort to make the closest examination possible of the so-called misogyny of 

' Balsdon ( 1963, p. 16). 



Martial, his work will be considered in both a quantitative and a qualitative manner. The 

first chapter will consist of an examination of the rate of occurrence of epigrams which 

deal with women. Epigrams will be placed into seven categones which range fiom very 

insulting epigrams involving a named woman to praise of women in general. This will 

first bc done on a book by book basis with a final tally of the total numbers at the end of 

the chapter. The second chapter will deal with a book (Book Two) that is close to the 

averaçes of the categories obtained in the first chapter. The contents of this book wiil be 

cateprized according to the addressees and will be examined for information which 

putains to the type of epigrams addressed to each gender. The third chapter will be a 

discussion of the major themes Martial employs in his epigrams which deal with women, 

encompassing al1 epigrams frorn insults to praise. The final chapter will deal with the 

epigrams conceming men in the same way that chapter two will deal with those 

concerning women. Additionally, at the end of each thernatic section of chapter four, 

there will be a cornparison of the relevant themes from chapters three and four. The 

conclusion will sum up the evidence presented and will conclusively demonstrate that 

Martial was not a misogynist. 



h a ~ t e t  One 

A Quantitative Analysis: The Classification of the Corpus MartiaIis3 

Seven classes have been created into which al1 the epigrams" of Martial's corpuc. 

pertaining to women have been placed5. After a brief description of what each class 

contains, the classes of epigrams will be examined book by book. The classes are as 

follows. There are two main groups: 1 ) those epigrams that either address a speci fic" 

' ~ h e  text used will be the Oxford edition of Lindsay (1969) which was first 
published in 1903 since it has been the standard for many years. Although there has been 
a recent edition of Martial's Epigrarnmata edited by D.R. Shackleton Bailey ( 1990) and 
published by Teubner, it seems fiaing to use the text that, in this century, has been the 
one used by those scholars who have labeled Martial a rnisogynist. Any interesting 
emendations by Bailey will be noted where appropriate. 

"See Sullivan (199 1 ) for a detailed discussion of the epigram, both Greek and 
Roman. as a literary genre. Martial's debt to his predecessors in this area is also 
discussed. 

'It is necessacy to note here that the classification of the epigrams is, 
unfortunately, based on penonal opinion. This problem is unavoidable and has plagued 
the work of Martial in the form of censonhip of those epigrams which editon felt were 
unfit ( in their opinion) either to be printed, or to be printed in the lanyage of the 
translation. 1 have done my best to create a set of guidelines for each class that would 
cenerally be considered fair; for example, la mainly contains epigrams in which women 
c. 

are attacked excessively or, in particular, in a way relating to their sexuality. There are 
still problems: how does one classify an epigam in which a woman is accused of 
adultery? In many cases, the insult seems almost to pass as though it were a cornmon 
occurrence. How, therefore, should it be classed? In reality, the only places where there 
could be real quibbling are between classes la and 1 b. Taking into account the faults of  
this method, 1 still fully believe that this is a very important way to examine Martial's 
work. 

"omen suc h as Vergil's Alexis, mythological women, or goddesses have not 
been included unless the epigam in which they are found is able to shine a light on 



women or contain a significant mention of a particular woman/wornen and 2) those 

which have a significant mention of women as a gender in a non-specific context. The 

first main category 1 ) is subdivided into four subcategories. a) contains specific 

references to women which are veiy negative: the epigrarns in this class are, for the most 

part. sexually oriented, but there are some very insulting ones which do not contain 

sexual lanyage; b) contains specific references to women which are less insulting than 

a)  and are generally not sexual in nature: these consist of jokes conceming physical 

flaws, mental deficiencies, and adultery; c) contains specific references to women which 

are neutral in tone: they are neither praises nor insults: d) contains specific references to 

women which are positive in nature: it consists of the praise of women for their p o d  

qualities. The second main category 2) contains three subcategones: a) contains negative 

references to women as a gender; b) contains positive reference to women as a gender; c) 

contains references to women as a gender which are neutral in tone. 

Liber de Spectaculis 

The Liber de Specraculis, Martial's fim important book', has few reference to 

Martial's view of women or on that of the Roman audience of his &y. in addition, very 
bnef mentions of women, usually as a gender, have been omitted if they contain no 
insiçht into the question at hand. 

' n e  following is a brief oveMew of the publication schedule of Martial 
according to Sullivan ( 199 1, appendix 0. Liber de Sprcructrlis was published in A.D. 80 
for the opening of the Colosseum (al1 M e r  dates will be A.D. unless othenvise noted). 
Although labeled XII and XIV in modem editions, the Xeniu and Apophoretu were 
published in 84-85. The yean of publication for the rernaining twelve books are (1) 86, 
(II) 86, (~111) 87, (IV) 89, (V) 90, (VI) 91, (VU) 92, (possible re-issue of 1-W) 93-94. 
(VIII) 94, (IX) 95, (X) 95, (X I )  96, (edited edition of X and XI) 97, (MI) 10 1, 



women. This is obviously due to the nature of the subject of this book. Of the thirty- 

seven epigrams in this book, only two contain any reference to women (5%), and neither 

is of great consequence. Both epigrams belong to category Zc. Both 5 and 6b allude to 

women in the amphitheatre. 5 deals with the staging of thefùbulu of Pasiphae, in which 

a real women kvas presumably used. 6b, if the half line supplied by Buecheler is correct', 

makcs mention of female gladiatonv. 

Book One 

Book One contains a total of 1 18 epigrams'", twenty-six of which are relevant 

( 22?/0)". Five (JOh) fa11 into category la: two ( 1.10; 1.83) insult physical appearance and 

(posthumous second edition of XII) 104. Some scholars like Citron] place publication 
dates at different times (OCD, p. 93 1 ). They do not. however Vary more than a year for 
rach of the books. Additionally, Martial had published before 80 because he notes in 
1.1 13.7 that copies of his early works quus nec ipse ium novi are available from the 
librcrtim Pollius Quintus Valerianus. 

X Even if it is not, enough remains of the line to clearly relay its meaning. The use 
offimineo afier a description of a gladiator's portrayai of Hercules and the Nemean lion 
makes the cornparison obvious. 

9For other descriptions of female gladiators, see Juvenal6.246-67, especially 
. . . vrruéy uu pururur hurenue? (6.25 1 ). Ludovicus Prateus ( 18 17, p.98) states that this 
line refers to actual combat in the arena. 

"The prac.fiî.~iones and any epigrams contained therein are not included. 

"In Lindsay3 apparatils criticus ( 1969) for 1.46, Hed!vi is listed as a variant for 
Hetfvle which would mean that the epigram is addressed to a woman, not a man. Bailey 
( 1990) uses this reading, supplied by Bentley, in his Teubner edition as well as his Loeb 
edition in which he dedicates a note to his reasoning ( 1993 vol.1, pp.72-73). Howell, 
however, states that there is no manuscnpt authority and that the narne He@S is 
unattested. For these reasons, it has been omitted from this categorization. 



three ( 1 34; 1 -90: 1.94) are attacks on sexual habits. Seven epigrams (6%) fa11 into 

category 1 b; nvo ( 1.19; 1.77) mildly insult physical appearance, the remaining five ( 1-33; 

1.62: 1.64: 1.74; 1.87) deal with some type of character or moral flaw, for example false 

mouminç ( 1 33) and overindulgence ( 1.87). Six epigarns (5%) fa11 into category 1 c; al1 

six epigams ( 1.68; 1.7 1 ; 1.73 "; 1.100"; 1.1 O?"; 1.106) either simply mention a woman 

or make a smail joke. Four epigrarns (394)  fa11 into category Id; nvo ( 1-13; 1.42) are 

about w m e n  of old, Arria and Porcia, of outstanding moral character. The rernaining 

two rpigrams ( 1.1 14; 1 .1  16) are funerary epigrarns dedicated to Antuila, daughter of 

Faustinus. a young girl who predeceased her parents. One epigram ( 1 %O) falls into 

category Za; this epigam ( 1.35) states that neither epigams nor husbands can please sine 

mentulu. There are no epigrams in category 3. Three rpigrams fa11 into category 2c 

(3*/0); two ( 1.57; 1.1 15) give the preferences of Martial as concerns women and one 

( 1.84) simply mentions maidservants. 

"This cpigrarn dcmonstratcs the problcm of classification. tt statcs that no onc in 
Rome wanted the wife of Caecilianus until he places guards on her. Now she has a 
ingenv ~urbufùrutorum. The epigam impiies, not so subtly, that she is not that 
attractive. It, however, goes on to insult the addressee of the epigam. Howell ( 1980, 
p.275) states 'presumably the bribes, and payments given to the wife, are coming to him: 
in fact he is prostituting her.' In cases such as this, 1 have chosen to classifi such 
cpigrms as 1 c, since it only serves to create the joke/insult against another. On the 
'cuarded - woman' see Juvenal6.346-348,029-034. For a role reversal, see Martial 2.54. 

'jThis epigram is obscure in its meaning. Because of this, it has been placed in 
this category . On the meaning of this epigram, see Howell ( 1980, pp.3 12-3 14) and 
notably Greenwood ( 1994) who believes that the obscurity is caused by t e m l  
corruption. 

'"This is another epigrarn which, because of obscure meaning has been placed in 
this category. For varying interpretations of this epigram see Howell ( 1980, p.3 17), Eden 
( 1 990), and Watson & Watson ( 1996). None of the interpretations are hanh. 



Book Two 

Book Two contains a total of 93 epigrams, twenty-four of which are relevant 

(26Oh). Eight epigrarns (9%) fail into category la; six (2.4; 2.33; 2-34; 2.50; 2.56; 2.73) 

are insults which are sexual in nature, one (2.4 1 ) insults physical appearance, and one 

(2.66) is about violence. Three epigrams (3%) fa11 into category lb; two (2.39; 2.49) 

deal with adultery and one (2.17) deals with an ambiguous, yet obvious, double entendre. 

Eleven epigrams ( 12%) fall into category IF; ail eleven (1.9: 2.25: 2.26; 2.3 1; 1.32: 2.47; 

2.52; 2-54; 2.62; 2.63; 1.65) are on varying subjects including such themes as 

assi~gations (2.9), mamage for money (2.26; 2.65). sexual ability (2.3 l), and physical 

attributes (2.52). None are offensive in nature. There are no epigrams in category Id. 

Two epigrams (2%) fa11 into category Za; one (2.90) expresses Martial's wish for a non 

duc~r.s.simo coniunr and the other (2.92) is his dismissal of a wife after his reception of 

the rirs trrtrrn liberonun. I5 There are no epigrams in category 2b or 2c. 

Book Three 

Book Three contains a total of 100 epigrams, twenty-nine of which are relevant 

(29Oh). Eight epigrams (8%) fall into category la; five epigrams (3.3: 3.32; 3.53: 3.55;  

3.72) concem physical or intellectual traits (i.e. age, looks, intelligence) and three (3.26; 

3.87: 3 -93 ) are sexual in nature. Six epigams (6%) fall into category I b; al1 (3.8; 3.13: 

3 -34; 3.42; 3.68; 3.85) are on varied topics including eating habits (3.13), appearance 

"1 do not believe that this epigra.cn refers to a specific woman, but is a general 
comment sayng 'now that I have this, 1 need not marry'. The debate on the marital 
status of Martial will be taken up below. 





Book Five 

Book Five contains eighty-four epigrams, twelve ( 14%) of which are relevant". 

A single epigram ( 1 %) (5 .D) falls into category la; it deals with the superstition of 

eating hare". Five epigrams (6%) fa11 into category Lb; al1 (5.4; 5.17; 5.43; 5.45; 5.84) 

are on varid topics including overindulpnce (5.4) and the ugliness of bragging (5.45). 

Four epigams (5%) fa11 into category lc; two deal with adultery (5.61; 5.75), one (5.68) 

~ l t h  physical attributes'", and one (5.78) which has an obscure meaning. Two epigrams 

(2%) tàll into category Id; both concem the premature death of the slave girl Erotion 

(3 3 4  3 . 7  There are no epigrams in categories 2a or Zb. One epigram which has been 

previously mentioned falls into category 2c; it simply makes passing mention de Gudibics 

rnyrohn puellue ( 5 .78.26)1°. 

Book Six 

Book Six contains ninety-four epignuns, twenty (2 1 %) of which are relevant. 

" ~ h e  smaller number of relevant epigrams in this book is explained by the fact 
that this book is addressed to Dornitian (ffuec tibi ... Cuesur [5.1.1-21) and Martial 
consciousl y wrote a 'cleaner' book (quem Germanicus ore non rubenri corum Cecropla 
kgut  pueih. [5.2.7-8]), no doubt due to Domitian7s assumption of the censorship in 84 or 
83. 

"See Velaza ( 1 993) for an interesting article on the indirect tradition and variants 
of this epigram as cornpared with SHA's A l e d e r  Severus 38, 1-2. 

1 0 This epigram could either be taken as 'your hair is prettier' or 'you have over 
bleached yow hair'. I prefer to accept the former. 

"Gades was notorious for its dancing girls. See 6.7 1 and 14.203 as well as Fear 
(1991). 
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Eight epigrams (9%) fall into category la; three (6.7; 6.39; 6.45) deal with adultery and 

its consequences, three (6.23; 6.40; 6.93) are attacks on physical aspects, old age in 

particular, and the remaining hvo (6.67; 6.69) deal with sexual proclivities. Six epigrams 

(6%) fa11 into category 1 b; four (6.2 1; 6.22; 6.3 1; 6.90) deal with adultery, one (6.6) with 

an ornufor cornoedonrrn2', and one (6.75) with a poisone?. Five epigrams (5%) fa11 into 

category 1 c: al1 five (6.3; 6.8; 6.12; 6.66; 6.7 1 ) are on varieci, but not uncornmon, topics. 

One epigram ( 1 %) falls into category 1 d; it (6.27) praises both the wife and daughter of a 

fnend. There are no epigams in categories Za, Ib, or 2c. 

Book Seven 

Book Seven consists of ninety-nine epigrams, twenty-one (2 1 %) of which are 

relevant. Eight epigrams (8%) fall into category la; al1 (7.14: 7.18: 7.30; 7.35: 7.58: 

7.67; 7.70; 7.75) deal with sexual themcs and the majority are quite nasty; most notably, 

two (7.67: 7.70) are addressed to the tribus Philaenis and one (7.18) is perhaps the most 

vulgar epigram (at least among those epigrams that deal with women) that Martial ever 

aurhored". Three epigrams (3%) fall into category I b; of al1 the epigrarns in this 

" ~ h i s  epigram could also refer to adultery. The tw in line one could refer to 
either a wife or mistress/girlhend 

-7 -Pontia, a well-known poisoner (see Duff [1940, p.266]), is also mentioned in 
2.34.6 and 4.43.5; in addition, she states her case in Juvenal6.638442. 

"The entire fourteen line epigram is about the gamfitas mi Gallae. 
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category (7.10; 7.13; 7.71), only 7.71 deserves any attention2'. Eight epigrams (8%) fa11 

into category lc; of these eight epigrams (7.15; 7.21; 7.23; 7.50; 7.57"; 7.74; 7.87; 7.95), 

four are noteworthy: two (7.2 1 ; 7.23) are addressed to Polla Argentaria, the widow of the 

poet Lucan and Martial's patronessZ6, and two (7.1 5; 7.50) make brie€ mention of Ianthis, 

the wife of Stella, another of Martial's more well-known hends2'. One epigram (1%) 

falls into category Id; it (7.69) is an epigram of high praise for a fiance. No epigrams 

fa11 into category 2a. One epigram (1%) (7.91) falls into category Zb. There are no 

epigrams in category 2c. 

Book Eight 

Book Eight consists of eighty-two epigrams, thirteen ( 16%) of which are 

relevant? Four epigrams (5%) fall into category la; two (8.35: 8.13) deal with bad 

"This epigram plays on two of the meanings officm: a fig or the piles (Lewis and 
Shon 1955, p. 747 cites this epigram.) See also Adams (1987, pp. 113-1 14) for the latter 
definition. 

? S ~ d a m s  ( 1982, p. 166, n.2) gh-es a possible interpretation of this obscwe 
epigram. His interpretation wvoutd still place this epigram in this category. 

%er ( 1968 vol. 1, ~ ~ 4 3 7 ) .  

"See Sullivan (1991, p. 16) for more information on L. A m t i u s  Stella. 

"Once again, the praefutto states that this book is addressed to Domitian. Martial 
states ego tamen i l l is non permisi tam lascive logui quum sulent. (8praefatio. 13-14) and 
refrains from some of his more ' ftee-spirited' j abs at the expense of both sexes. 
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spouses and two (8.54(53)"; 8.79) deal with moral and physical flaws. Two epigrarns 

(2%) fa11 into category lb; they (8.3 1; 8.81) are on various themes including spurious 

children (8.3 1 ). Five epigrams (6%) fa11 into category I c; once again, al1 (8.32; 8.33; 

8.50(5 1 ); 8.5 1(49); 8.60) are on various topics and are equally inoffensive. There are no 

epigrams in category 1 d. One epigram ( 1%) falls into category Za; in it (8.12), Martial 

states his reason for not wanting a focuples uwr; m i  nubere nolo meue. (8.12.î)". 

There are no epigrams in category 2b. One epigram (1%) falls into category 2c; it (8.46) 

refers to the future bride of pure young man. 

Book Nine 

Book Nine consists of 1 O4 epigrams, of which seventeen ( 16%) are relevant. 

Four epigrams (4%) fall into category la; one (9.4) deals with sexual matters, another 

(9.15) with a poisoner, another (9.29) with old age, and the last (9.37) with physical 

deceits. Three epigrams (3%) faIl into category 1 b; once again, the topics include a 

ku,sovu puelku (9 -67) and marriage (9.10; 9.78). Six epigrams (6%) fa11 into category I c: 

"~ailey ( 1990 and 1993 vol. II, p.205) softens the reading of this epigram by 
re placing vil zssimu with formosissima and mugis puciicum wi th minus pudicum. As a 
result, it would no longer fit into this category. 

''The reasons behind this statement are set fonh by Marino (1971) and point to 
the power that a woman held by means of her dos. 
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al1 (9.1: 9.2: 9.40; 9.62"; 9.80; 9.9532) are on various topics. Three epigmms (3%) fa11 

into category Id; Al1 three (9.30; 9.39; 9.66) deal with the praise of wifely virtues. There 

are no epigrams in catagones Za or 2b. One epigram (1%) falls into category Zc; it (9.32) 

picks up on the common theme of what Martial desires in apueliu. 

Book Ten 

Book Ten contains 104 epigrams, of which twenty-five (24%) are relevant. 

Sevrn epigams (70/0) fall into catepry la; five of these epigrams ( 10.8; 10.39; 10.67; 

10.75; 10.90) deal with old age in some fom, one (10.81) deals with a sexual act, and the 

other ( 10.95) with a spurious child. Four epigrams (4%) faIl into catepry 1 b: three 

( 10.40; 10.55; 10.68) deal with sexual matters and one ( 10.22) with the avoidance of a 

kiss. Ten epigams ( 10%) fall into category 1c: a11 ( 10.16(15); 10.29; 10.41; 10.43; 

10.64; 10.69; 10.84; 10.87; 10.91; 10.93) are on various thcrnes, with those pertaining to 

marriage being the most common. Four epigrams (4%) fall into category Id; two ( 10.35: 

1 0.38) praise Sulpicia" for her poetry and good marriage while the remaining two 

"Bailey ( 1993 vol. U, p.288) suggests that the point of this epigram is that the 
woman in question is attempting to hide a smell. 1 believe that it is simply an epigram 
poking fun at her silly taste. 

"Ker ( 1968 vol. U, p. 143) States 'The point of this epigram is unknod.  
Carrington (1954) believes that it is an epigram on a man who was 'Al' among bachelon 
and is now reduced to k ing  -1ed around by the nose' by his wife. Watson (1983) 
suggests a textual emendation which would allow the epigram to have the sense of a man 
going From being wealthy to k ing  in debt. 

33See Memam ( l99Oi9 1) on this interesting woman. 
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( 10.6 1 ; 10.63) are both epigrams in the original sense of the wordY with the latter being 

for an anonymous wife, the former for Erotion. There are no epigrams in categories 2% 

2b, or 2c. 

Book Eleven 

Book Eleven contains 108 epigrams, thirty (28%) of which are relevant. Ten 

epignms (9%) faIl into category la; al1 except 1 1.102 either deal with issues relating to 

mamage ( 1 1 -23"; 1 I .43: 1 1.7 1 ; 1 1 . 1  O4), usually sexual ly related, or those relating to sex 

outside of marriage ( 1 1.21 ; 1 1.39; 1 1.62: 1 1.97; 1 1.99). Four epigrams (JO/o) fa11 into 

category 1 b; al1 ( 1 1.7; 1 1.19; 1 1.40; 1 1.49) deal with sexual matten. Twelve epigrams 

11306) fall into category lc; once again, although au (1 1.16; 1 1  27;  11.55; 11.60: 11.61: 

11.64: 11.75; 11.78; 11.81: 11-84; 11.87; 1l.lOl) deal with various themes, the most 

comrnon are semal( 1 1.27; 1 1.60; 1 1.6 1 ; 1 1.75: 1 1.78; 1 1.81 : 1 1.87) and mamage 

( 1 1.55; 1 1-78; 1 1.84; 1 1-87). Three epigrams (3%) fall into category Id; one ( 1 1.53) is 

in praise of a good wife and mother, another (1 1.89) is a brief poem of affection, the last 

( 1 1.9 1 ) is a eulogy of a young girl who wasted away h m  a facial diseaseJ6. There are no 

"ix. grave inscriptions (Sullivan, 199 1, p.78 and Howell, 1995, p. 1 17) 

"See Bailey(1978. p.290) for a note on this epigram about a woman who is 
desperate to marry on any ternis. 

36 This epigrarn is very reminiscent of the Erotion series (5.34; 5.37; 10.6 1). Kay 
( 1985. p.254) notes that although during this time, as is seen by the number of examples 
of this sort of epitaph, young slaves seemed to have ken tnily loved by their masten, it 
could simply have been an occasion to show their humanitus. [ndeed, even pets were 
memorialized in this way. 
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epigrams in categories Za or Zb. One epigam (1%) falls into category 2c; it ( 11.100), as 

is cornmon in this category, is an epigrarn on what Martial looks for in a woman. 

Book Twelve 

Book Twelve contains ninety-seven epigrams, nineteen (20%) of which are 

relevant. Five epigrams (5%) faIl into category la; a11 ( 11.22; 12-23: 12.26: 12.55: 

17-96) deal with farniliar themes including sexual ones. Four epigrams (4%) fa11 into 

category 1 b; al1 ( 17.7; 12.32; 12.58; 12.65) are on common themes including physical 

hults ( 17.7) as well as moral ones ( 12.65). Six epigams (6%) fa11 into category lc; the 

most cornmon themes of these epigams ( 12.20: 12.38: 1Z .N :  13.79: 12.9 1 : 12.93) are 

mamage and infidelity. Four epigrams (4%) fall into category 1 d ( 12.2 1 ; 12.3 1 : 1 2.52; 

17.97); the most notable are the two are in praise of his Spanish patroness   arc el la^' and 

her gii? of a farm ( 12.2 1 ; 12.3 1 ). There are no epigrams in categories 2% 2b, or 2c. 

Xenia and Apophoreta (Book Tbirteen and Book Fourteen) 

Because the final two books of Martial, book thirteen and book fourteen, are 

'theme' books and are not of the sarne character as the firn twelve books, they will not 

be counted in the final tally. Only one rpigram ( 13.34) out of the 127 ( 1%) in book 

thirteen makes significant mention of women as do eleven ( 14.6; 14.8; 14.56: 14.59; 

14.63t6.1); 14.66; 14.134; 14.147; 14.l49; 14.203; 14.205) out of the 223 (5%) epigrams 

in book fourteen. Some conunon themes appear in these epigrarns including old age 

"Sullivan ( 199 1, p.54). 
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( 13.34; 14.147), purchased beauty, specifically teeth (14.56), and three mentions ( 14.66; 

1 4.1 3 4; 14.1 49) of Martial preference for small b r e a d .  None of the epigrarns are 

panicularly insu1 h g .  

To sum up the findings, category la contained a total of seventy-four epigrams 

(69.0), 1 b contained fi@-five (5%), 1 c contained nineîy-one (8%), 1 d contained twenty- 

six (2%), Za contained five (O.J%), 2b contained one (0.1%), and Zc contained nine 

(0 .8q j~) .  This gives a total of 26 1 epigrams (22%) out the 1 172 total epigrams of Martial 

in books one through twelve. The thing that is most striking is the small percentage of 

epigams, less than one-quarter of the total of Books One through Twelve ", which deal 

directly with women to any degree. 78% of the epigrams of Martial, the overwhelming 

majority, deal with issues (to be more specific, issues involving men) and people other 

than womeo; some of these themes which take up the buik of the corpus hfurtrulis 

include addresses to patrons, praise of Domitian (or the curent emperor), and attacks on 

men for their tlaws and vices". These figures clearly prove that Martial was not 

preoccupied with women to an abnormal degree. They take up an appropriate number of 

J8Sullivan ( 199 1, p. 15) states 'A persona1 note is perhaps sounded when Martial 
lets slip his distaste for older, large-breasted women ...'. I fail to see how these references 
are in any way different from the epigrams in which Martial states his other likes and 
dislikes with regard to wornen. (cf 1.57 [attitude]; 2.90 [education]; 3.33 [social status]; 
8.12 [wealth]; 1 1.100 [weight]). This topic will be dealt with in greater detail below. 

39 This percentage becomes even smaller (2791 559 = 18%) if the Liber de 
Spec~uculis, Xeniu, and ilpophoretu are included in the final total. 

"('These themes will be exarnined in later chapters at greater length. 



epigrams when the place of women in Society and in the life of Martial is taken into 

account. It must also be noted that the epigrams in this chapter, even though they al1 deal 

with women to varying degrees, still have a great number of prominent male characters 

in them. The fact that men ofien play an important role in epigrarns which deal with 

women only goes to strengthen this argument". 

"In order to obtain the clearest possible view of the role of men in Martial's 
corpus, it would be necessary to categorize d l  the epigrams which deal with men in the 
sarne rnanner as the epigrams which deal with women have been categorized in this 
chapter. This would entail a classification of virtually the entire corpus. Ln lieu of this, 
due in great pan to the limitations of this thesis, chapter four must suffice as evidence of 
the central role which men play in the epigrams of Martial. 



GhmmYQ 

A Qualitative Analysis: The Addressees of Book Two 

Now that a quantitative overview of the corpus hlurtiulis has been presented and 

some of the themes of Martial have been set forth, a single book will be exarnined so that 

its contents may further enhance the picture we have of Martial. As could be seen in the 

previous chapter, the quantity of epigrams which fell into the different categories vaned, 

sornetimes quite significantly, fiom book to book. I have chosen Book Two for this 

chapter because it is relativeiy close to the overail percentages in each particular 

category. In addition, the categories have been altered to shed more light on the 

epigrams and their intent. The six categones that will be applied to Book Two are: 

1 ) epigrarns addressed to women 

2)  epigrams addressed to men (wornen in central role) 

3) epigams addressed to men 

4) epigrams addressed to Domitian 

5 )  epigrarns addressed to othea (women in central role) 

6) epigrams with othe?' or no addressee 

This method of examination, although not as systematic as the previous, will, however, 

" ~ t  is the iector and the liber itself which are most frequently addressed in this 
category. 
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virtually remove the element of persona1 taste when it comes to the interpretation and 

categorization of the epigrams. It will also give an idea of how much variation there was 

in the themes of the epigrams when they were addressed to different people. 

Category One - Epigrams Addressed to Women 

The tirst category contains epigrams which are addressed to women (2.25: 2.33: 

2-34 2.41 ; 2.50; 2.66; 2.92). This category makes up 8% of the total book. None of 

these epigams is flanenng and some are simply nasty. The fint example (2.25) is the 

most innocent of the lot. In it, Martial tells Galla, who lies habitually, to refuse; a thing 

which she is unable to do. It is a humorous play on words. The next epigram, 2.33. is 

much nastier, although humorous in its structure. 

C'ur non hasio te, Philuenr ? culvu ex 
cur non busio te. Philueni? mfù es. 
cur non bu.slo te, Philueni? luscu es. 
huec qui busiut, o Philueni. fellut . 

In this epigam, it is not a woman who would be the fellutrir (as in 2-50), but it would be 

a man who is thefèlhtor. In this way, it both condemns the act, for men in particular, 

and compares the appearance of Philaenis in a most insultins way to a mentula. 2.34 

deals wi th a woman who has used al1 her money to purchase a slave and indulges henel f 

while she allows her three sonsJ3 perire fume. This neglect of childrenU would receive 

"it is interesting to note that nutos is used instead of natus, although both fit 
equally well in the line of verse (tres pareris natos. GulIa, perirefume). Despite the fact 
that nulos could mean a group of both sexes, it shows the importance of the male 
offspring over the female. Note also the importance of the ius i r i m  nutorirm which 
Martial mentions in such epigrams as 2.92,3.95.5-6, and 9.97.5-6. It was fim bestowed 
upon him by Titus, possibly in return for the Liber de Spectuculis (Citroni 1996, p.930), 



harsh criticism today just as it did in the first century. The sphere of wornen was the 

home, so, in effect, she was ignoring her true calling by dallying with her lover4'. The 

attack is no harsher than she would receive today. Epigram 2.4 1 begins with a quotation 

From 0vidJ6 Ride, si .supis. o puella, ride. Martial then explains why this woman should 

follow his advice: her teeth, al1 three, are plune picelque burrique. She should therefore 

avoid any situation in which her teeth might be exposed, be it in a laugh or a srnile. This 

kind of exhortation can be found in other ancient authors, most notably Ovid'", whom 

Martial cites. The final line of this fairly long epigram (twenty-three lines) sums up the 

rntire epigam and reworks its original line into ploru, si supis. o puellu ploru. 

Althouçh the epigram is intended to be very insulting, the entire work was wrinen with 

the final line in mind. Starting fiom the original quotation, Martial composed an 

epi gram that gives the reader an unexpected surprise. 0vid.s original line dealt with a 

g r 1  and Martial could not change this. The same line also set up the bais of his attack, 

and later reconfirmed under Dornitian. 

'%ee Juvenal6.85-87 for a similar example of this. Eppia, the wife of a senator, 
abandons al1 of her family, including her plorunles nurus, just to accompany a 
gladiatonal school to Pharos so that she could indulge herself in her passion. 

" ~ h e  Romans and the Greeks shared this view of the place of women. See 
Euripides, (HPAKAEIAAI, 476477) 

y u v a i ~ i  yàp o r y i  se  ai rb oo@poveîv 
K C ~ À ~ L U ~ O V  E ~ O O  0' f i o u ~ ~ v  ptverv 66pov. 

Jh Martial refers to hm as Paelignuî poeru. The work fiom which this quotation 
has been taken has not suMved (Ker 1968 vol. 1, p. 132). 

47 Si niger crut ingens out non erit ordine natus 
Dens r zb i. ridendo marima damna feres. 

(Ovid, Anis Amatoriae 3 -279-280) 



that is, her laugh reveals her teeth. The insults throughout the epigram al1 relate directly 

with the opposite of smiling, which is crying. Therefore, although this epigrarn is, at fint 

elance, cruel for the sake of cruelty, a closer examination reveals that all the elements of 
C 

the epigram build toward the final, hurnorous conclusion and reversal. 2.50, as 2.33, 

concems itself with the act of feiluiio. It is a simple couplet which states that Lesbia 

takes water where she needs it. This is a condemnation of the act for women as 2.33 was 

for men. Epigram 1.66 tums away from the convenient use of sexual practices as insults 

to another popular theme: violence? Lalage, upset that her slave did not pin her hair 

correctly, beat the offending girl with a minor? Martial prays that she may go bald so 

that her ugliness may match the ugliness of her mirror. The accusation of having a quick 

temper which would flare into violence at the slightest provocation made a fitting 

accompaniment to the stereotype of the excessive fernale sexual dnveS0, the love of 

'RJuvenal uses it to great effect in 6.2 19-223 in which a wife orden that a slave be 
crucified and as her reason states huc voio. sic iubeo. sit pro rutiune vulunius. 
Additionally, in 6.4134 18, a wife orden that the owner of a dog which woke her up be 
beaten before the dog. A poisoners of two children is confionted and coldly states that 
she would have killed seven children at a single meal si seprem fortefirisseni (6.642). 

"This same situation is seen in Juvenal6.487-493, the only difference being the 
instrument of revenge. n e r e  is little doubt that this was borrowed from Martial. Note 
the similarily in the names of the two servants: Plecusa (Martial) and Psecas (Juvenal). 

''One immediately thinks of the way in which Catullus abuses Lesbia during the 
spats, particularly 

nunc in quadrivïs et ungiporik 
[Lesbiul giubii magnanimi Remi nepotes. ( 5  8.4-5) 

[On the obscurity of gfubo see Adams ( 1982, p. 168).] See also Juvenal, both the cornical 
. . . Turpeium iimen adom 

pronus et uurutum Iunoni cuede iuvencum, 
si t ibi contigerit capitis matrona pudici. 
paucue udeo Cereris vitius contingere dignae, 



expensive baublesS1, a lack of control over their impulsess', and their general inferiority 

to mens3. This failing served to show the 'tnie nature' of women and was as insulting as 

the stereotype could be. The final epigram in this category is 2.92, the famous address to 

his ' u ~ o r ' ~ .  tt is a hard epigram from which to extract any facts. The topics of the 

quumm non timeut putrr usala. (6.47-5 1 ) 
and the two very graphic passages, one conceming Messalina, the wife of Claudius, 
(6.1 15- 135) and the other dealing with the 'rites' of the bond deu (6.3 14-334). Once 
again, Eunpides demonstrates that this was a long established belief in ANAF'OMAXH 
11.330-22 1. 

a ia~p6v  ye*  airo or ~ ~ i p o v  LpoÉvov v6uov 

5 1 See Petronius 67. Fortunata, the wife of Trimalchio, shows off her gold jewelry 
which her husband states weighs no less than six and a half pounds. In this case, she is 
outdone by the ten pound bracelet of Trimalchio. It should also be noted that when 
Trimalchio was in need of money after a shippinç disaster, Fortunata sold al1 her goods 
to help him (76). 

 or exarnple, see Juvenal6.300-3 13 for ebrrue fèrnrnae and 6.508-59 1 for 
religious fanaticism. 

53 ... narn longe pruestut in urte 
et sollertius est rnulto genm omne vrrile 

(Lucretius, De Rerum Nururu, 5.1355-1356). 

"~eona Ascher ( 1977) examines both sides of the issue of Martial's possible 
mamag(s)  and cornes to the conclusion that no conclusion can be reached. Bell 
( 1984185), however, argues that Martial was undoubtedly mamed and we should be 
asking how many times, not if at all. He theorizes that the epigrams are directed at more 
than one wi fe. Sullivan ( 1978/79) agrees that Martial could have had several marriages 
earlier, but states that he was not married at the height of his popularity. He goes on to 
argue that he was at no time mamied to Marcella, either before he lefi for Rome or afier 
he returned. Kay (1985, p.276) correctly notes that although Martial addresses a wife in 
1 1 -43 and 1 1.1 04, ' ... p eople who regard epigrams such as this as documentary evidence 
of a wife have to ignore other pieces like 2.49,8.12 and 11.19, where M. discusses in the 
fim person his reasons for not getting mamed: how can he both have a wife and not have 
one in the sarne book?'. Sullivan states, correctly, as 1 believe, that Martial was never 
mamed. Although a wife is addressed in some of his poems (2.92; 3.92; 4.24; 1 1.1 O4), it 
is sureiy a literary device. As Sullivan (199 1, p.26) points out, when Martial says to his 
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epigrams in this category range fiom rather harmless to very insulting. The use of direct 

address gives the epigrams more bite: they are direct rebukes. 

Category Two - Epigrams Addresseci to Men (Women in Central Role) 

The second category contains epigrams in which men are addressed but women 

play prominent roles (2.4; 2.17; 2.26; 2.3 1: 2.32: 2.54; 2.56; 2.63; 2.65). This category 

makes up 10% of the total book. In 2.4, Martial chides a mother and son for addressing 

each other as brother and sister, a thing which is done is a very blundus modus. He States 

that they should be content with what they are because 

mutrem, y zrue cupitesse se sororem, 
nec mutrem iuvut rsse nec sororern. (2.4.7-8)" 

This implies some sort of unnatural relationship and although it is the mother who is 

labeled as the instigator, the son is far fiom blarneless as is seen by the fact that the 

names were pleasing to both (vos). 2.17 is about a tonstrix Suburue, and, as the previous 

epigram, ends in an unexpected twist. One would expect her to give a haircut, but 

- uwr' pedicure negus ( 11.104. 1 7) in an epigram devoted to the prurient 'Such a 
lowering of dignity would only be possible, given the natural tendency of the ancient 
audience to look for biography in even the most literary of works, if Martial were known 
to be unmamed. The requea for the gant of the tus trium liberorum points in the sarne 
direction. ' 

" T ~ S  is reminiscent of Tacitus' portraya1 of Agrippina which is far more blunt 
than the epigrarn of Martial. Trudit Cluvius urdore retinendcre Agrippïnurn potenriue eu 
u~que provecrurn ut medio diei. a m  id remporis Nero per vinum et eplus  incalesceret, 
O fferret se suepius ternulento cornprom et zncesto puratm. (Annales 1 4.2) 



instead eu radit; this is a rather vague verbM which would make one think of prostitution 

rather than hairdressing. 2.26 is a very clever adaption of the popular theme of 

cuptutios'. In it, we see Bithynicus fawning over Naevia who is very ill. The fint two 

iinrs of the rpigram neatly set the scene, the third sets up the fourth and final line with a 

question to the young man, and the final line delivers the jab: blundirur Numio. non 

moritur. A compact, witty epigram that is uniquely in the style of Martial". Six 

epigrams later, the theme of cupturio is again alluded to. Ponticus is chided by Martial 

because of his lack of support in lifes. Four people are listed whom the addressee does 

not wish to offend: no reason is gwen for his refusal to go against Balbus, Licinus is a 

nrugnus honio, Patrobas is a freedman of Caesar, and finally, Laronia is orbu, clives. unus. 

er virhru. The most interesting thing in this epigram is the rise in the level of importance 

of the four figures. Each one is more important than the k t ,  until the most important, 

~aronia'" because of her possibility as a source of money, even surpasses the freedman 

of Caesar. Later in the same book, in epigrarn 2.65, Saleianus moums the death of his 

5"~darns ( 1982, p. 168) classes the verb rado with gluho as vague. He cites H. 
Jordan who believes that is the equivalent of masturbare, but 1 fail to see how any 
inference can be supported in this instance. Bailey (1993 vol. 1, p. 147) suggests that 
seder infen that the women is a prostitute. He cites 6.66.2 as a cornparison. 

"For this Roman practice which is a relatively common theme in Martial (see 
4-56: 8.27: 1 1.44) see Sullivan (199 1, p. 160) and Kay (1985, pp. 165-166). 

"Epigram 1.10 is a very similar epigram in which the captutor is attracted to his 
target, who is very unattractive, because of her russis9 not because of amor. See Howell 
( 1980, pp.128-131). 

?t is equally interesting to note that although the majority of targets of cuprorio 
in Martial are men, he States that viduue were legitimate targets of this practice as well 
(4.56.1 ). 



wealthy wife Secundilla. This, although not strictly cuptutio, is very close. Saleianus 

mamed for moneyw, and although he mourns, he obviously has gotten what he had 

intended to get: her money6'. Martial cleverly shows his 'sympathy' and nibs a little 

Romunus sul in his supposed wound. 5.54 also deals with marriage. In it a wife, in a 

reversai of the traditional roles", has placed a guard over her husband6'. The catch is, the 

guard is also a spudo, showing why the guard was set in the fint place. It is a highly 

insulting, yet effective, epigram against the husband; not only is he subse~ent  to his 

wife, he indulges in unmanly activities. Two epigrams later, in 2.56. the theme of 

fL;iluiro is mentioned again. The wife of Gallus has gained a bad reputation among the 

Lybians for the same practice which the Linus of 2.54 enjoyed. It is, however, not until 

the last word of the epigram that we realize this as Martial writes 

... non solet illa 
accipere omnino. Quid solet ergo V Dare. 

It shows that her reputation forjuiutio was undeserved and it was in fact feliuiio that was 

herfimhrrn crimen. 3.3 1 and 2.63 are the final two epigrams in this category; the former, 

although sexual in nature, is not particularly insulting (it simply deals with the sexual 

*This was the last resort of the captutor which was considered the most work 
(Howell, 1980, p. 129). 

b'This epigrarn is very similar to 5.37.18-24 (the last portion of one of the 
epigrams of the Erotion senes). 

"see Balsdon ( 1963, pp.275-277) for the different kinds of guardianships which a 
woman was subject to. The most famous, and moa drastic, form is Juvenal's pone 
serum, cohibe. (6.347/03 1). 

63See 10.69 for another instance in which an uxor sets a guard over her maritm. 
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ability of Chrestina) and the latter deals with the purchase of a female slave for a great 

deal of rnoney? Few of the epigrams in this category are insulting to women anci, 

indeed, they are more ofien insulting to men. The point upon which the epigrarn tums, 

that of the reversa1 of expectation, is featured prominently in this category with many 

epigrams ending in a way different from what the reader would expect. Most ofien, the 

reversai of expectation comes in the last line of the epigram and in one (2.56), it occun 

in the very last word. 1 would argue that the material in these epigrarns is secondary to 

the joke or the satiric reversal of expectation. Martial takes a situation which is common 

or well-known (such as cuptutio, sexual rumon, guardsitutors for women) and puts a spin 

on it, thus creating an amusing epigram. Even in the cases when sexual practices are 

alluded to, the actions are subordinate to the final reversa1 of expectation. Interestingly, 

one of the themes which is prevalent in this category is that of the power of women. The 

Laronia of 2.32 is clives as was the deceased Secundilla. This gave them power and 

respectb5 and this was not uncornmon during the Empire. The u o r  of 2.54 actually had 

the power to place a guard on her husband. This power undoubtedly carne fiom the dos 

which she brought with her to the marriageM. lt is interesting to note how Martial treats 

women in this book; some are worthy of respect and have power, yet others are fit only to 

NThe practice of purchasing slaves for excessive amour& of rnoney or for foolish 
reasons (2.34: 6.71) was ridiculed by Martial. 

"A non-fictional example of this in Martial is Marcella ( 12.2 1; 12.3 1 ) whom he 
praises as his patroness, in panicular for her gift of his Spanish residence. 

&On the dos, which could be a great deal of money, see Balsdon (1963, pp. 186- 
1 89) and Marino ( 197 1, pp.20-2 1). 



be the butt of jokes. This is exactly the way that men are treated. The patrons and 

possible patrons are addressed in a fitting manner, as are the base and disgusting male 

characters. As in the previous category, the addressee as the subjectibutt of the epigram 

adds force to its point; in this case, the abuse of men. 

Category Three - Epigrams Addresseâ to Men 

The third category contains epigrams in which men are addressed (2.3; 2.5; 2.6; 

2.7: 2.10; 2.1 1 ; 2.12; 2.13; 2.14; 2.15; 2.18; 2.19: 2.2 1; 2.24; 2.28; 2.29; 2.30; 2.35; 2.36; 

2.37; 2.38; 2.42; 2.43; 2.44; 2.45; 2.46; 2.47; 2.48; 2.51; 2.53; 2.55; 2.58; 2.60; 2.62; 

2.64; 2.67; 2.68; 2.69; 3.70; 3.71; 3.73; 2.74; 2.77; 2.78; 2.79; 2.81; 2.82; 2.83: 2.84: 

2.86; 2.87; 2.88; 2.89; 2.90; 2.93). These epigrams make up 59% of the book and as 

such, this category contains the vast majority of epigrams in Book Two. This should not 

ba surprising when several factors are taken into account. First, Roman society was 

patriarchal: this has never k e n  disputed. Second, one of Martial's main motives was, 

naturally, to become a popular wvriter, and because mainly upper class men took an 

interest in literature, it was they who were addressed. Third, Martial was also seeking 

patronage; because of the patriarchal nature of Roman society, most of the patrons whom 

Martial has or seeks to have are male. Because of the great number of epigrams in this 

category, the best way to examine them is to discuss the reoccurring themes. 

Five epi~grams (3.6; 2.71; 2.77; 2.86; 2.88) deal with poetic matters. In 2.6, 

Martial mocks Severn who is telling Martial to publish his poems. Three of the closely 

gouped epi-pms (2.71 ; 2.77; 2.86) deal with bad pets. Martial had little use for 
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'amchair pets'; those who could write are praised, but those who have no talent are 

mocked. The final epigrarn (2.88) contains Martial's thoughts on poetic tricks; he 

despises them. His poems are not for the masses who delight in poetic tricks, me mris 

iuvut auribus pkucere6'. The second reoccumng theme is that of dirty lips (2.10; 2.12; 

2.1 5 ;  2.2 1 ). All of these epigrams except 2.1 5 deal with a man named Postumus whose 

kisses Martial fears. This fear is a fear of the contamination of the lips of Postumus 

through his implied practice of feliutzo. This practice was even more of an insult when 

applied to a man rather than a woman; not only was he doing a foui act, he was doing an 

act that was not appropriate for his own sex. The third theme is that of looking for an 

invitation to dinner (2.1 1 ; 2.14; 2.18; 2.19; 2.37; 2.69; 2.79). These epigams are al1 

variations of the ceno domi theme, with even Martial hirnself confessing cupto tuum, 

puder heu. sed cupto. hlaime, cenam (2.18.1). It is hard to decide how distastehl a 

practice this was. Martial hirnself uses pudet to describe his activity, but this could also 

refer to his sharne at chasing a man who is chasing others. Regardless of how it was 

viewed. it seems to have been a very common practice that was specifically male 

domain. It seems reasonable to believe that it was not considered 'lowbrow' to do this 

except when it was taken to extremes, such as in the case of 2.14 and 2.37 (involving the 

removal of food from the table) when it is mocked by Martial. The final theme contains 

the most epigrams: insults of varying degrees directed at men. The vast majonty of 

epigrams contain this theme and just as insults directed at women were grouped by their 

severity and intent, so can these be. They can be simple jests as in 2.58 where a man 

"This could be translated as '1 am happy to please a select few patrons.'. 
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making fun of Martial's prrcrtus is told that Martial owns his clothes, implying that the 

man making the jest has no such claim, or 2.88 in which Marnercus is told that he will be 

thoughr of as a p e t  as long as he does not recite anything, the implication k i n g  he is a 

bad poet, a thing Martial hates. They can be insulting like 2.42 which is brief and 

stinging. 

Zo ile. quid solium subluto podice perdis? 
spurcius ut fiut, zoile, merge cuput. 

They can be very insulting with sex as their focal point as in 2.45. 

Quue ribi non stubut pruecisa est mentulu. Glypte. 
demens. cum ferro quid tibi? Guilzl~ erus. 

Even more insulting is 2.51 in which Hyllus goes hungry in order to satisfi his desire 

pedicurr. As a result 

injeiir venter spectat convfiiu cufi 
et semper miser hic esruit. ille vorat. 

Also, in 2.62 Labienus is chided because his cwlum pilutum. irnplying that, although he 

does this to the rest of his body for his mistress, there is another lover involved. There 

can be no doubt that this epigrarn is just as insulting to men as epigrams directed at 

women in which their sexuality is attackeb8. This 'equal oppominity' approach extends 

tisonce again, the insults have added force because of the address of the penon 
involved. It is no coincidence that the harshest epigrams dealing with both men and 
woman are addressed directly to the penon under attack. 
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to such comparable topics as violence69 and appearance70. This type of cornparison will 

be taken up in greater detail later in this thesis. 

Category Four - Epigrams Addressed to Domitian 

The fourth category contains epigrams in which Domitian is addressed (2.2; 

3.91 ). This category makes up 2% of the book. In 1.2, Domitian is praised for his 

victory appellations and is addressed as Caesar. He is also addressed as Caesar in 2.9 1 

in a epiçram in which Martial 1s asking for his own title: genitor triurn nutorum7'. Both 

of these epigrarns are full of effusive praise and lines like 

Rerum certu suius, terrururn giorzu. Cuesur, 
sospi te quo rnugnos crdmuv esse dms ... (2.9 1 .1-2) 

which could not be more flattering. In fact, this flattery has long been cited as one of the 

greatest sturnbling blocks to Martial's work. In recent times, however, there has been a 

reassessment of Domitian as a d e r  and a geater understanding of Martial's flattery, not 

only of Dornitian, but of the subsequent emperon7'. The nurnber of epigrams in which 

"See 2.66 in which Lalage attacks her slave because of a poor hairdo and 2.82 in 
which Ponticus cuts out the tongue of lus slave and then crucifies him so that he will 
keep a secret. 

'OSee 2.41 in which a girl is attacked because of her teeth and 2.87 in which 
Sextus' face is compared to that of a man undenvater ( Le. bloated and dis figured [Ker 
1 968 vol. 1, p. 1 59, h.31). 

"ln the following epigram (2.92) he has received the ius trium natonmi and gives 
thanks for it. 

7'This kind of flattery was even distastehl to the SHA. 
nam vivenles budere inrisio est. maxime impercitores, cr 
qui b u.9 speratur. qui t imentur. qui praestare pub& ice possunt, 



Dornitian is addressecl is actually smaller than usual in this book. For example, in book 

five, which is dedicated to him, he is addressed four times (5.1; 5.3; 5.15; 5.19) and he is 

mentioned in six other epigrams (5.7; 5.6; 5.7; 5.8; 5.23). In addition, he is called by 

rnany different appellations such as Caesar, Germanicus, Jupiter, Augustus, Censor, and 

dorn~nus er deus". Women play no real role in the epigrams which focus on Domitian. 

The intent of these epigrams was fiattery, therefore they focus on Domitian and his 

achievements. 

Category Five - Epigrams Addresses to Othen (Women in Central Rote) 

The fifth category contains epigrams in which there are other addressees and 

wornen figure prominently (2.9; 2.39; 2.49; 2.52; 2.73). This category makes up 5% of 

the book. 1.9 is a brief epigram about a love note sent to Naevia by Martial and her 

response to it. In 2.39, Martial tells someone (tu) who gives an adulteress @As of dresses 

that he ought to give her togue, the garment which this type of woman was forced by law 

to wearT4, instead. It is interesting to note that this punishment for adultery included the 

qui possunt necare qui proscribere. (Pescennius Niger 1 1.6) 
Ker, after stating 'The poet's adulation of Domitian sounds to modem ears shameless 
and disgusting.' (1968 vol. 1, p-xiv), goes on to try to pardon Martial for this fault, 
unsuccessfully to his mind. However, if we believe Jones (1 992) that Domitian is a 
victim of bad senatorial press, which is indeed very likely, this aspect of Martial becornes 
much less of a problem. Howell ( 199 1, p.4) agrees as does Sullivan ( 199 1, pp. 127-1 28). 
See Garthwaite (1993) For an examination of this subject and the theory that the 
structure of book 9 actually mocks Domitian whilst praising him. 

'3~his  appellation is also mentioned by Suetonius in Domifianus 13.2. 

'%er ( 1968, p. 13 1, n.2) and Balsdon (1 963, p.252). In addition, Balsdon (1 963, 
p. 182) notes that the toga was actually the dress of a femaie child until the latter part of 
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exchange of the clothes of a woman for those of a man. 2.49 is not unlike 2.9 in that it 

plays on the meanings of dure. In it, Martial states that he does not want the adulteress 

Telesina as a wife, but because she dut pueris, he ends by stating volo. The exact 

meaning is somewhat obscure, but the key is the use of dore and it is in this verb that we 

find the object of Martial's volo. 2.52 deals with a woman who goes to the baths and is 

charged the admission price of three because she is rnummosu. One is immediately 

reminded of the words of Petronius. 

Hubebaî enim inguinum pondus tum grunde, ut ipsum hominem 
hcrniumjùscini crederes. (92)  

If Dasius had been working, this iuvenis nudus would no doubt have been charged for 

two as weil. The final epigram in this category, 2.73, is intended to be more insulting 

than the previous ones, although it is most likely compt. The single line is 

Qzird fuciut volt sure Lyris: quod su br ia: fellat. 

It is very doubtful that this is the form which Martial intended the epigram to take, but it 

is impossible to know for certain7'. 

Category Six - Epigrams with Otber or No Addressee 

The final category contains epigrams with other or no addressees (2.1; 2.8; 2.16; 

1.20; 2.22; 2.23; 2.27; 3.40; 2.57; 2.59; 2.61; 2.75; 2.76; 2.80; 2.85). This category 

the Republic. 

' I ~ e r  ( 1968 vol. I, p. 15 1, n.2) believes that it is compt See Greenwood ( 19%) 
for a thorough discussion of the variants He proposes the emendation of voit to vis 
which makes a great deal of sense and is much more in the style of Martial. 
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makes up 16% of the book. In 2.1, the liber itself is addressed; this is a rhetorical device 

which is not infiequently employed by MartialT6. Epigram 2.8 addresses itself to the 

Iector and this, too, is not infrequent7'. In the majority of the epigrams in this category, 

there is no addressee; the epigrarns simply tell a story. For exarnple, in 2.16 Zoilus' 

bedsheets make him ill; 2.22 and 2.23 deal with Postumus' dangerous kisses; 2. J O  deals 

with gluttony; in 2.57, a supposedly rich man pawns his ring for a meal; in 2.75 a lion 

runs amok in a reversa1 of Martial's favored 'the gentle lion and the hare' theme78. There 

are also epigrams such as 2.61 which is an attack on the improbu Iinguu of a man 

referred to as ru. None of the epigrams in this class throws a great deal of light on the 

subject of this thesis except to show that the degradation of women is not a focus of 

Martial. 

In this chapter, it has been shown that the ovenvhelming majority of addressees 

are male and that they greatly outnwnber women as addressees by a ratio of 

approximately 7: 1. The epigrams in which men are addressed but women play a large 

role do not seem to be particularly nasty. The epigrams in which women are addressed, 

however, have more room for invective which is more effective because of the address of 

76Libeilw is used in the vocative case in six epigrams (3.2; 4.86; 4.89; 7.97; 8.72; 
10.104) and liber is used in the vocative case in ten epigrarns ( 1.3; 1-70: 2.1 ; 3.4; 3.5; 
7.84; 8.1 ; 9.99; 1 1.1 ; l2.2(3)). 

77 Leclor is used in the vocative case in ten epigrarns (1.1; 1.1 13; 2.8; 4.55; 5.16; 
7.12: 9.prol; 10.2; 11.16; 11.108). 
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the person who is being attacked; the persona1 element adds to the insult. This fact holds 

mie for the epigrams addressed to men; the attacks on men in these epigrams seem more 

harsh because the victim is being personally addressed. The cornparison of the severity of 

the attacks will be dealt with in the Following chapters. 



- 
A Qualitative Analysis: Epigrams Deiling with Women 

In this chapter, the topics and themes with which Martial chooses to attack 

women will be examined. When these have been set forth, epigrams will be cited to 

demonstrate the manrier in which the themes are used. What must first be discussed are 

the main themes which Martial uses when he writes about wornen. As has been 

previously demonstrated, the three general types of epigrams which deal with women are 

ones intended to be, to varying degrees, insulting, ones which are neutral in tone, and 

ones which praise a woman or some aspect of a wornan's character. The epigrarns which 

are neutral in tone do not play a great role in our wderstanding of Martial attitudes; they 

consist mainly of passing mentions of women and although some do shed a light on 

occupations of women and their social condition (for example housewives, prostitutes, 

and slaves), what they show are societal views, not necessarily those of Martial. The 

epigrams which focus on praise give us more information. They balance the fint type of 

epigam and allow us to examine the qualities which Martial considers to be laudable 

and desirable for women to possess. Of the most relevance to this thesis are the 

epibms which have unfairly led to the labeling of Martial as a misogynist, in particuiar, 

the epigrams which are in the fom of an attack, be it a harsh or a subtle one. It will be 

of the greatest benefit for us to consider what the bais of the attacks are and to what 

degree they are intended to be hamifùl. First, a bnef overview of the themes themselves, 
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then a more detailed examination of them. The following themes are some of the most 

common which relate to women in the corpuq MarfiuZis. 

The first and most prevalent theme is that of the sexuality of women; this can 

take the form of attacks on their sexual practices or inclinations and attacks on their 

pudenth ipso. Most of the epigrams in which Martial deals with women on such terms 

fa11 into category la with some king in category I b, but al1 are intended to be at les t  

somewhat insuiting. The second theme is that of old women; it is often qualified with 

specific references to such things as physical appearance and sex drive. The third theme 

is that of physical appearance; this can take the form of a describing and commenting on 

one or several body parts or it can be a focusing on particular parts of the body to the 

exclusion of others. with teeth, the loss of an eye, and breast sire king some of his more 

favored targets. The fourth theme is a rather general one which includes al1 references to 

behavior which either Martial or Roman society considered inappropriate; specific 

themes Vary and can include such things as alcoholism, the use of beauty ai&, excessive 

bragging, and cm even go to the extreme of rather blunt accusations of the murder of a 

spouse. The final theme is that of 'the qualities of a perfect woman', at least in the eyes 

of Martial: this is a particularly enlightening theme as it gives us an insight into what 

Martial thought the ideal woman should be, or at least what he perceived the Roman 

audience would believe that she should be. 



(1) Se~uaYty'~ 

The epigrams which deal with the sexuality of women are diverse in nature but 

can be broken up ont0 smaller sets of themes wthin the larger theme: epigrarns which 

deal with pedicutia, fellutio,fitutio, adultery/promiscuity, the need for sex, and other 

( i .e. tribadism, srnells, and exhibitionisrn). 

( la)  Pedicatio 

This was not an appropriate activity for woman. For that matter, it was not an 

appropriate activity for adult males to engage in, with one exception. It was only 

considered an appropriate activity for an adult male and a youth to take part in, although 

rven the extent to which this is mie can be debated". It does, nonetheless, play a role in 

the epigrams of Martial. In book eleven, there are four epigrarns ( 1 1.43; 1 1.78; 1 1.99: 

1 1.104) which show the attitude of Martial to this practice. In 1 1.43, Martial wastes no 

time in getting to the point in graphic fashion. 

Deprensum in puero tetrich me vucibus, mer, 
corripis et cuim te quoque hubere refirs. 

clixit idem quotiens luscivo Itino Tonanti? 
ille tumen grondi c m  Gaymede lacet. 

791t should be noted before there is any discussion of this type of epigram that the 
content is not without precedent. Indeed, many of the themes and topics which are 
considered obscene were employed by noted writen of Martial's time. One of the leners 
of Pliny (5.3) is an upoiogia for this type of writing and lists not only important, 
distinguished men, but even emperors who wrote this type of verse. Martial quotes an 
epigrarn (1 1.20) of Augustus (who is also mentioned by Pliny in 5.3) which can be 
considered obscene in order to demonstrate that the verses that he composes are in line 
with Romanzts sa/. 

''This subject will k discussed in the following chapter. 



incurvubut Hyhn posiro Tirynthius urnr: 
tu Megarun credis non hnbuisse nalis? 

turquebat Phoebum Daphne fugitwu: sed ilias 
Oebulius jIammus iussir abire puer. 

Briseis mult um quamvis uversu iaceret, 
A eacidae propior levis am irtls erur. 

Purce tuis igitur dure muscula nomina rebur 
teque puto m n o s ,  uror, hubere duos. 

Martial, afler being caught with a boy, is yelled at by his wife who cornplains that she has 

what the boy has and Martial could make use of it instead of dallying with a youth. The 

epigram begins with Martial at fault and his wife, contrary to custom, offering herself to 

her husband as a substitute for the boy. The viewing of this act as unnatural is seen in 

1 1.78.5-8 when a new husband, unfarniliar with heterosexual intercourse, asks his wife to 

do it in the manner with which he is familiar. 

pedicore semel cupido dub if illu morito, 
dum rnetuit teli vuineru prima novi: 

.suepius hoc fieri nutrir materque vetubunt 
rr dicent: ' Vxor, non puer, btu tib i est. ' 

The rebuke of both nurse and mother shows the acceptability of men's dalliances with 

puer1 and the unacceptability of pedicutio as concerns women. No doubt the lack of 

opportunity for procreation played a role in the inital stigmatization of it. Retuming to 

1 1.43, Martial then cites mythological examples of goddmen who loved both what 

women and youths had to offer, notably Jupiter, whom Juno tried to lue  away fiom boys 

as Martial's wife does, and the relationship between Achilles and Patroclus, although 

Briseis mersu iaceret. There was, then, some deep-rooted level of acceptability for 

'boy-love7 which went back to Greek mythologyg! By the very inclusion of such an 

"On pederasty in general, see Percy (1996). 
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epigram, it is implied that the practice was not deprecated at Rome, but at the very least 

was thought to be hwnorous. In fact, there are many rurnon of such activity attached to 

emperors themselvess'. Afler the mythological cornparisons which are rather poetic and 

not at all vulgar, at least in their language, Martial suddenly cornes back to reality and, 

after using the neutral res for pudendu, bluntly States in the last line teque putu cunnas. 

uror, hubere duos. Not only is the language wlgar, but it is insulting because his wife is 

told that she cannot possibly please her husband in this way and that she should not even 

try. On the other hanci, although it is insulting, the c r u  of the epigram is, in the style of 

Martial. an unexpected twist which makes the vulgarity necessary. Martial asks the 

impossible when hc asks his wife not io give a masculine name to her 'part' since rmnus 

is masculine. It is very revealing that later in the same book ( 1 1.104) an epigram is once 

again directed at his 'wife' in which Martial chastises her for not participating in 

pedicutio with hirn. 

pedzcure negus: dubut hoc Cornrliu Gruccho, 
Jdiu Pompeio, Porciu, Brute. t ib i; 

ciulciu Dardunio nondm miscenfe rninistro 
pocula Iuno fuit pro Gunymede lovi. ( 1 1.104.1 7-20) 

He cites the example of Jupiter again, this time with Juno. The key is that Ganyrnede 

was not yet his cupbearer, so he had to settle for second best, so to speak. In this epigram, 

the women of famous men submitted to the act of pedicutio. Ln fact, the choice of 

women is notable: Cornelia was considered the paragon of virtue and Porcia is praised by 

Martial himself for her bravery in the face of death in I.42 It seems not to have k e n  a 

82This will be discussed in the following chapter. 



frequent thing, but an act done out of necessity, in the loosest sense of the word. When 

the previous epigrams are seen in this light, there seems to be less of a stigma attached to 

the activity. In fact, in 1 1.43, the reason for berating his wife can be seen as not because 

she offered herself to him, but simply that she was upset with him for doing it". 

The result of a woman's desirz pedicuri" is shown in 1 1.99. In it, Martial deals 

with the physical signs of the activity so as to create a moral lesson. 

Lk cuthehs5 q uot iens surgis-iam soepe notavi- 
pedicunr miserue, Lesbiu, te tunime. 

p u s  c m  conatu es dextra, conuta sinisrru 
vekre ,  n«n ~ucrirnis eximis et gemilu: 

sic const r ingunîur mogni ~vmplegude culi 
et kfinyuSP6 inlrunt Cvaneasque nut 1s. 

Emmendure cupis vitium Jeforme? clocebo: 
Lrsbiu, nec surgus censeu nec srrlrus. 

A rather graphic depiction, the meaning of which rests in the last line between the 

contrast of surgerme and sedere. Nec sedeus is explained as 'ne te prostitue plus' or 'ne 

chevauche pas''? It no doubt had these connotations, but simply by taking the two verbs 

"This is also the first instance of a common thread in Martial's epigrams: the 
reversa1 of opinion. It is to his advantage to switch opinions whenever either is needed to 
make an epigram funny. 

"Chaney (1971, p.23) believes this epigram simply to be about a wornan with a 
large posterior. This is not the commonly held view. 

"On this type of chair and its distastefid associations in both Martial and Juvenal 
as well as among other writen, see Brown (1983), Colton (1983, p.255), and Kay (1985, 
p.268). 

Lindsay lists nimias codd. in his ap. crit  which would make the line a little 
more forceful. 
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literally, hurnor can be obtained. By not sitting down, Lesbia avoids her problem; if she 

remains seated she avoids her problem. Therefore, she should remain standing or 

reclining at al1 costs. Once again, the real humor is not in the abuse of Lesbia, who is 

used to set the stage, so to speak, but in the implications of the verbs in the last line. In 

the light of the previous epigrams on this subject, although there is sorne rneasure of 

criticism for the act itself, the real reason for the attack is the fiequency with which she 

takes part in pedlcut io. 

It seems that although pedicutio was not the domain of the woman, Martial sends 

mixed messages. On one hana he criticizes his wife for offering herself to him as a boy. 

but on the other hand, he chastises her for not giving in to his sexual proclivities. 

Naturally, simply by association with such subject matter, the woman is insulted, but the 

only epigrarn in which it is used directly as an insult is 1 1.99. There does not seem to be 

an overdue stress on this theme as a method of attacking women and therefore can hardly 

be considered a way in which Martial expresses his so-called misogyny. 

(1 b) Fellatio 

This is another even more popular theme of Martial. This activity, like pedicatio, 

was considered something that a woman should not perfom. It was thought to cause 

contamination of the mouth as well as unnaturai smells, and its impurity can be seen in 

2.50. 

Quod fellas et aquam potas. nil, Lesbia, peccas. 
qua tibi purte opus est, Lesb iu, sumis uqum. 



Because Lesbia feilur, she has contaminated her mouth and therefore needs to nnse it 

clean with water. The eu potor aquam theme is also seen in 6.69. only it is presented in a 

less straightfonvard way. In it, Martial States that he is not surprised that a woman drinks 

water, but that her daughter does. fillare does not appear in this bnef epigram, but it is 

implied by the actions of the women. In 3.87, water is again prominent, but this tirne in 

the fonn of a bath. 

iVarruî te mmor, Chione, nmquum esse fututum 
utque nihil cunno purius esse tuo. 

recto tumen non hm, quo debes, parte iuuuris: 
s i  pucior est. rrunsfer sublrgur in fuciem. 

Although undeniably vulgar, the misdirection is the humor. One would expect the 

siihlrgur to cover up the 'shameful' parts, however in this case, because Chione is only a 

virgin by virtue of another sexual act, the dirty part she should cover up is her face. Also, 

when wearing the suhligur, the genitalia are not in direct contact with the water which 

would theoretically create less contamination; one expects that this is also implied in this 

epigam. By putting the subligor on her head, Chione is creating a bamer between her 

.dirty' part and the water. Proof of the fact that the act offillutio was considered very 

inappropriate is in 4.17, in which Paulus has asked Martial to write an epigram in which 

he exposes that Lycisca is a fellatrirSS. 

Fucere in Lyciscam, Puule, me iubes v e r s a  
quibus ilfu lectis rubeut et sit iruta 
O Puule, malus es: i r m u r e  vis solus. 

The fact that she would blush demonstrates the indecency of the act (and no doubt is 



meant to imply that she had actually done it) and the fact the she would become emaged 

shows that it would indeed be a very great insult to her reputation if she were to become 

known as afel1utri.r. Martial, however, only includes her hypothetical reaction because 

he realized the agenda of Paulus: he wants to keep othea away from her so that he can 

keep her for himself This, too, points to two other facts. Firstly that the stigrna of this 

deed would perhaps keep 'respectable' men away fiom her and thus proves the indecency 

of it. Secondly, the verb used is notfellure which would indicate the active role of 

Lycisca, but irmmare which indicates the active role of Paulus. It also implied, when 

used as an insult", an unwillingness on the part of thefellutrlx feliutor, and no doubt 

kept this connotation in its regular usage. For a man to engage in irrumure was 

considered a vice and so Martial is in fact mocking Paulus, not Lycisca. Indeed, there 

could be unwillingness on the part of Lycisca, which could also add to her anger at the 

epigram which Paulus had wanted written. The indecency of fellutio for either sex is 

again secn in 9.3. 

A ureolis f ùt ui cum possir Gailu duobus 
et plus y u m  fut ui. s i  tut idem u Jdi Jeris: 

uureolos a te accipit. Aeschyk, denos? 
Non fcllat tunti Galla. Quid ergo? Tacet. 

"For the most farnous example of this use of the verb imrnare see Catullus 16. 
Pedicubo ego vos et irrumabo. 
.4 ureli pathice et cimede Furi, 
qtiz me ex v e r s i d i s  meis putas fis, 
qoud smt moIiiçuii, p u m  pudinmr 
Num custum esse decet pium poetam 
pum. versiculos nihil necessest. 



The prostitute Galla charges two aurei for regular intercourse, yet the pice is double that 

forféliatio. This is a sure indication of the 'naughtiness' of the act. Her customer, 

however, gives her five times as much as her standard pnce so as to purchase her silence. 

This is another sure indication of both the odium that accompamed the act and that 

which was attached to a man who was thought to have this vice; this 'hush money' would 

ensure that Aeschylus keeps his reputation. It is interesting to note that prostitutes and 

their trade were not vilified until much iater in history. Indeed, this epigrarn does not 

judge Galla because she is a prostitute, but only treats her occupation as a comrnonplace 

one: prostitutes were registered with the uedilc.s and paid taxesv0. The lowest c las  of 

prostitutes were looked down upon, as the lowest class of anything tends to be, but at the 

top of the scale were the courtesans who were cultured admired, and sought after. The 

common prostitutes served a purpose in Roman society: to keep the maidens maidens. 

Cato, a paraçon of Roma ideals, is said to have praised a young man whom he saw 

lewing a lupunur for using their services rather than debauching married womenY' and 

even Cicero has no objection to mcretrices9? Its acceptability is also demonstrated by 

9 1 . . . 'macle 
virtiire esto ' inquit sententia dia Catonis. 
' m m  simul uc vems infImit tuetru iibido, 
huc iuvenes aequum est descendere. non dienas 
permolere uxores. '.. . (Horace, Sermones 1.2.3 1 -35) 

92 Iémm si y uis est qui et iam rneretr iciis umoribus interdicf um iuvent ut i putet, est 
ille quidm vuide severus - negare non possum - sed ubhorrer non modo ab hutw saecuii 
licenriu verum etzam ab mairum cornuerudine utque concessis. Qwndo enim hoc non 
jùcrituturnest. quundo reprehensum. quando non penn jssum. quundo denique füir ut quod 
licer non iiceret? (Cicero, Pro M. CaeZzo Oratio 48) 



the number of brothels which were present in Rome and have been uncovered in 

~ompeii". To get back to epigrarn 9.4, Galla is not degraded because she performs these 

srxual acts, as she would be today, but it is Aeschylus who is the brunt of the epigram 

because of his -perverse7 tastes. With the understanding of the feelings of the Romans 

toward the act of fellutio irrumutio, 12.55 is seen to have even more of a nasty edge than 

it would othenvise. It deals with a woman who charges more for a kiss than oral sex. 

(;ruris qui ciare vos iubet. puellue. 
insulsissirnus inpro b issirnusque est. 
Gruris ne date. basiate gratis. 
Hoc Argle negut, hoc uvaru vendit 
- s d  vendut: bene husiure quuntum est!-. 
hoc vendit quoque nec levi rupinu: 
utif lihrurn perir iliu Cosmkxni 
uur binos quater u nova monetci, 
ne sint hosiri mutu, ne muiignu. 
ne clusis udirum neget lubellis. 
Hzrmune tamen hoc facit, sed unum. 
grutis quae dure basium remut 
gratis lingere nec recusut Aegfe. 

Girls are advised not to p t  favon for Free, but only kiss their men. Aegle, ignoring the 

advice, charges for her kisses, and at no small pricew. The way that this name is used by 

Martial implies that she is most likely a prostituteg5, and the fact that she charges for her 

favors adds proof to the speculation. M e r  listing the high cost of Aegle's passionate 

''3'There were in the later Empire as many as forty-five brothels in Rome, and 
they were under the official supervision of the aediles. In Pompeii there were at least 
seven. .. ? Balsdon ( t 963, p.225). 

%Sec the prices listed in 9.4. 

Y5~owell ( 1980, pp-274,304-305) asserts tbat the implication offelatio is behind 
the obscure 1.94 which also featwes Aegle. 



kisses, Martial concludes by stating 'she doesn't refuse to give a lick for fiee' . This 

doubtless refers to oral sex, but in an odd way. Lines twelve and thirteen are obviously a 

reversa1 of line three, but the use of lingere insteadfellare is a little odd. Lingere, in 

sexual terms, is most oRen used in the coupling cunnum l i n ~ e r e ' ~ ,  the opposite offellare, 

and the use of i t with mentuhm is much rarer although mentulu, cunnus, and culus cm 

all function as the objects of lingere". Perhaps it fit mewicolly and Martial decided to 

use it to add variety, or perhaps it refers to tribadism. In any event, the fact that she 

thinks so little of the act offillaao is a great insult to her and her character. It is odd that 

a meretri-r, who is so Free with her favon, would be able to demand such a high price for 

her kisses; kisses from a mouth which Martial would considered defiled. This attitude is 

abundantly clear in his epigrams about the kisses of Postumus and in the aforementioned 

1.50 and 6.69. This epigrarn is most likely not rneant to be taken literally, as many in 

Martial, but to be humorous in its reversal of the expected nom - a woman who gives 

away what she should sel1 and sells what she should give away. Once again, although 

insulting, the theme is subordinate to the final joke. 

It is patently obvious that the act offellario was not performed by 'gd' girls and 

that it was even something for which prostitutes charged a higher price. It, therefore, was 

a nasty slur which codd be directed at women for the purpose of insulting them. This is 

exactiy what Martial does, however the epigrams in which references to oral sex in 

%Sec 1.77; 2.84; 7.67; 9.92. 

  dams ( 1982, pp. 134-135). 



general appear are more ofien than not directed at men in their pointg8. Although the 

woman performed it, it was the man who ultimately asked or payed for it to be performed 

and because of this, it was far more insulting for the man as the instigator of the act. 

This connection between men and oral sex will be discussed more fully in the following 

chapter. Inasmuch as the taboo on this Fom of sex was a societal one and inasmuch as 

Martial does not unduly use it directly as an attack or dur against women, he can hardly 

br considered to be guilty of misogyny in the case of this therne. 

(Ic) Pudenda Ipsa 

Another theme in this category deals with the pudendu @su. Although not as 

frequent as some themes, it contains two of the most distasteful topics in the corpus 

.\4ucirtiulrs: poppy.smuta cunni et luxus cunnuv. 7.18 introduces the former theme. 

('um tibi sir facies de quu nec ferninu possit 
dicere, cum corpus nulla litura noter. 

cur te tum rurus cupiut repetutquef~utor 
miruris? Vitium est non feue, Galla, tibi. 

uccessi quotiens ad opus mixtisque mouemur 
inguinibus, cunnus non tacet. @sa tuces. 

di facerent ut tu loquereris et ille taceret: 
offendor cunni gamrlitate t ui. 

pedere te rnaflem: namque hoc nec inutile dicit 
Syrnmuchus et risum res mouet istu simul. 

quis ridere potest fatui poppysmutu cunni? 
curn sonar hic, cul non mentulu menrque cadjt? 

Dic diquid sultem c fumosoque obstrepe cunno 
et, si udeo muta es, disce uel inde loqui. 

This epigram begins by stating the beauty of Galla, but soon attacks her vitium with 

"'Compare Catullus 59.1 (Rufo Rujùfumfelfat) in which it is used as a direct 
i nsult and introduces a nasty poem directed at the woman in question. 
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unflinshing straightforwardness. The use of vulgar language (fùtlitor, cunnuî, mentulu, 

pedere) combined with the theme itself creates a truly insulting epigrarn and it can be 

argued that in this instance, Martial is excessive in his abuse. The epigram is somewhat 

longer than his average; the first four lines set the stage with the stating of her beauty and 

the fact that she has a bad problem, lines five to thirteen are about the sounds, and the 

final line delivers the punch line. It seems that lines five to thirteen, especially six to 

eight, are dwelling on the sound and are very repetitive. Although Martial often uses an 

accumulation of cornpansons to drive home a point, as will be seen in the next epigram 

to be discussed, he rarely simply repeats himself as he does in lines six to eight (cunnuv 

non rucet [1.6], di jùcerent ut ille tuceret [1.7], offendor cunni gurruliturr rui (1.81). Lines 

nine and ten are an aside on pedere, but eleven and thirteen once again nate the same 

thing (poppysrnata cunni [l. 1 1 1, obstrepe clumoso cunno [l. 1 31). The fact that there is 

such repetition in five lines leads one to believe that Martial was either attempting to 

paint as graphic a picture as possible for his readea so that the final line would have 

more impact, or he had a very personal distaste for this vitium, which could perhaps be 

explained by an encounter with a woman afflicted by such a disorder. It is very possible 

that it is a combination of these two possibilities: that Martial experienced this and felt 

such distaste for it that he got carried away in his attempt to write about it as vividiy as 

possible. In any event, it is a graphic and insulting epigram. 

Epigram 1 1 -2 1 deals with the larus mnnw LydiaeW . 

' M ~  particularly crude epigram, although it is, as Kay ( 1985, p. 1 14) points out, it 
is '. . .a very effective skoptic piece.' See Greenwood (1 993) for an examination of this 
epigram as well as Adams (1982, p.79,86) on the attitude of the Romans to the laus 



L+vdio tam ILLTU est equitis quum culus ueni, 
quam celer urguto qui sonat aere trochus, 

q uum rutu trunsmisso lot iens inpuctu petauro, 
yuum velus u crassu cakeus udus uqua. 

quum quue ruru vugos expectunt retiu turdus, 
quam Pompeiono vela negata Noto, 

quum y uue de pthisico iupsu est urmilla cinaedo, 
~ulcitu Leuconico quum viduatu suo. 

y uum veteres brucue Brittonis puuperis, et quum 
turpe Rmennutis guitur onocrutuli. 

hunc in piscinu dicor furuisse murinu. 
nescio; piscinum me /uruisse puto. 

Once again, it 1s undeniably obscene both in its subject rnatter and its language. The 

greatest difference between this epigram and the preceding one is its style and its clever 

construction and compansons'". No matter how distasteful it may seem to the audience 

of today, the ingenuity of the ten successive lines of compansons must be admitted. All, 

even though such lines as one and three are obscure in their meaninglO', are quite clever, 

not particularly vulgar per se, and very descriptive. In the last two lines the epigram, 

Martial descends from being rather poetic (quum p u e  ruru vugvs rrpectant reriu turdos 

[Ml, culcitu Leuconico quum viduufu suo [1.8]) to the depths of vulgarity when he states 

plsonum mefu~uisse puto (1.13). However, the 1st line does make the final comparison 

cunnuî. Once again, Chaney (197 1, p.23) takes the view that this is about a woman with 
a large posterior, thereby going against the accepted interpretation. 

'" What 1 cal1 clever, Richiin ( 1992, p.40) calls 'a highly artificial and 
dehumanizing technique'. There is nothing 'human' which Martial could use as a 
comparison which would bring out the quality in question better than he does in this 
epigrarn. 

'OLSee Eden ( 1988) for an explanation of line one, Bailey ( 1978, p.289) for an 
explanation of line six, and Greenwood ( 1993) as well as Kay (1 995, p. 1 14-1 17) on the 
overall problems. 
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to the piscinu which ties the entire epigram together. This epigram, much more so than 

the previous one, is in Martial's style: a clever, stylistic twist on what the reader expects. 

The subject matter, although crude, is not without precedent, appearing in the Pnapea'02. 

Commoditus haec est in nostro murimu pene, 
luru q uod esse mihi je minu nulla potest. 'O3 

The epigrarns on this theme are more crude and seem to have a nastier edge to them and 

some would Say that they are proof of Martial's misogyny. It must be noted, however, 

that i t  is not the cunnus itself which is the target of these epigrarns, but in both cases it a 

problem related to the cunnzrs (luxitus et gurrziiitus cunni). In that Martial chooses to 

attack these things, he is acting no differently than when he attacks a deficiency or 

problem with anything else (i.e. impotence [2.45], rich men's miserliness [2.24], pets '  

lack of skill [5.73]). At the very rwt of much of the corpuî ~MurtiuZis lies this theme of 

peoplelthings not doing what they should, and the previous two epigrams fa11 into this 

theme. If one still wants to argue that it seems that Martial is doing the subject to death, 

it can simply be explained as his true hatred of these problerns, not as a mie hatred of 

women in general. 

(Id) Exhibitionism, Tribadism, and Uncleanliness 

Three other themes which have been grouped together because of their 

Io2~here is a dispute over the date of the Priapea Proposed &tes range frorn the 
time of Augustus al1 the way to the fourth century (Parker, 1988, pp.36-37). 

"'~oern 18. Poem 46 also refers to this theme. In addition, the similar theme of 
Iuru  cultls occurs in poem 17 and poem 3 1. 



comparative paucity (but in no way does this irnply that these epigrams have not 

influenced people in the labeling of Martial as a misogynist) are exhibitionism, 

tribadism, and epigrams which deal with dirt and smells. 

Epigram 1.34 deals with the theme of exhibitionism. 

lncustodit is et upert is. Lesb iu, semper 
liminibus peccas nec tua furtu tegis. 

et plus specrator quam te delectut adulter 
nec sunt grutu tibi guudio si qua lutent. 

ut rneretr2.r ubtgrt testem ueloque seruque 
raraque Submemmi f i i c e  rimu pater. 

a Chione sultem uel ab Iude disce pudorem: 
ubscondunt spurcus et monumentu lupus. 

numquid duru t ibi nimium censura uidetur? 
deprendi ueto te. Lesbia, non futui. 

This fetishistic aspect of sex was not at all a common theme in antiquity, but this passage 

is actually an interpretation of a passage in Ovid. 

y uzs firror est, quue nocte htent, in luce f ieri  
et. quue clum fucius, fuctu referre puiarn? (Amores 3.14.7-8) 

It is particularly striking it its similarity. Although Ovid is descnbing a woman who is  

openly cheating on him and he is telling her to hide her intrigues, Martial takes the theme 

a step further by having the girl involved wish to be caught, not in cheating, but during 

the sexual actlM. Even the theme of the meretrices keeping onlookers at bay by means of 

a bolt is in Ovid'". Ln addition, Ovid States 

nec te nostru iubetfieri censura pudicum 
srd tamen ut temptes dissimulure rogut. (Amores 3-14-34  

105 ïgnoto meretrir corpus i u n c i m  Quirit i 
opposita populum submovet unte seru. (Arnores 3.14.9- 1 0) 



This is the line which Martial adapts to end his epigram; Ovid tells his girl that she 

doesn't have to stop cheating as long as she does not flaunt if but Martial tells Lesbia 

that she can have sex as long as she does not get caught, literally. The entire epigram is 

very similar to passages of Ovid and the ending is in line with the alterations which 

Martial has made. This epigram is once again an example of an 'unexpected twist' in an 

existing literary work. 

Epigrams 1.90,7.67, and 7.70 al1 deal with tribadism and they are three of the 

most well-known epigrarns of Martial, ofien cited as evidence of his misogynyIW. 

Quod num y uum muribus iunctum te, Bassa. uide bam 
qiml</ue tihi rnoechum fubuiu n u h  dubot, 

omne srd oAfcium circu te semper obibut 
turbu lui se.ru.s, non udeunte utru, 

esse u;deburis. jsreor, L ucret ici nobis: 
ar ru, pro jùcinus, Bassu, furutor eras. 

inter se geminos audes conunittere cirnnos 
ment if  urque uirum prodigiosu Venus. 

commenta es clignum Thebuno aeniRmple monsrrum. 
hic ubi uir non est, ut sit udulterium. 

The first five lines of 1.90 are innocuous, almost praising Bassa for her chastity, but the 

sixth labels her a furutor and more than implies that she has sexual intercoune as a man 

does, either by use of an d l i p o ~ ~ "  or by means of an oveaized landica'", the latter 

being more plausible due to the reoccurrence of this theme later in Martial at 3.72.6 (uut 

uiiquid m n i  prominet ore tui), 7.67 (where pedicare is used of Philaenis), and 7.70 

"%ullivan ( 199 1) cites 7.67 in his chapter entitled 'Martial's Misogyny'. 

'07~owe11 ( 1980, p.298). 

108Sullivan (199 1, p.206). 



(where Jùtuere is used of Philaenis). In both 7.67 and 7.70, as well as this epigrarn, 

words used for the male role in sex (Turutor) are applied to a woman, implying that it was 

she, not a device, that did the dceds. The two things which this epigrarn uses for humor, 

tribadism and the ovenized organ which facilitates it, are not, when taken as general 

themes, uncommon in Martial. For example, homosexuality (and by this 1 am not 

refemng to the love between a man and a boy, but that between a man and a man) is 

equally attacked when it exists in males; in fact, this is one of Martial's favorite points of 

atiack on men, far outnumbering the examples of such attacks on women. This will be 

amply demonstrated in the following chapter. This attacking of a unnatural action done 

by a person is very prevalent in Martial. It is, as has been stated before, arguably his 

favorite ropic. Sccondly, the attention paid to the oversized lund~cu, when viewed with 

the previous statement in minci, is not surprising. Body pans which are of extraordinary 

size or of a small size are fodder for humor (particulary in cases such as this when it aids 

the epigrarn's point). For example, 1 1.14 

Heredes, nofite brevem sepelire coionum: 
nam terru est illi quuniulucurnque gravis. 

which is a reversa1 of the traditional burial epigrarn because of the size of the f m e r  

invoived and 6.36 

Mentula (am m g n u  est quuntus ribi. Pup-vle. nusus, 
ut possis, quotiens amigis, oyucere. 

which makes fun of the size of both Papylusw nasus and his mentulu. M e n  these things 

are taken into consideration, although the epigrarn is intended to be insulting, it is so in a 

way that is perfectly in line with the rest of the work of Martial. 7.67 is arguably the 



most famous of Martial's 'misogynous' epigrams. 

Pedicat pueros tribus Philaenis 
et tentigine saeuior mariti 
undenus dolut in die puellas. 
harpasto guoq ue subligata ludit 
et jlauescit huphe, grauesque h u c i s  
hulterus facili rotat locerto, 
et putri lut ulenta de pulaestru 
uncri uerbere uapulut mugistri: 
nec cenat prius aut recumbit onte 
y uum septcm uomuit meros deunces: 
ad quos fus sibi tunc putut redire, 
cum coloephia sedecim comedit. 
post huec omnia cum libidinatur, 
non fellat - putaf hoc p a m  uirile -, 
sed plune media uorut puellus. 
IJi mentem tibi dent ruam, Philueni, 
cunnum lingere quuc putus uirile. 

[t can be broken up into four parts. First, lines one to three begm the epigram by stating 

its subject, tribus Philaenis, and straightway compares her sexual activity in tems that 

would apply to the role of a man (pedicure, tentigo, dolare) during intercourse and as 

having a man's sexual interests bueri et puellu), interests which are also excessive 

(untienus in die). Lines four to eight are about her athletic activities in which she is 

somewhat accomplished and lines nine to twelve are about her eating and drinking'OY 

habits. These two sections again portray Philaenis taking part in men's activities and 

acting as a man. Lines thirteen to seventeen return to her sexual habits, again stressing 

her manliness inasmuch as she does not perform fellutio because she does not think that 

it is a manly act. The surprise cornes in line fifteen; Philaenis vorat medias puellas. 

'%artid's description of Philaenis vomiting no doubt influenced Juvenal's d m  
redit et loto terram ferii intestin0 (6.429). in fact, the entire epigram most likely had a 
great impact on Juvenal's sixth satire. 



After the long list of ways in which she is similar to a man, the epigram ends on a 

dissimilanty because by doing this, she does not act like a man"'. Once again, the 

epigram is intended to be insulting, but it is in accord - i t h  the general rule of Martial: 

everybody/eveming mut  stay within its allotted bounds. Philaenis, in her concerted 

attempt to act like a man, is ignoring the fact that she is a woman. By doing so, she is 

overstepping the bowds allotted to her by nature and by Roman society. She does not 

nin the home as a woman should nor is she the passive partner in senual intercourse. 

This c m  also be seen in the second epigram (7.70) conceming Philaenis which is 

addressed to her. In it, Martial States that the girl whom Philaenisfutuit "' is correctly 

called her umicu, in a sexual sense of the word. It is the overstepping of her proper place 

which Martial is m i l y  attacking in 7.67, and again it is with the intention of creating an 

interesting epigram, in this case by cumuiutio, as he reverses our expectations at the end 

of the epigram. This theme of the overstepping of boundaries tMl1 be dealt with again in 

the following chapter. 

To restate: it is readily apparent that the previous epigrams are vulgar and 

"OSullivan ( 199 1, p. 199). It has been hypothesized that cunnilingus is not 
restricted to humans in Martial's epigrams. 

Os et labra tibi iingit. hnne iu ,  cutelius: 
non miror, merdas si liber esse cani. ( 1.83) 

Hallet ( 1977) takes this epigram in a sexual sense. Howell(1980, p.278) admits that this 
could be a possibility, but feels that the explanation of herfeiiario is more 
straightforward. Adams ( 1982, p. 100, n. 1 ) argues that 'One cannot legitimately argue 
that Martial based a pun on an obscure medical calque (os et lubru) which is only 
attested in a very late translation.', cailing Hallen's argument an 'absurd notion'. 

"'Again, note the use of the verb for the male role in intercourse applied to a 
woman. 



offensive. This is not in dispute. This was to the Romans' taste and many famous men 

are said to have written epigrams such as this"'. What is ofien ignored is Martial's 

intent. Tribadism was seen as unnatural in the same way that male homosexuality was 

seen as unnatural, and so it made a fitting target for Martial's poetic agenda: the 

placement of al1 things in their righdul sphere. Not only is he castigating what he, and 

Roman society, saw as a fault, but he is doing it a humorous, albeit crude, way. Without 

the humor, it would sirnply be a diatribe. 

Another theme is that of smells which are sexual in nature. Most notably, this 

occun in 4.4 and 6.93. Both of these epigrams are very hanh in their display of disgust 

at such smells as these, using vivid comparisons to convey their point and to intensi5 the 

disgust on the part of the reader. Neither epigram explicitly states that the smells have 

their ongin in sexual organs/activities, but there are clear hints at this in both. The 

addressee in 4.4 is Bassa, whom we have already met in 1 -90, she who was the subject of 

the epigram against her tribadism. Because of her unnatural sexual vice, Martial would 

expect an unnatural smell to accompany it'I3. In addition, there are sexual comparisons 

LI2 ïuesuris A ugust i luscivos. f ivrde. versus 
sex kge.  qui trhtis verbu Lutinu legis: 

"Quod fur uit G Iaphyran Anioniw, hunc mihi poenam 
Fulvia constiruif, se quoque uti futuam. 

Fulvium ego ut funurn? quid si me Munius ore! 
pedicem faciarn? non puto. si supiam 

:lut furue. uut pugnemus' ait. Quid quod mihi vira 
carior est ipsu mentula? Signa canant!" 

Absofvis lepidos nimirum. Auguste. libeflos, 
q ut scis R o m  simpl icitafe loqui. ( 1 I 2 0 )  

l 3  Physical defects mirror moral deficiencies (Sullivan 199 1, p. 168). 



mixed into the epigram (e-g. a goat having sex and the smell of the lamp of the prostitute 

Leda' l') which subtly fix the area fiom which the smell is emanating in the mind of the 

reader. In 6.93, some of the smells are similar in nature, notably the use of the h i r m  

cornparison (4.4.4 and 6.93.3). The fact that Thais tries to disguise the smell when she is 

naked is telling. More telling, perhaps, is the: association of this narne with that of the 

famous Greek courtesan and its use in a sexual context in 4.12 (nulfi, Thai. negus). 

Epigram 4.4 is as follows: 

Quod siccoe redoiet pubs lucunae. 
crurlrirum nebulue quod AlbuIurum. 
piscinae uet us uuru quod murinue. 
quod pressu piger hircus in cupellu, 
lussi uurduicus quud ruocuti. 
quod bis murice ueflus inquinutum. 
y uud ieiuniu subbaturiurum, 
rnuestorum quod unhelit us reorurn, 
y uod spurcae moriens lucema Ledue. 
quocl ceromuta $ece de Su6 ina. 
quo J uolpis fuga, uiperu cubile, 
mullem y uam quod oies olere, Bussu. 

C'umula~io is once again employed and in fact takes up eleven of the twelve lines of the 

epigram, the final line being the main clause upon which al1 the subordinate ones rely. 

6.93 also uses this technique, only to a lesser degree. 

k m  mule T h i s  olet quum non fullonis uuuri 
testu uetus rnediu. sed modo fiuctu uiu. 

non ub amore recens hircus, non ora feonis, 
non detracta cuni trunst iberina m i s ,  

putlm ubortiuo nec cum putrescit in ouo. 
amphoru comrpro nec uitiaia garo. 

Mrus ut hoc alio fa flax pennutet odore, 

' 14See 1 1 -6 1 -3-5 for the association of the narne Leda with prostitution. 



depositu quotiens bufnea ueste petit. 
psilothro uiret uut ucida Iatet oblitu creta 

aut regitur pingui terque quuterque fubu. 
Cum bene se tutam per fraudes mille putauit. 
omnia cum fecit, Thciidu Thuis olet. 

The main clause begins the epigram and the first six lines are dependant upon it. The 

next four lines are Thais' 'antidote' to the smell, but the last two lines rnake it clear that 

she still smells. Although these two epigrams deal with the same theme in 

approxirnately the same way, they are very different in their tone. In 4.4, by listing the 

comparisons first, it keeps the reader guessing what the subject of the epigram is. The 

sutprise is that the fou1 smells are compared to a woman. I submit that because of the 

great number of comparisons and the very structure of the epigmm, it is more insulting 

than 6.93. In 6.93, there are fewer comparisons, and they are complimented by their 

antidotes, leaving Thais, when her smells have been canceled out by other smells, with 

what she naturally smells of - herself. This epigrarn has a bener structure and a more 

humorous ending than does 4.4. Martial enjoys writing about odd/foul smells'15 because 

of the opportunity for vivid description and their association with unnaturalness. In point 

of fact, these are not sweeping generalities (Le. omnes ferninue feminus olent ), but they 

are directed at named women, one of whom has already been associated with the 

unnatural act of tribadism and the other who, judging frorn her name, is to be associated 

with prostitution. 



(le) Adultery, Promiscuity, N d  for 1 Love of Intercourse 

The final themes in the category of sexual attacks are similar in nature: adultery, 

promiscuity, the need forilove of sex. Because of this grouping, some epigrams employ 

more than one of these themes. The theme of adultery is one of the favorite themes of 

Martial, permeating most of his books. It sometimes takes the form of a wornan who 

mames a man, previously suspected of k ing  her lover, oAen because of the l a  Iuliu. 

i \ h e c h ~ ~  erat: p o t e m  tamen hoc tu. Puufu. negure. 
ecce vir est: nurnquici, Poulu, negure potest? 

In 1.74, it is Paula's current husband, not she herself, who is labeled the adulterer. 

Because the Romans believed that adultery was wrong for rither sex, both parties are 

criticized in this epigrarn, not jus1 Paula. It can be argued that the use of moechuc, not 

moeclzu, places more emphasis on the man's wrongdoing than on the woman's. The 

labeling of the male as the moechus is also seen in 6.22.2 (et. rnoechum modo. nuncfucis 

murttum) and the marriage is the 'confession' of the woman. 5.75 also uses the theme 

of forced mamage. 

Quae legis causa nupsit tibi Laefiu, Quinte. 
urorem potes hanc dicere legitimum. 

In this case, however, it is Quintus who is addressed and neither Party is 

specifically blamed for the act of adultery. The lex I ~ i i a " ~  is the reason for the marriage, 

and the subject of adultery fumishes Martial with a play on the meaning of legitimm, 

meaning both that Laelia is Iegally his wife and that she is compelled to be by force of 

' '%ornitian had revived this law against aduitery in his capacity as ceasor. He 
took great pride in ths title by which Martial addresses him, notably in 6.4.1 (censor 
maime princïpiumq ue princeps). 



law. There does not seem to be any real castigation in this epigram; the theme is simply 

a vehicle for the p u .  6.7 also deals with the iex Iufiu and a woman who is forced to 

ma- frequently because of it. 

Iuliu lex populis ex quo, Fuu~tine, renata est 
aique intrare domos imsu Pudicitiu est. 

uut minus aut certe non plus tricesimu lux est. 
et nubir decimo ium Telesillu uiro. 

guue nubit rotiens, non nubit: udulteru fege est. 
oflcndor rnoechu simpliciore minus. 

This epigram implies that Telesilla commits adultery so frequently that it is 

necessary to many a new husband every few days; this allows the joke that what the law 

expressly forbids, it makes happen. Instead of cheating on one husband, she has cheated 

on nine in less than thirty days. It attacks her unnaturally large sexual appetite, which, 

because of the law, is now public knowledge. It is unnaturalness which is criticized. 

3-36 uses cumulurio to contrast the great wealth and genius of Candidus, which is 

his alone, to his wife, whom he shares with the people. 

Pruediu solus habes et solus. Candide, nurnmos, 
uurea solus habes, mutrinu solus hubes, 

Lbfussicu solus I I U ~ C S  et Opimi Caecubu soius, 
et cor soltls hbes,  solus et ingenim. 

omniu solm habes - nec me puta uefie negare.' - 
uxorem sed habes. Condide, curn populo. 

The one thing, his wife, which he alone should have, he does not possess - therein lies the 

joke. It is indeed insulting to his wife to be called so promiscuous, but it also insults 

Candidus for allowing this to take place. 6.39 contains a similar theme. 

Pater ex Marulia, Cinna, fuctuî es septem 
non liberonmt: namque nec tuus quisquam 



nec est umici fiiiusue uicini, 
sed in grabatis tegetibusque concep ti 
muternu produnt cupitibus suis furtu. 
hic qui retorto crine Mourus incedit 
subolem fatetur esse se coci Santrae. 
ut die sirna nare. turgidis labris 
ipsu est imago P u n w i  pulaestritae. 
pistores esse tertium quis ignorut, 
quicumque lippum nouit et uidet Dumum? 
y uurt us ci nuedu front e. crindido zmit u 
ex concubino nuîw esr tibi Lygdx 
percide. si uis.filium: nefus non est. 
hunc uero ucuto capite et uuribus longis, 
quae sic rnouentur w soienf aseilortm, 
quis morionisjilium negat Cyrtue? 
duuc sorores. tliu nigtu et haec nijia, 
<?VI i choruuiue uiliciq ue sunt Carpi. 
Ium Mo6 idumm gra t ibi foret plen w 
si spudo C 'c~resus BinJvmusq ue non esser. 

This epigram, as the previous one, not only attacks Marulla, wife of Cinna, for her 

astonishing promiscuity, but attacks her because of the class of men with whom she 

cheats on her husband. Lt is immediately pointed out that not one is a child of Cinna, nor 

is there even a child of one of his hends or neighbors. It is implied that a child bom 

from one of these men could be raised as his own, doubtless because thry would be of 

the same social class as Cinna. The children conceived by Marulla al1 have fathen of 

low social standing, slaves even, and many could not be passed off as Cinnaqs legitirnaie 

children because of their races and lack of similarity to him. Not only does she consort 

with cooks and eunuchs, she even had relations with a morio. It must be noted that this, 

so fat-, is the harshest, and longest, attack on adultery, and it is so for a reason. To this 

point, the social status of the men in the epigrams cited has not been mentioned, 

therefore it must be inferred that their social standing was equal to that of the woman 
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with whom they were committing adultery. In 3.26, although it does not specifically 

state it, cum populo implies al1 men of different social classes. In 6.29, however, the 

men are obviously of an inferior social class and therefore it is more wrong for Manilla 

to commit adultery with them than it would be for her tocommit it with men of equal 

status. Once again, Martial is attacking an unnatural act. He does so by first attacking 

the adultery itself, then by attacking the unnatural coupling of the classes, then by 

attacking the unnatural features by which the children 'confess' their parentage (retorto 

crine, simu nurr, turgidis labris, ucuto cupite, auribus longzs). This epigrarn also attacks 

adultery in stronger terms because of its production of offspring, something which was 

not produced by the couplings in the aforementioned epigrams. This byproduct of 

adultery is also mentioned in 8.3 1. it concems a man who, afier mamage, traveled to 

Rome to petition Dornitian for the ius trium liberorum, which nght he should have been 

able to provide for himsel f. Martial wams diuque tres guueris nutos, quuttuor inverties. 

(8.3 1 . 5 4 ) .  There is no mention of the social status of the men or of the fact that the man 

could not raise the sons as his own. The epigram is very light in tone, and because the 

adultery presumably was done in the socially 'correct' way, even though children were 

produced, no real damage was done. There seems to be no real attempt to insult the 

wife; she merely plays the necessary role of adulteress in the epigram. However, the 

insulting of the adulteress is present in 10.95. 

Infuntem t ib 1 vir, t ib i, GuZIa, remisir uduitrr. 
Hz. puto. non dub ie se futuisse negant. 

This epigram is quite insulting for several reasons. Fintly, aduitery was committed. 
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Secondly, a child was produced fiom the act. Thirdly, the use of jutuisse effectively 

makes the coupling seem more crude. Finally, not only does the husband deny that the 

child is his'17, but the adulterer denies that the child is his as well, implymg that the 

woman is more promiscuous than fint believed. 

What can be deduced from these epigrarns? Firstly, although adultery was looked 

d o m  upon, in itxlf it was not one of the greatest insults one could use against another. 

This can be seen by the fact that the epigrams which have been cited, when dealing with 

simple infidelity, do not treat the woman too harshly, or any differently than the man 

with whom she is committing the act. The sin is more gnevous when a child is 

produced, but this, too, can be overlooked. The greatest insult is for a woman to have 

committed adultery, had a child by the adulterer, and for that man to be her social 

inferior. Today, we deprecate adultery in stronger tenns than the Romans seem to have 

done and because of this, we have no problem with epigrams blaming women for their 

infidelity nor do m consider it a sign of misogyny to do so; it is simply considered to be 

morally wong. 

Promiscuity outside of the bonds of marriage is also dealt with in the epigrarns of 

Martial. This was a time-honored female nereotype by the tirne of Martial (later used to 

great eflect by Juvenal in his sixth satire) and as such gave Martial room to improvise on 

the theme. He could use it in it a straightforward way as in 8.54(53)Iig 

'"~his could be done because of some physical sign that it belongs to an inferior 
social class, which woutd also add to the insult of the wife. 

'lRSee the note in chapter one 'Book Eight' on this epigram. 



firmosissima quae fuere uel sunt. 
sed uilissima guae fuere uel sunt. 
o q uum te fieri, Catulku. uellem 
formosam minur aut mugis pudicum! 

or with a variation of the theme as in 4.12. 

Nulli. Thui, negus, sed si te non pudei istud, 
/IUC sultem pudeut, Thui. negure n ihii. 

This bnef epigram demonstrates the concise wit of Martial in his use and placement of 

n i  a d  n i .  Thais does not refuse anybody and she is not ashamed of it. This should 

be the insult, but Martial chooses instead to attack the fact that she is fiee with any fonn 

of sexual activity her lover of the moment wishes. It is her implied participation in 

Jdlutio and pedicurio that is really the focus of the epigram, not the great number of her 

lovers. As such, it is quite insulting, but. nevertheless, a clever adaption of an existing 

stereotype. 

Stereotypes of wornan (and men) play a great role in satire and comedy; the 

stereotype of the woman who loves actorç'gladiators/slaves cornes into play in 6.6, in 

which she not only loves thern, but the ~o@hv np6aoxov as well, demonstrating her 

excessive lust, for this man would hardly be classed as an actor. In addition, it occun in 

7.35.6 where Martial asks a matron who keeps the privates of her slave concealed at the 

baths un soiu esr servi mentulu veru rui?, the implication being that he is her c o n d i n u s .  

The theme of consorting with members of lower classes, as in 6.39, is seen also in 

Das Parthis, dm Germanis, dus, Cuelia, Dacis, 
nec C i l i m  spernis Cappuidocumque toms; 

et ribi de Pharza Memphiticus urbejùtutor 



nuuigut, u rubris ei niger Indus aquis: 
nec recutitotum figis inguinu ludaeonrm. 

nec te Surmutico trcrnsi i Alunus equo. 
Quu rutione fucis, cum sis Romarin puellrr. 

quod Romcinu tibi mentula nulla plucet? 

This epigrarn clearly demonstrates that it was not seen as proper for a Romuna puella to 

have sex with foreignen. Roman citizens took a great deal of pnde in the fact that they 

were both Roman and citizens. It was an insult that a woman would chaose a man from 

another race to have a dalliance with. Martial takes offence at the same thing with 

respect to promiscuous unmarried women and married women; the lowering of 

standards. Once again, Martial does not approve of promiscuity, and he approves less of 

women who engage in promixuous behaviour with memben of social classes which are 

lower than theirs. 

Martial also makes fun of women who are in constant need of sex or who are 

overly interested in menrulue in general. It has become a necessity for hem, just as food 

and drink are to the living. It was acknowledged that women derived pleasure from 

inter~ourse"~, but unlike men, who were allowed to express their sexuality, they were 

supposed to be able to keep it in check. This unnatural desire on the part of some women 

119 ... sed hi libellz, 
tumqlram coniugibus suis mari ri. 
non possumt sine mentula placere. ( 1 35.3-5) 

In addition, this pleasure is the cause of their adultery as can be seen in 3.85. 
Quis tibi persuusit naris ubscidere moecho? 

non huc peccuttim est purte, murite, tibi. 
stulte, quid egtsti? nihil hic tibi perdidit uror, 

cum szt salvu fui mentufa Deiphobi. 
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was seen as somewhat comic by Martial. He believed that such a prurigo'" existed (and 

that it was good in some cases), but he never harshly criticized it. The only attack on 

prurigo is in 2.34; Galla is abused for using her dowry to buy her lover Phileros out of 

slavery and by doing so, allowing her three sons to starve to death. It is worth noting two 

things. Firstly, by virtue of the fact that her lover had to be purchased, he was of a lower 

social class than she was: a thing which Martial takes strong issue with. This issue can 

also be seen in two epigrarns which have just been discussed; the Caelia of 7.30 has a 

voracious sexual appetite, yet she satisfies it with foreignen, men of a lower class than 

she is, and the matron of 7.35 is overly fond of the organ of her slave. Both these woman 

are mocked because of their lowbrow tastes, not specifically because of their 'problem'. 

Secondly, Galla is probably committing adultery behind the back of her husband with 

whom she had three sons, an accomplishrnent which gave the farnily certain rights and 

was a status symbol of sorts. She is, in fact, abandoning a solid marriage. In very strong 

prurstut ur cuno tunro indulgent iu cvnno 
y uern nec custu potest iurn demisse Venus. 12' 

Martial attacks her desire, particularly distastehi in a woman of her age (cunur), and 

"'This is specifically referred to in 1 1.60.26 and called an u l m .  
.. .sed Phlogis ulcw hubet. 

idcus hubet Priumi quod tendere possit ulutum 
quodque senern Peliun non sinat esse senem, 

ulcm habet quod hobere suum vuit quisque puellum. 
quod sanare Criton, non quod Hygia potest: 



states that it would be more acceptable if she openly poisoned her children as Pontialu, a 

notonous poisoner, would In this epigram, Martial not only cnticizes her lus& but the 

cost at which her pleasure cornes, the damage she is doing to her family and children, 

and the mixing of social classes. As such, the epigram is very pointed in its attack. 

The following epigram takes a lighter view of this compulsion. For exarnple. 

1 1.7 is about a woman who began to cheat on her husband during the reign of Domitian 

and is trying to continue her ways under the new emperor, Nerva. 

Ium certe stupido non dices, Paulu. murito. 
ud moechum quotiens iongius ire voles. 

'C'uesur in Albanum jussit me mane venire. 
Cuesur CCrceios. ' h m  strophri rulis ub ir. 

F'enelopue Iicet esse ribi suh principe Nervci: 
s d  prohibet scubies rngeniumque vetus. 

Infe I k, quid uges ? uegrum simuIub is umicum ? 
huerebit dominae vir cornes ipse suae. 

i bit et ad fiutrem tecum matremque putremque. 
q uus igitur fruudes ingeniosa pures? 

Diceret hystericum se forsiton altera moechu 
in Sinuessuno velle sedere lacu. 

y uunto tu me fius. y uotiens plucet ire fututum. 
quue vemm muvis dicere. Puulu. viro.' 

Paula used to hide her cialliances by saying that Domitian had summoned her, but now 

that Nerva is emperor, such things cannot be done'". How will she hide her intrigues? 

She gives up deceit and Martial says 

. ..y uot iens placet ire futur um. 
p u e  verum muvis dicere, Paulo, viro! ( 1  1.7.13-14) 

'"See the note on this epigrarn in chapter one -Book Six'. 

"'~omitian pnded himself on his assumption of the title of cemor. Ironically. 
the implication in this epigrarn is that it was he who facilitated the adultery. 



Although the subject is Paula's adulterous nature, it can easily be argued that the one 

who is attacked in this epigram is her husband. In the very first line, he is called stupiclur 

and in the last line his own wife tells him that she is going out for a romp. Either he does 

not care what his wife is doing, which is unlikely unless he had a mistress of his own, or, 

more likely, that he has no control over her; she does what she wants and is in fact the 

authority over her husband. This was seen as very unnatural. Marriages had evolved into 

more equal institutions by the time of Martial; the woman was no longer under her 

husband'slfather'siguardian's complete power'", but the man was still the head of the 

family, the potefumilius. The usurpation of this role by a wife did not reflect well upon 

the man who had become subservient to his 'parimer'. Some may argue that this notion 

of subservience alone tinges the epigram with misogyny, but Martial can hardly be 

blamed for judging men and women by the societal noms of the time. Therefore, the 

epigrarn is insulting to the wife about her dalliances, but more insulting to the husband 

for allowing them. 

1 1.71 is even more explicit in its mention of prurigo. 

Hystericam vetulo se dixerut esse murito 
et queri tur futui Leda necesse sibi; 

sedflens atque gemens tunti negat esse sulutem 
seque refert pu tius pruposuisse muri. 

vir rogat ut vivat virides nec deserat unnos. 
et fieri quod iarn non fucit ipse sinit. 

protinus uccedunt medici medieueque recedunt. 
roll unturque pedes. O medicina gravis! 

Lydia is a young woman who is married to an old man, a not uncornmon thing in Roman 

"'Balsdon (1 963, pp. 1 79- 1 80). 



society, at least among the upper classes. The old man cannot satisQ her, yet she, 

although dying of lust, is 'willing' to sacrifice henelf for their marnage. Her husband 

cannot bear it and there i s  a switch fkom female to male do~tors''~ who do what he 

cannot. As in the previous epigram, the husband is, along with his wife, the brunt of the 

comedy. He is referred to both as being an old man and being impotent, a malady which 

will be discussed in the following chapter. In addition, his wife's actions seem to be 

done for the sole purpose of getting him to offer her other men rather than her coming 

out and asking to be allowed to have an adulterous relationship. It seems like vecy subtle 

coercion on the part of the young wife for which the husband falls, seemingly because of 

his love for his young bride, and no doubt because he felt to blame for the situation. As 

such, his old age, inadequacy, and simpleness make him as much the brunt of the 

epigram as is his wife. The tone of these epigrarns is much lighter; their intent seems to 

be more plaflul than hurtful. In addition, the male in each is just as much at fault as the 

female, maybe even more so. 

Martial also singles out women who enjoy some pariicular aspect of mmuiue. In 

7.14, a tragedy has befallen a nameless female acquaintance of Martial; she has loa her 

plaything. Her loss is nothing like Lesbia's sparrow or Ianthis' dove. 

Iz5 See also 1 1.60.6 ( ( u I m ]  quod sonore Criton, non quod Hygiu potest). Criton, 
the male doctor, is able to 'cure' her whereas Hygia, the female doctor, cannot. See 
Adams (1982, pp.40-41) and Kay (1985, p.202) on the use of u l m ,  the key word in this 
epigram. 



bis de no^"^ puerum numeruntem perdi dit unnos, 
mentula mi nondum sesqu$edulis erut.'27 

This interest in size is seen more clearly in 10.55. 

.I rrect wn quotiens Matul fa penern 
pensuvit digitis diuqire mensa est. 
fibrus, scripulu srrtulusque dicit; 
idem post opus et suas pa fuestrus 
koru cum similis iacet remisso, 
quunto sit fevior Mamfku dicil. 
Non ergo est m u s  istu. sed stuteru. 

This fascination and close study is ndiculous, and Martial uses it to compare her hand to 

a steelyard. In neither of these epigrams, although insdting by virtw of the nature of 

their subject, are women tembly insulted. Their preoccupation with size/weight is a 

manifestation of theirprurigo, yet it is not directly attacked. Instead, in the first case, it 

is an opportunity for a literary comparison to a great influence (Catullus) and a great 

fnend (Stella), both well hown. The second fumishes the chance for a silly comparison 

in which little harm is done. The tone of neither epigram is that of degradation or 

disgust, but simply humorous. 

(19 Martial's Tastes 

Finally, there are epigrams in which Martial expresses his own tastes with regard 

the sexuality of his women. In 1.57, Martial states how he likes a woman to treat his 

advances. 

12%er ( 1968, p.430) notes 'senos Heins., denos codd' which would emphasize 
the fact the she lost something which would possibly have been greater in the fiiture. 



Quulem. Fiucce. velim quueris noiimve puellum? 
nolo nimh facilem drfficiiemque nirnis. 

i h d  qirud medium est utq ue inter utrumque probumus: 
nec uoh quod cruciut nec uolo quod sutiut. 

It would seem that he likes to be teased, but then gratified. He dislikes women who are 

overly sexual and ones who are not that interested in sexual intercourse. This fits the 

picture ive have of Martial from looking at the epigrams which deal with sexual matters. 

His distaste for women who indulge in unseemly practices or who are older is evident, 

yet there is not much against wornen who have a normal sex life. Contrary to this, he 

States in 9.32 that he wants, in essence, a promiscuous woman. 

Hunc volo quue fucifis. y uue pu lliolata vuga fur, 
hanc volo q u e  puero tum dedir unte mm. 

hune vulu y uum rrdmit rofum denurius oltrr. 
hum volo quue puriter sufficit unu rrib us. 

poscenrem nummos et grundiu verbu sonantem 
possideat crassae mentula BurJiguIue. 

Even though he stated in the previous epigrarn that he did not want a girl who was overly 

sexual, he now writes that he wants a girl who will sleep with a slave and is a cheap 

prostitute who will indulge in activities which he has attacked in his epigrams. The only 

way to reconcile these two views is to see L .57 as his preference for women of higher 

social standing and 9.32 as his preference for prostitutes'? In the former, there was no 

talk of money and the situation seems to be more that of courtship. In the latter, the 

situation seems to be a choice between a common prostitute and a courtesan. 

What can we see in how Martial uses sexuality and sexual themes when dealing 

"'It could also be seen as one of Martial's changes of opinion. 
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with women? Some themes disturbed him more than others, but the common thread is  

his dislike of al1 things unnatural, be it an unnatural sexual act, compulsion, physical 

trait, or intemingling of the classes. It was with this yardstick that he measured out the 

level of his vituperation against any given subject. This will be seen even more clearly in 

the forthcoming thernes, including old women, physical appearance in general, and 

improper behavior. 

(2) Old Women 

nother major recurring theme in Martial is his dislike of old women. It should 

be stated that the age range which 'old' denoted to the Romans was substantially younger 

than the age range which we cal1 'old' today. In the Roman era, the legal age to be 

mamed was twelve and the common age was tifteen'" (at least for the upper class). 

Therefore, the women whom Martial labels 'old' need not be in their seventies; they 

could very well be in their late menties or early thirties. There are three main areas 

around which Martial centen his abuse when he deals with old women: their age, their 

physical appearance, and their sexual drive1". Ln most cases, a combination of these 

themes is used in each epignun dealing with this topic. Therefore, it would be best to 

deal with some of the more peninent epigrams and discuss what themes they contain on 

an epigram by epigram basis. 

'"Sullivan ( 199 1, p.200). 

'3%i~hlin (1992, p. 109) States that the main themes w d  with regard to old 
women are statement's about their great age, explicit description of repulsive physical 
deterioration, accusations of sexual insatiability, and rejection as a sexual partner. 



In 3.32, Martial makes his reply to the question Tan you love an old woman?', 

asked by ~atrinia"'  who is doubtless asking for his services. 

'.Von poss um uer ulum? ' q uueris, Matrinia: possum 
et uet ularn, se J tu mortua, non uetuh es. 

possicm Hecubum, possum Niobum. Mutr iniu. sed si 
nondum erit i lh cunis, nondurn erit iliu lapis. 

He can, up to a point which is evidently the point of death'". When Hecuba and Niobe 

ceased to be women, Martial says he would not have sex with them. By calling Matrinia 

a corpse, he is saying that she, as the other two women, has ceased to be a woman, 

therefore he has ceased to have any interest in her. This epigram combines the themes of 

extreme old age and of old women who are still sexually active. Perhaps she would have 

had more iuck if she had offered to pay for the service as the woman in 7.75. 

Fis fut ui grur i.s, cum sis deformis unusq ue. 
res perrzdicuku est: vis clare nec dure vis. 

Martial is able to make a tembly insulting epigram in only two lines and yet create a 

humorous play on the word dure. There is an insult in each half line; the vulganty of 

firiri, the unflattering description, the view of her offer, and finally the fact that she 

should pay for sex. The combination of old age and loss of physical beauty is a recunent 

In seveml epigrams such as the previously examined 2.34, canur is used to 

"'This narne wouid immediately bnng to mind mutrom, which would reinforce 
the age of the woman in the epigram. 

"'~n immanent death seems to be the one redeeming quality which an old 
woman could possess. See 10.8. 

Nubere Paula cupit nobis, ego ducere Paukim 
nolo: unus est. Veliem. si mugis esset anus. 



modi- ciinni~s to express both the age of the woman and, in addition, to stress that she is 

still sexualiy active. In this case, she is  so active that she purchased her lover as a slave 

and is letting her three sons starve. Martial adds that she has a cunnus qucm nec custu 

potest ium &cuisse Venus (2.34.4) in order to stress her age and thus intensiîjmg the 

insult. This use of cunus is also seen in 9.37. 

Cùm s;s ;PSU domi mediaque ornere Suburu, 
fiunr ubsentes et tibi. Collu, cornue, 

nec dentes aliter quam Sericu nocte reponus, 
et iuceus cent um conditu pyxidibil~, 

nec trcum facies tuci donni~t,  innuis illo 
y uod tibi prolutum est mane supercilio, 

et te nulla movet cuni reverentio cunni, 
quem potes inter uvos ium numerure tuos. 

promit fis sescentu tumen; sed menrulu surdu est. 
el sil luscu licet, te tumen illu videl. 

The therne of loss of beauty due to old age is present once again. Martial uses examples 

of what she has physically lost (cornue, dentes, supercilium) to show her advanced age 

culrninating in the attack on the age of her cunnw. Galla offers a plethora of pieasures 

which Martial refuses for the aforementioned reasons, and he ends the epigrarn with a 

clever, albeit crude, twist. He uses the adjective surdus, which cm also be a sign of old 

age, and the adjective (uscus, a favorite he uses with some fiequency"'. in comection 

with his own mentula: one expresses old age, the other defortnity, the two things he 1s 

attackjng Galla for. It as if he is saying '1 may be in about the sarne condition as you, but 

I'm still a little better'. 

To continue the theme of the conus cunnm, we may examine 10.90. In it, a 



woman named Ligeia is mocked for her depilation of her vetulus cunnuc.. 

Quid vellis vet uf um, L igeiu, nrnnum? 
quiii busri cineres tui lucessis? 
lales rnundiriae decent puellm - 
nam tu ium nec unus potes videri - ; 
isr ud. crede mihi. L igeiu, belle 
non muter focil Hectoris, sed uwr. 
Errus si tibi crrnnus hic vide fur, 
ud quem mentulu pertinere desit. 
y uare si pudor est. L igciu. noli 
hcrrbum vellere morruo keoni. 

Once again, Martial drives the point home that anything which is sexual or done 

for a sexual purpose, such as depilation, is not at al1 proper for an old woman to concem 

henelf with. This particular activity is perfectly acceptable for young women (or at least 

marricd oncs) and is in fact enjoyed by men. But, as we have seen, what is proper, in the 

y e s  of Martial, and Roman society in general, for one person is not so for everyone; 

each must stick to what is proper for himher and the transgession of boundaries is 

unnatural. The final four lines of the epigram succinctly sum up Martial's views on old 

wornen and sex. The cunnus possesses power (note the metaphor of the lion) as long as 

it is youthfui and it has the interest of men. When the bloom of youth i s  gone and men 

lose interest, it becomes nonexistent. This shows why Martial disliked old women who 

desired sex so much - he saw them as using a part of their bodies which had outlived its 

natural usefulness. 

The most elaborate and offensive attack occurs in 3.93. It combines all three of 

Martial favorite areas of attack into one long, insulting address to a woman named 



Cum t ib i trecent i consuies, Vet ustilla, 
et lres cupilli quutt uoryue sint dentes. 
pect us cicudue, crus colorque formicue; 
rugosiorem cum geras st ola frontem 
et araneorum cassibus pures mammas: 
cum conparatu rictibus fuis ora 
Ndiacus habeat corcociilus ungristu. 
meliurque runae gurriant Ruuennates, 
et Atrianus riulciu~ culix cuntet, 
uideusque quantum noctuae uident mune. 
et illud deus quo J uiri cupe liumm. 
et unutts hubeus orthopygium mucrue. 
senemq ue Cyn icum uincut osseus cunnus; 
cum te lucema balneutor atinctu 
udmittut inter bustuarias moechas; 
cum brumu memem sit tibi per A ugustum 
regelure nec te pestiientiu possif : 
crudes ducentm nnpt uire post mortes 
itirumq ue demens ccieribm tuis quueris. 
Prurire quid si Suit iur udit suurn? 
y uis coniugem te. quis uucub it uwrem, 
Philornelus auiom y uum uucuuerut nuper ? 
Quod si cuduuer exiges tuum sculpi. 
sternutur Acori de triclinio Zectus, 
!hulu.~ssionem qui ruum decet soius, 
us torque taedas prueferat nouue nuptue: 
intrure in istum SOIU far potest cunnum. 

The epigram begins by stating that she is tremendously old. The passage of time was 

marked by the men who were consuls in any given year. The use of this method of 

dating is also seen in epigram 10.39IY by the cornpanson of the age of a woman to three 

134 Cornule te Bruto quod iurus. Lesbiu. nutum. 
mentiris. Natu es. Lesb iu, rege Nwnu? 

sic quoque mentiris. Namque. ut t uu saecula narrant, 
ficta Prometheo diceris esse luto. 

Note the use of the cornparison to physical appearance. Martial enjoyed making 
ludicrous comparisons of this type as c m  also be seen in 9-29-14 

Saecuh Nestoreae permema, Philueni. senectae 
ruptu es ad infemus tum cito Ditis aquas? 

Euboicue nondum numerubas longa Sibyllue 



successively older 'consuls',: Brutus, Numa, then Prometheus, therehy indicating that she 

was as old as could possibly be. In the next twelve lines, specsfic body parts are singled 

out for attack ranging fiom her tres cupilli to her osseus cunnus. He surns up by stating 

that she is only allowed to bathe in the dark, thus condemning her entire body. The 

majority of the rest of the epigram centers on her desire for a husband and fulfillment of 

her urges. The content, length, and severity of the attack is astonishing"'. In its defense, 

the comparisons, notably to animals, are interesting and the summation of the epigram 

does contain a joke, but only related to the last part of the epigram (marriage torches = 

Funeral torches). The long list of comparisons seem to take too much time to simply 

establish the fact that she is  old. This is the second epigram which has been discussed 

which might be called misogynous. There is however, another possibility. Martial oRen 

States that he does not attack specific people, but vices, but there are actual people whom 

he bases these characten on, as is seen by the asking of the question 'Who is Postumus?? 

and his lack of a reply because OF his fear of revenge. This epigram could very well be 

about a particular wornan whom Martial truly hated. For whatever reason, whatever the 

cause of this hatred, he expresses it in his writing. This would explain the palpable 

feeling of dislike that permeates the epigram. It need not be seen as any more than what 

temporu: muior erat mensibus illu tribus. 
Nestor is a favorite cornparison for old age and the Sibyl would have k e n  more than 
1500 years old in Martial's lifetime. 

13%ee Horace (epode 8) for a simtlar attack He begins the twenty line assault by 
calling the woman putida and proceeds to cal1 her black-toothed, old and wrinkled., the 
possessor of a poder velut crudae bovis, sagging horse-breasts, a fat bel1 y, and oddly 
shaped leg. He also attacks learned women and surns up the epode by stating that she 
must perforrn felloio to get any response fiom super60 Ïnguine. 



it purports to be, an epigrarn addressed to Vetustilla, a woman whom Martial hates and 

attacks using the easiest way at his disposal, stereotypical (or perhaps her own) faults. 

Epigram 6.40 gives the most likely reason for Martial's distaste of old women: 

they are no longer sexually attractive. Youth and beauty, things which go hand in hand, 

were prized in Roman society, and it is to this type of woman that the vast majority of 

love poetry, whatever style you please, is addressed. This love of youthful beauty and the 

loss of it is seen in the following epigram. 

Fernina praeferri potuit ti bi nullu, Lycori: 
praeferri Gl'ceme ferninu nulla potest. 

huec erit hoc quod tu: tu non potes esse quod haec est. 
tempora quid fuciunt ! hum volo. te volui. 

The ravages of time have made Martial long for a yowipr woman afler Lycons, once 

very beautiful, had lost her looks to age. This loss due to age is not limited to just the 

female gender, however the losses are different: women lose their looks, men lose their 

power and dignity. Although this may seem sexist, it reflects what society at that time 

thought was the most important thing in the life of each gender. A woman's power lay in 

her beauty, but a man's power was a much more physical thing. The loss of looks and 

the loss of digiity amount to about the same thing. This loss of beauty was the death 

knell for women of the oldest profession, a thing which Martial deals with in 10.75. 

Mi fia viginti quondum me Gulia poposcit 
et. futeor, mugno non erat illa nimis. 

Annus ubit: 'Bis quinu dubis sester tiu, ' dikit. 
poscere plus visu esr y uarn prius illa mihi. 

[am duo poscenti post sa fum miliu mensem 
mille dabam nummos. Noluit accipere. 

Transierant binae forsun trinaeve Kaiendae, 
aureo!os dtro quattuor @sa petit. 



Non dedimw. Centum itrssit me mittere nummos: 
secl visa est nobis haec yuque s u m  grmrs. 

Sportuku nos iunrit quudruntibus uridu centum: 
hum voluit: puer0 diXimus esse dutum. 

Infirius nunquid polirit descendere ? fec il. 
dut gratis, ultro ùut mihi Galla: nego. 

This very effective epigram tracks the high price of Galla, who is young, through its 

decline as she ages (most likely in a little over two yeius time). The decrease in her 

wonh contrasts beautifully with the increase in her age, culminating in the refusa1 of her 

favors gruti... The loss of beauty and its subsequent problems is best illustrated in this 

epigram. It is nther nasty, but it conveys the message of Roman society, which is stili 

true today: younpr is better. 

What can be said about the theme of old women? Do the epigrams of Martial on 

this thrme faIl into his pattern of attack? Martial genuinely seems to dislike old women, 

but his barbs are reserved for one group of them: old women who are sexually active. 

Old women in general are not treated too badly. He does indeed make fun of them 

because of their age, but there are no really abusive epigrams directed at old women 

simply because they are old. The old wornen who are attacked al1 have some fault. It 

could be silliness (e-g. wanting to appear young as in 4.20) or, as in the vast majority of 

epigrams. it could be their sexual activity. Martial's philosophy, to be blunt, was that 

young women are sexually attractive and old women are not. He is repulsed by old 

women who still gratify their sex dnves and he wants no part of them. Martial's 

preoccupation with the attacking of al1 things unnaturd is what makes him write about 
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old women as he does. Old age itself is really an unnatural state. When mankind first 

began to roarn the worlà, life was bief and brutal. It t a s  only as civilization began that 

life became easier and longer. Additionally, it is the young who have sex, not the 014 for 

the purpose of procreation. Aside from pleasure, is there any point to sex afler the years 

of childbearing? This would seem to Martial to be very unnatural". Therefore, does 

Martial's treatment of old women make him a rnisogynist? No. He dislikes old women 

who are sexually active, but the abuse fits the pattern of his other themes; he attacks 

unnatural behavior. Can we Say that he hated all men because of his hatred of men who 

engage in homosexual sex and his equal hatred of bad pets? No. He is attacking what 

he sees as unnatural in al1 cases. 

(3) Physical Appearance 

Another major theme in Martial is that of physical appearance"'. Aside from 

comments and attacks on the general physical appearance of women, Martial has three 

favorite subjects: teeth 13" e ~ e s " ~ ,  and breasts. 

IJ6The 'sexually driven old woman' may not be far from the mark - the old 
women in Martial would be middle-aged by today's standard and thus be in their sexual 
prime. 

"'AS with most of Martial's themes, it is a time-honored one. See Catullus 43 for 
a very 'Matial-like' poem on this subject. 

1380n Martial's fondness for the theme of empri dentes see Howell ( 1995, pp. 1 28- 
129). 

13'On Martial's use of luîci in general see P. Watson (1982). 



1.19 is a very famous epigram on the loss of teeth via coughing. 

Si memini, fierant tibi qirattuor, Ae fio. dentes: 
expulit uncr duos tussis et una duos. 

ium securu potes totis tussire diebus: 
ni1 ist ic quoci agot iert ia tussis habet. 

There is nothing exceptionally insulting in this epigram: it is simply a humorous look at 

dental hygiene, which was, dentfiiicium aside, likely rather poor. This epigram implies 

that Aelia is old14* (because the older one gets, the worse condition the teeth are in), 

possibly that she is extremely old because of the ease with which her teeth fly out of her 

mouth. This epigram is also connected with the previously discussed epigrams about old 

women and it agrees with the conclusion reached in that section. Thcre is no malicious 

intent present in this epigram; there is no attack on an old woman simply because she is 

old. Ali that Martial is doing is telling a E'mny story, which is taken to an extreme for 

comic effect, about something that happens as one gets older. 

In order to replace this loss, teeth were ofien purchased just as today lost teeth are 

replace by dentures. Martial has hin with this practice in which people replace the 

natural (which has naturally departed) with the unnatural. In 1 .72, Martial compares 

Aegle, who has purchased her teeth, to a man named Fidentius who is stealing Martial's 

work and presenting it as his own"". Just as he wants to be thought of as a pet although 

'"See 14.56 for a clearer linking of the ideas of purchased teeth and old age. 
Quid m e c m  est tibi? Me pueliu sumut: 

emptos non sole0 pitre dentes. 

'41 Nostris versibus esse te poetom. 
Fidentine. putas cupisque credi? 



he is not, so Aegle wants to be thought of as having teeth although she does not. Martial 

uses this theme in the sarne way in 5.43. 

Thois hubet nigros, niveos Luecunia dentes. 
quae ratio est? emptos haec habet, illu suos. 

This theme once again gives him a chance to contrast the natural with the unnatural. The 

humor lies in the fact that in this instance, the natural is ugly and the unnatural is pretty. 

What is also ugly in the eyes of Martial is  the affectation. 

The epigrams cited to this point have k e n  harmless jokes, but the tone changes 

in 2.4 1 and becomes a little nastier. The first line is credited to Owd and it is this line 

that Martial alters to suit his hwnorous ends'"'. 

'Ri& s i  .supis. o puellu. ride' 
Puelignus, puto, dixerut poetu. 
srd non c/krrat omnibus pueilis. 
verurn ut dixerit omnibus pueiiis, 
non &rit tihi: 121 pueiia non es, 
r t ires sunt t ibi, Maximinu, dentes, 
sed plane piceique bure igue. 
puore si specuio mihique credis, 
dehes non uliter rimere risum, 
y uum uentum Spunius munumque Prisas, 
y uum cretutu timet Fubullu nimburn. 
cerussuta timet Subella soiem. 
voltus indue tu magis seueros, 
quam coniunx Priami numque muior. 
rnirnos ridiculi Philistionis 
et conuiulu nequiora uita 

sic clen~utu sibi viiierur Aegle 
empt is ossibus Indicoque cornu; (1.72.1 -4) 

'?..poets could quote, or even slightly misquote, a line of another's work and 
expect it ro be recognized by the audience .... Very often, the works imitated are lost and 
we c m  only guess how much was a writer's own invention and how much borrowed.' 
(Alston 1998, p.7). 



et q uidquid lepida procacitate 
kuwt perspicuo lubellu risu. 
te muestue decet udsidere mutri 
lugentique uirum piumue/rcfrern. 
et runf um trugicis uucure bfusis. 
ut tu iudicium secuia nostrum 
pioru, si supis, O puellu, plora. 

This epigram seems to be directed at an old woman (tu puella non es) and uses the 

problem of bad teeth as the reason why the woman in question should not do as Ovid 

suggests. Because of the state of her remaining teeth, she should be afiaid to laugh. This 

eives Martial a chance to employ compansons, a thing which he enjoys doing very much 
u 

and all four concem people who are afraid that sornething will min their appearance 

(usually because they are concealing a fault). He then goes on to advise her to avoid al1 

things that would make her open her mouth and instead to do things that are sorrowful. 

The entire epigam is constructed so as to end with a reversal of the first line, with ploru 

replacing ride in the meter. He begins by pointing out that Maximina is not a girl; this is 

the first step in the reversal. The rest of the epigrarn is dedicated to proving that she 

should in no way at all laugh. It is a funny and effective piece and although the tone is a 

little harsher than the previously quoted epigrams on the same theme, it can be attributed 

to the length which is necessary to prove how wrong the quotation is as applied to 

Maximina. In fact, a woman, not a man, was used here because that was the context of 

the quotation of Ovid 

In general, the theme of the loss of teeth deals with old women, as one would 

expect, and treats the theme with humor, not with venom. There is no trace of misogyny 

here. 



(3b) Eyes 

The loss of an eye is also a popular theme for Martial. Although it strikes us 

today as rather meanspirited to make fun of this problem, it was not that way in Roman 

society; such handicaps were 'fair game'. In 3.8, Martial uses this theme to insult both 

parties. 

'Thuidu Quintus urnut, ' 'Quurn ThuiJu? ' ' Thuidu iurcum ' 
Unim ocwlurn irhuis non hubet. ilke duos. 

The implication is that Thais, who has one eye, is not attractive. [t is wclear, most likely 

on purpose, whether she is unattractive because of the loss of an eye or for some other 

reason, but it is still certainly an insult. Martial compares the physical loss of an eye to 

the metaphorical loss of both, implying that Quintus is stupid for loving a woman who is 

unattractive (but love is blind is it not?). Although the epigram insults both Thais and 

Quintus, it is the cornparison of the real to the metaphorical which creates the punch line 

and the loss of an eye facilitates it. The use of loss of vision as a way to insult someone 

is also seen in 12.22. 

Quurn si! Imcu Philaenis indecenier 
vis Jicum breviter tibi, Fubidle? 
Esset caeca decentior Philaenis. 

This obscure epigram shows the unattractiveness of the loss of an eye, which would be 

hard to replace"", and its point lies in the fact that by an even more deformed 

appearance, she would become more attractive. How this would occur is unclear, but 

both the insult and the reversal of expectation are clear enough. 

143 q uid facies oalo,  Laeiiu? non emitur. ( 12-23 -2) 



Epigram 3.39 also employs the 'one-eyed' theme, but in a different way. 

Il iuco simil ern puemrn, Fuustine, min istro 
luscu Lycoris umut. Qrrurn bene Imcu vider! 

Although she has one eye, she sees perfectly. After the line and a half, one would expect 

some insult directed at the boy which would show him to be ugly; Martial reverses our 

espectation and instead praises his beauty. As in the previous epigram, it is necessary for 

Lycoris to have one eye so that the reversa1 can be set up. 

In al1 these epigrams which deal with a woman with a single eye, Martial does not 

make fun of the loss itself, but he uses the condition to set up the ending of the epigrams. 

A one-eyed woman sees better than a man with two eyes, sees perfectly well, and would 

be more attractive if she lost the other eye. The defect itself, obviously not attractive to 

look at, is treated as such; as a beautifui feature is praised, so an ugly defect is insulted. 

However. Martial does not attack it in overly mean ternis and, in reality, only uses it for 

comedic purposes. 

(3c) Breasts 

Another physical trait that is used by Martial is the size of a woman's breasts. 

Althouçh the majonty of examples occur in book fourteen, the Apophoreta, this theme is 

well worth noting because it has been mentioned by Sullivan as a sign of Martial's so- 

called rnisogyny as well as by Richlin'? He writes 'A personal note is perhaps sounded 

'u'martial] almost never mentions breasts, and when he does the contexts that of 
an insult - the breasts are too big.' (Richlin 1992, p.54). 
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when Martial lets slip his distaste for older, large-breasted wornen ..."". The following 

epigrams which deal with breast size include the ones cited by Sullivan to prove his 

point. Let us see whether they do or do not. 

2.52 deals with a large-breasted woman who is entering the baths. 

Novit foturos Dusius numerure: poposcir 
mummosam Sputu len pro tribw: iiku dedit. 

This epigram, cited by Sullivan, makes no mention of the age of Spatale, nor does it 

contain any invective at all. It is simply a joke conceming the unusual size of a body 

part, certainly no different in tone than 6.36, in which the joke centers around the sizes of 

a particular man's nusuv et rnent~lu"~. Neither epigram has malicious intent. 

14.66, an epigram on a rnumillure, is in the same vein. 

Tuurino poterus pectus constringrre tergo: 
num pe flis mummus non capir ista ruus. 

This epigram, as the previous one, simply refen to large breasts; there seems to be no 

malicious intent present. The same hoids mie for epigram 14.134 about a fa.w~u 

pectorulis, used for the same purpose as the mumillure. There is a wish (supposedly on 

the part of Martial) that the device will keep the size of the breaas small, but ail! there is 

no sign of any insult. 14.149, about an urnictoriurn, is the epigram cited by those people 

who believe that Martial intensely disliked large-breasted women. 

hfummosas metuo; tenerue me trude puellue, 
ut possint nweo pectore h a  fmi. 

146 hientulu tom mugnu est quantus ribi, Paphye, 
ut possis, quotiens urrigis. omcere. (6.3 6 ) 



It is the personification of the umictorium which is speaking, not Martial himself. The 

gannent's fear is simply the fear of king ruine4 not of big breasts in general; it shrinks 

from a large-breasted woman who would stretch and diston its shape . There is no 

malice14' in any of these epigmms and there is only a vague reference to age as concerns 

large breasts. What Martial is expressing, in the form of comedy, is simply a feature 

which he likes women to possess - small breasts. It would be no different than if he 

wrote epigrams about tall women while professing a preference for shorter ones. In 

short, Sullivan's clairns about Martial's 'fear' seem unfounded. 

(3d) General Physical Appeannce 

As for physical appearance in general, Martial can simply use a few words to 

convey that a woman is very unattractive such as foedius ni! est [eu]'48 or edisti 

numq uum. Gelliu, tu lep~rern'~~.  He can also insult by cleverly using nrmukutio in an 

epigram such as 2.33. 

Cur non busio te, Philueni? calvu es. 
cur non busio te. Philueni? n{u es. 
ctrr non busio te, Phikueni? ll~scu es. 

'"A good example of some quality of the breasts king used as an insult occm in 
Horace (epode 8.7-8). The breasts of an oid woman, whom Horace is attacking in the 
harshest ternis possible, are describes as mummueputres equinu quuies uberu. There is 
no sirnilar use in the epigrams of Martial. 

14% 1.10.3. This epigram is about a woman whose tussis is her most beautiful 
feature in the eyes of her suitor. 

1495.29.4. This epigram is about a woman who sent Martial the animal in 
question as a joke. This food supposedly made the person who consurned it beautifid for 
a penod of time. (Pliny NH 28.260) 



huec qui basiut, o Phiheni, fellut. 

In this epigram, Martial uses her baldness, redness, and the loss of one of her eyesLM to 

compare her to a mentulu. A similar, but much nastier epigram in which Martial 

compares the body parts of Vestustilla to animais is found at 3.93 and is likely the 

harshest attack of this theme. It is indeed insulting, but it is in the style of Martial: a 

necessary set-up for the final line. This holds mie for 3.3. 

[Formonsum fuciem nigro medicumine ce1u.s. 
sed non forrnonîo corpore luedis uequas. 

~psunt crede deam verb is t ibi dicere nostris: 
'A ut uperi faciem, out t unicutu luvu. '1 

A rather foolish woman hides her assets and exposes her faults. The insult of this 

epigram is balanced by the fact that half of her is beautiful. 

There can also be a sexual element to some epigrams in which physical beauty is  

mentioned. That it excites passion is well recorded, but Martial likes to show how the 

lack of it inhibits the sexual act. In 6.23 Lesbia tries evcrything to get Martial's mentufo 

to rise and he addresses her by saying te contra facies imperiosu tuu est (6.23.4), 

indicating the cause of the problem, a problem which can be corrected as Martial 

suggests in 1 1.29. 

Imqpidu c m  vetuia fracture vtrifia Jfxtra 
coepisti. iugulor pof lice, Pm>lll. tuo: 

nam cum me murem, cum me tua lumina dicis. 
horb me refci vix put0 posse decem. 

Blanciit ius nescis: 'dabo ' dic 'tib i milia centurn 
et dubo Setini iugeru cultu soli; 

ucclpe vina, domurn pueros, chrysendetu, rnemas. * 

Nil opus est digitis: sic mihi, PhylZi, frica. 

"O See the previous discussion on this. 



In the very first line, Phyllis is shown to be old (vetulo dextru) and no matter how hard 

she tries, with her hand or her words, she carmot stimulate Martial. It would only be 

through promises of fine things and wealth, not by any other means, that she could arouse 

him. Although there is no specific reference to her appearance, the obvious conclusion is 

that she is unattractive? The point of the joke it is that it is not by regular means that 

he can be aroused, but by altemate ones. Does this imply that he hates women? No. It 

is, as has been seen, that he dislikes old women who are sexually active, although this 

epigam is much more reserved than othen previously cited on the same subject. 

These examples are some of the harsher ones in the corpus !Lfurriulis on the 

general theme of physical appearance. There are of course, milder ones, but it is through 

the harsher ones that we can get some idea of the real attitudes of Martial. It seems that 

although he does poke fun at oddities or deformities, the nasty epigrams serve a specific 

function. 2.33 is a good example of this. He does not attack Philaenis for king culvu, 

rzrfii, or lu.~cu. These are simply statements which combine to fom a crude, but clever 

rnding (and possibly to bring to light a practice of hen). Physical appearance fumishes 

Martial with material with which he can work and a common theme for al1 his readers to 

identify with. 

'"The same conclusion can be reached about 1 1.97. 
Chu nocte quater possum: sed quuttuor annis 

si possum, pereum, te Telesilla semel. 
This .pe of insult is also seen in a nasty epode of Horace (Epode 12.1446). 

'Inuchiu labgues minus ac me; 
Inachian ter nocte putes, mihi semper ad unum 

Mollis o p .  . . . 



(1) Inappropriate Bebavior 

Another major theme is that of behavior which Martial considered inappropriate, 

and therefore unnatural. This is  a general heading under which many different epigrarns 

on many different themes are included; on their own, each mini-theme does not take up, 

for the most part, a great part of the twelve books. Together, however, this major theme 

can be explored. We have seen that this theme of al1 things unnahiral is the ovemding 

theme in Martial; this section will add to the proof'. 

(4a) Drinking to Excess 

The drinking of wine to excess was considered a vice, particularly so in women 

because of its association with sexual aberrationI5'; quid enim venus ebriu curut?"'. 

This was a deeply ingrained belief in Roman society. In fact, the ongin of women 

greetinç their relatives with a kiss supposedly originated as a way for them to tell if the 

women had been drinking. The punishment for such an offence could be death? In the 

case of Julia, exiled to Pandateria by her father Auystus, since \vine was a cause of her 

crimes she was not allowed to dti& it15', even though grapes grew on the island'? 

Martial does not judge it as hanhly as this. He does not think it is a good quality, but he 



seems more concemed with the hiding of the smell than the actual consumption. The 

only possible link between wine and sexual activity cornes at 14.63(64) on tibiue. 

Ebr ici nos mu Jidis rumpit t ibicinu b uccis: 
suepe duas puriter, suepe rnonaulon hubet. 

Obviously the flutegirl is very dnink (the use of both ehriu and mudidis). Monoufo.~, 

althouph it is not listed as having this meaning, might be a sexual metaphor. ~dams '"  

has a subheading 'Musical Terminology' in his chapter on 'blentuku and its Synonyms' 

showing that this is not out of the question. Given the situation, 1 believe it is entirely 

possible to take monuirim as a synonyrn for mentula. 

In 1.87, Martial makes fwi of a woman who tries to conceal that fact that she 

drinks by using lozenges. 

Ne grmis hesîerno fiugres, Frscenniu, vino. 
pustii1o.s CTosmi luxuriosu vorus. 

istu iinunt dentes iuntuculu, sed nihil opstunt, 
extremo ructus cwm redit u buruthro. 

q uid y uod der  gruviuv mixt urn diupasrnute v i m ~  
utque duplex unimue iongius exit odor? 

notas ergo nimis fraudes deprensuq ue furtu 
ium rollas et sis ebria sirnp ficiter. 

Martial makes Fun of the fact that by attempting to hide her vice, she makes it all the 

more noticeable. If she simply smelled of wine, it would be better than having 

discolored teeth and an even worse stench; besides, everybody knows that this is a 

common tnck to cover up the smell of wine. It seems that it wvas inappropriate to smell 

of wine Cjust as it is today), but Martial does not seem to mind this. What does bother 

him is the fact that she is trying to hide what she is, and failing miserably. This same 
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attempt to hide the smell of wine is seen in 5.4. In this instance, the wine is mixed with 

laurel leaves to cover its smell, the joke being that laurel leaves were chewed by the 

pnestess of Apollo at Delphi for inspiration"*. tn neither of these epigrams are the 

women really attacked for drinking; attempting to hide it is their crime. In Martial's 

mind, if one dnnks, one smells of wine; this is natural. To hide it is unnatural; this is 

seen by the fact that in both cases, the cure is worse than the disease. The point of these 

epigrams is simply to tell a joke. In the former case, it is a reversa1 of expectation and in 

the latter case, it is a play on the meanings of Myrtule bibit luurum (5.4.6). Even in 

12.65, when a woman asks Martial for wine after she gave herself to hm, although he 

was planning to give her far more valuable giftsls9 for her favors, she is ponrayed as no 

worse than the previous two women who indulge too often in their vice. Foolish, yes; 

worthy of a nasty attack, no. 

( I b )  Beauty Products 

In the same vein, Martial disapproves of beauty products or accessories which 

cover up any bodily imperfections (or what are thought to be so by the woman in 

question). As has k e n  shown in the section on physical appearance, Martial enjoys 

making fun of the purchasing of teeth; he does not so much make fun of the wearing of 

"'Ker (1968, vol.1, p.296). Sullivan believes differently. In his commentary, he 
notes that 'the name wyrtale] identifies her as a prostitute, for whom it would be 
appropriate because myrtle is sacred to Venus.' (1995, p.80). 

159 utrrrmne Cosmi, Nicerotis un librum, 
un Bueticumm pondus ucre fanam, 
un de monetu Caesaris decern flavos: ( 1  7.65.4-6) 



them as he makes fun of the fact that those who had purchased them thought that they 

had teeth? He also uses the same approach in criticizing the use of chalkI6' or of lead 

to lighten dark complexion as in 1.72 

Sic quae nigrior est cudente rnoro, 
cerussutu sibi plucet Lyc~ris .~~'  

and in the previously mentioned 2.4 1 16'. Indeeâ, the use of scents to cover the smell of 

wine has just been noted above, but Martial also dislikes their use to cover smells in 

general as seen in 3 .S. 

Quod q uacumque uenis, Cosrnum migrare putamus 
er fluere excusso cinnumu /usu uitro. 

nolo peregrinis pluceus tihi, Gelliu, nugis. 
scis, puto. p o . ~  meum sic bene dere cunem. 

By doing this, it only led to speculation as to what other, more offensive srnell was king 

masked. This is clear in an epigrarn discussed previously (6.93) in which Thais attempts 

to cover up her smell by covering herself with various srnelly substances when she is at 

the b a h .  Martial States what he implies in many of the epigrams in which he marks out 

people who are trying to hide a smell: Thuida Thais olet IN. No matter what is done, 

deceit always fails or makes the situation worse. The same holds mie in 9.37, a nasty 

'" src dentata sibi vtdetur Aegle 
emptrs ossibus Irulicuque cornu; (1.72.3-4) 

16 1 crassior in fucie velulue stut creta Fabullue (8.33.17) 

163 quam cretufa timet Fabulla nimbum, 
cemsutu timet Sabella solen (2.4 1 - 1  1 - 1 2) 



epigram, previously mentioned, written to Galla who wears wigs, false teeth, and false 

eyebrows in her vanity and attempt to appear younger. This e p i p m  points to a fact so 

far unmentioned: the women who use such devices are oflen older. This ties in with 

Martial's dislike of tryng to be something which one is not (e-g. young when you are 

old) and of sexuality in old ~ o r n e n ' ~ ~ .  In general, Martial dislikes the use of these things 

and treats the women who use them as king foolish for not being what they are. 

(4c) Character FIaws 

Martial's use of the theme of abnomalittes extends from subjects as harmless as 

a woman's weight'"" and women in odd sexual relationshipsI6' to more serious character 

flaws. Bragging is seen as very unbecoming and this is  show in 1 64. 

Bella es, nouimus, et pueila. uerum est, 
et dues. quis enim potesr negure? 
sèd cum te nirnium, Fubuliu, luuckrs, 
nec ciiues neque bellu nec puellu es. 

The girl is physically beautiful, but she is acutely aware of it and never ceases to praise 

herself. By doing this, her lack of inner beauty outweighs and cancels out her exterior 

beauty. Vanity is still considered to be a character defect. Martial speaks ofit in very 

16'~he harshest attacks on the use of beauty aids are the ones in which the old 
women are expressing their sexuality. 

IMIn 1 1.100, Martial expresses his preference for a woman who is neither fat nor 
skinny (Cùmarius sum. pinguiarius non sum [ I l .  100.61) and in 1 1-10 1, he makes fun of 
th imess. 

16'See above in the section on sexuaiity. See ais0 a woman paying for sexual 
favors ( 1 1 -62)  in a reversal of a cornmon theme, and group sex (1 0.8 1 ). 



similar lm gage to that which we would use today in condemning it. 

The assurning of a facade in public is also discussed in Martial, specifically as 

concems rnouming. Gellia, who moums differently depending on whether she is in 

public or private, is scolded in 1 33. 

Arnissum non /let cum sofa est Gel1 ia putrem, 
s i  quis adesr imsae prosiliunt l~crimae. 

non luget quisquis luuclrri. G e l h i  quuerit. 
ille doler uere qui sine teste dulet. 

In an anempt to gain a reputation ofa pious daughter or simply in an attempt to make 

people believe that she loved her father, Gellia moums in public, but not when she is 

alone, thus showing the insincerity of her actions. Once again, Martial is scolding her for 

somrthing which we also see io be a fading: duplicity. It is done in a stem tone, but not 

in such a way that it is any more hanh than it should be. 

(Qd) Violence 

Martial also criticizes the extreme of improper behavior: violence and murder. 

These acts were as unacceptable then as they are today and they are attacked by Martial 

with varying degrees of severity. Women were thought to be especially susceptible to 

these crimes for the same reasons that they were thought to be over-sexed; it was their 

natural disposition and they succurnbed more easily to their desires. In 2.66, a woman's 

supposed proclivity for violence is demonstrated as Lalage beats her hairdressing servant 

because a lock of hair was out of place. He wishes that her hair will disappear so as to 

make her worthy of her vengeful rnirror. This type of violence is unacceptable, not 
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because it is violence, but because it is capricious. Slaves can be treated p r l y  if they 

deserve it, but not if they have done nothing wrong. Strangely, Martial does not always 

attack murderen in harsh terms. In 1 1.78, he speaks of the deeds of two poisonen'" as 

if it was al1 a very humorous situation. It is indeed so because it will be a contest to see 

who can work their will the fastest. 

Funera post septem nupsi f tibi G d f u  virorum, 
Picenfine: sequi vuIf. puto. Guifa viros. 

This epigram is intended to be funny, not make a moral judgement on the activities of its 

characters. 9.15, however, is intended to be harsh. 

Inscripsit turnufi.~ srprern scelerutu virorum 
'Sejèci.we ' Chloe. Quid pote simp I iciw? 

In this case, Martial is making the dedicatory inscription into a confession and is thus 

accusinç her (sceierata) of being a murderess. 

What can be said about the theme of improper behavior, varied though it is? For 

the most part, the things which Martial considers wrong and thus attacked, we still 

consider wrong and to be worthy of comment. We dislike alcoholism, braggarts, 

excessive adomment, and violence. Does he attack it in any stronger tems than we 

would? No. With the few exceptions where his taste may be considered politically 

incorrect, he uses tems in the same way we would. Indeed, men are be attacked in the 

same way for the same things, sometimes even more harshly. There is no trace of 

misogyny in this theme. 

'"Ker ( 1968 vol. II, p. 13 1 ). 



(5) Praise 

To this point, we have looked at themes which deal with such thing as faults and 

flaws, which are the mie topics of the satirist. Another theme which is employed with 

just as rnuch frequency is that of the praise of women This praise can take the form of 

an rpitaph, a eulogy, the praise of a good wife in general, or it can be praise of some 

quality such as bravery or generosity. 

(5a) Bravery and Spousal Devotion 

Bravery, the mark of a tnily great person, is displayed by Arria in 1.13. 

Costu suo gluditrm curn truderet A rriu Purto. 
y uern de visceribuï stri~rerut ipsu .suis, 

Si quujides, vulnus quod feci non dolet, ' inquit, 
'sed tu quod facies, hoc rnihi, Puete, dolet. ' 

This was a very famous incident and served to show mie bravery, made even more 

striking because it appeared in a woman. There is no trace of the misogyny which is 

supposed to be pervasive in Martial's work in this epigram. In fact, t h ,  and the 

following epigrarn, are arguably the two best examples of bravery which Martial cites. In 

1.12, Martial cites another example of a brave woman; this time, however, the incident 

most likely did not happen. This epigram does go to show, however, that the ancients 

liked the idea of a brave woman. 

Coniugis audisset fut um cum Porcia Bru ti 
et subtructu sibi quureret anna dolor, 

rLVondm scitis' ait 'rnortem non posse negurt? 
crediderum fatis hoc docuisse putrem.' 

dirit et ardentis auido bibit ore fauillas. 
I nunc et f e m a .  turba molesta. nega. 



In both cases, the death of the woman was the proof of the woman's loyalty to her 

spouse. In the former case in particular, death by suicide was the only noble way to 

depart from life. Ama's action, taken before her husband to give him the will to do it, 

was honorable. Both 1.13 and 1.42 depict examples of extreme devotion to a husband. 

Martial makes mention of the normal, loving wife quite fiequently. This was what he 

felt the role of a woman was; she must be a good person and nui the house well. In 3.5, 

Martial tells his book to go to Rome to visit his fnend Julius and his wife 

...q uae te maniburque sin y u e  
e.rc@iet, tu vci puiveruientus eus. (3.5.7-8) 

This simple passage shows the affection which Martial has for her. 4.75 makes a fitting 

epigrarn to mention at this juncture since it recalls the deeds of the first two epigrams 

mentioned in this section. 

O feiir unimo. feiik. Nigrinu, morito 
atque inter Lutius gioriu primu nwus: 

te putrios miscere iuuut cum coniuge census, 
guudentem socio purticipique uiro. 

urserit Euhudnejkrmmis iniectu muriti, 
nec minor Alcestin f u m  sub ustru ferut: 

tu me! ius: certo meruisti pignore uitue 
ut tibi non esset morte probandus amor. 

This epigrarn praises Nignna for her virtues and compares her to those women who died 

for their husbands (Evadne and Alcestis). Her glory is that she proves her love to the 

extent that these two do, but she does it while niIl alive. It is interesting to take note of 

the things which Martial praises. He begins by praising her soul, showing that she is 

tmly a good person. He then praises her qualities as a good wife; she has a good 

husband, contributes a good dowry to the mamage, and has a good relahonship with her 
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husband. Martial's choice of words in line four should be noted: socio purticipique viro. 

Mamage was no longer a one sided relationship as it had been previously. The woman 

had more freedom and although each gender had their sphere, marriage was indeed much 

more of a partnership. Martial has been accused of fearing the newly acquired power of 

wornen and lashing out in the fonn of invective and satiric jabs'". It is hard to see a man 

l i  ke this describe mamage in tenns of a partnership as he does in this epigram. Martial 

attacks faults; mamage is not a fault. If a woman who is married indulges in vice or lets 

some fault rwi rampant, he will criticize that part of her, not women as a gender or 

marnage as an institution. 

(5b) Praise of Patrons 

Praise of possible or currefit patrons is a common theme in Martial's work and 

two women are included in this group - Polla, the wife of Lucan, who is rnentioned in 

7.2 1 and 7.23 and, more importantly, Marcella. It was she who gave to Martial his final 

home in Spain which he praises effusively in 11.3 1 I7O. In 12.2 1, she is praised for her 

generosity in the same way that the male patrons of Martial are praised. 

.bhn kipem rigidi quis te. Murceilci. Suimis 
et genitum nostris quis putet esse focis? 

tm rurum, tum dulce supis. Pdat iu dicent. 
audierint si te vel semei, esse suum; 

nullu nec in media certabir natu Suburu 
nec Capitolini collis uIurnnu t ibi; 

169Sullivan ( 1 99 1, pp. 166, 184, 192- 194). Sullivan stresses the sexual 
subservience of a wife above d l .  



nec cito ridebit peregrini gloria partus. 
Romanam deceai quam mugis esse nunrm. 

Tu desiderium dominue mihi mitius urbi.$ 
esse iubes: Romam tu mihi solu focis. 

In this flattering epigram, Marcella is said to be of such a quality that people would think 

that she is a well-bred Roman matron, not a woman of Spanish descent. Because she is a 

patron and obviously in a better social position than Martial, we would not think of him 

making a reference to rnamiage in a flattering epigrarn, but he does. This could indicate 

two things. It could be evidence of Martial's belief that women should be married - their 

proper place. This really needs no evidence. Martial Freely admits that he believes 

woman should be mamed and take their proper place in society. It could also show that 

our concept of Roman mamage is mistaken. Many people seem to think of marriage as a 

way to subjuçate a woman, but the institution had evolved into something of a 

partnership17'. It was no insult to suggest that she would make a good wife any more 

than it would br an insult to suggest today that someone is 'an eligible bachelor'. 

(Sc) Epitaphs 

Another popular way of praising women is through an epitaph. The most famous 

(and most discussed) example of this is the Erotion"' series. In this series, Martial 

I7'See 475.4 above. 

17'Erotion has sparked a great deal of debate: 1s she Martial's daughter or simply a 
beloved slave? Bell ( 1984/85) thinks that she is Martial's daughter by a slave. Watson 
( 1992) believes that she is not simply a slave, but his dekata .  On appreciation of the 
poems themselves, see Kemey (1964) and Lloyd (1953). Howe11( 1995, pp. 1 17, 1 19- 
120) believes, in opposition to some, that Martial's grief at her death was genuine and 
that the latter of the two epigrams is not as callous as some believe it to be. 



tenderly relates the death of this slave girl in loving terms and commits her to the care of 

his dead parents"'. 5.34 has been called one of the greatest epigrams of Martial. 

Hunc t ibi. Fronto puter. genetri-x Flucciih, puellum 
o.~culu commendo deliciasque meus, 

purzrolu ne nigras horrescot Erotion umb rus 
oruqur Tartare i proclrgiosu cunis. 

rnpfeturu fuit sextue motlofrigoru brumue, 
vixisset tot idem ni minus iilu dies. 

inter tum ueteres ludut iuscivu patronos 
el nomen bluem gurriut ore meum. 

mofliu non rigidus cuespes tegui ussu nec illi. 
terru, gtauis fueris: non fuit illa tibi. 

The epigram talks about personal details of her life (age, timidity, speech) and ends with 

a standard prayer. Martial often discusses feelings of love, usually in an amorous 

context. but rarely does he make us feel as though he truly cared about the young child, 

as he does in this epigram. Death at a young age is always saci, and Martial stresses this 

by naminç her guardians in the undenvorld as toàay we would name gardians in a will. 

This untimely death is also seen in 1.1 14 and 1.1 16 in which Antulla, the daughter of 

Faunius, has predeceased both her parents"' and her father is left to moum for her. 

These two epigrarns are just as touching as the ones about Erotion. Erotion is also the 

subjcct of the first part of 5.37, and epigram on marriage placed soon after 5.34 for a 

specific reason. 

Puella senibus dulcior mihi cycnis, 
ugnu Gokuesi mollior Phaluntini. 
conchu L ucrini delicutior stugni, 

'?'~he consensus is that the Fronto and Flacilla of 5.34 are Martial's parents. (See 
Sullivan [ 199 1, p.21, Howell[1980, p. 1 and 1995, p. 1 1 T ] ,  and Bell [1984/85]). 

"'hoc [sepulchro] erxt Antulhe mixius uterque parem. (1.1 16.4) 



cui nec kupillos prueferas Eythraeos 
nec modo politum pecudis Indicue dentem 
nivesque primas iiiiumque non tact um; 
quue crine uicii Buet ici gregis vellus 
Rhenique nodos uureumque nitelum; 
frugrauii ore quod rosorium P aesii. 
quod At t i cum primo m e h  cerurum. 
quod sucrnomm ruptu de manu gleba; 
cui conpurutus indecens erut p m .  
inumub dis sciurus et frequens phoeni-r. 
udhtcc recenti teper Eroiion bus! o. 
q uum pesszmorum lex umuru futorum 
sexzu peregit hieme. nec tumen tolu. 
nostros anores gaudiumque lususque. 
Et esse tristem me meus vetat Puetus, 
pectusque ~ U ~ S U I I S  partter et comum ueilem: 
'Beflere non te uernulue pu& rnorrem 7 
ego cuniugem ' inquit 'ertuii et tamen uiuu. 
notum. mperbam, nohilem. lumpletem. ' 
Quid esse nostro forrius poresr Purlo? 
ducentiens uccepit et !urnen uiuii. 

Its length alone stresses its importance. The fint seventeen lines describe Erotion in 

terrns that could be associated with a mistress and sensual love. Indeed, this has been 

argued even in the case of Erotion; more iikely, however, this is just another trick of 

Martial to throw the reader off track. The last part of the epigram has bothered readen 

for many years. It almost seerns to some as if there are two epignuns. The two parts 

could ver). weil stand alone for they both contain a reversal of expectation, however they 

work better as a single entity. If they were in another book, perhaps they could be 

separated, but the proximity to the fim epigram about Erotion is the key. Many schoiars 

believe that there is a loose logic to the numbering of the epigrams and this is proof. 

Only by knowing the feelings of Martial expressed in 5.34, cm we understand the 

references in the fint part of 5.37 as ternis of endearment and as king tnie affection. 
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Paetus, on the other hana is grieving for a woman who made him rich and single. This 

false gief and love is a fitting contmt to Martial's true love and grief. For that reason, I 

feel this epigram is just as appropriate a way as 5.34 is to show Martial's true affection 

for the linle girl. Erotion is also the subject of 10.61, in which Martial begs the man who 

becornes the owner of the land in which Erotion is buried to give her the proper rites 

every year"'. If we use Sullivan's publication dates, there is a five year gap between the 

first epigram and the last epigram about Erotion. This also, 1 believe, shows that he was 

truly moved by her passing. 

The logic of Martial's structure is again seen by the placement of another epitaph 

almost directly after the Erotion epitaphIT6, located at 10.63. This epitaph, however, ends 

in a compliment given by means of an obscenity. ARer being praised for her purity and 

for hrr fertility, the woman in question is called a virgin bride in the crudest possible 

way: zcnu pudiciîiue mentula notu meue'". On one hana Martial is praising her for her 

chastity before she was mamed and her fidelity during the period of her rnarriage: this 

was a wornan's virtue as dignity was a man's. On the other hand, he praises her in a 

needlessly mlgar way. Although the ending is distastehl to us, it is in the style of 

Martial. He leads us to believe that this will be like the Erotion epigrarn, and then 

175This devotion to the dead is present in the Antulla epigrams previously cited 
The [one solace for her father is that he will be able to we to it that the proper rights are 
carriad out for his deaddaughter(vivat. utossacolat 1.1 14.6). 

Ii6Note the sequence and the connections of 10.60 (teacher), 10.61 (epitaph), 
10.62 (teachers), 10.63 (ribaid epitaph), 10.64 (apology for obscenity). 
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changes it and, in the process, shocks us. In fact, his apology is in the following epigrarn, 

1 0.64, in which he tells the widow of Lucan not to be offended by nbdd verses because 

even a man like her husband occasionally wrote them. 

When Martial praises women, he usually does so in relation to rn~riage'~! This 

is not surprising since one of the greatest accomplishrnents for a woman (aside from 

rnaintaining her dignity as a matron) was to be a good wife and to produce children who 

would be good Roman citizens. Just as he praises men for virtues that are seen as 

praiseworthy in men, so he accepts society's views on the status of women and praises 

them for their appropriate actions. In fact, the bearing of children was thought to be a 

woman's most comrnendable action and there were even special privileges to be had for 

women who were tmly fertile. It was through these children that a family survived; the 

role of a wife and mother can hardly be ~ventated"~. 

What can be eltacted hom al1 this information which has k e n  set forth to give us 

a clear indication of Martial's attitude toward women? 1s there a misogynistic element in 

his works? The first of the major themes which has been examined was the theme of 

sexuality. From this it can be concluded that Martial dislikes what he considered deviant 

sexual acts suc h as pedicutto, fellat io, and tribadism. He does not shy away from 

attackinp these things as unnatural. He does not, however, display any real animus 

"'Even in the epigrams in which young girls have died, their death robbed them 
of the chance to be marrieci and take their place as productive membea of society. 

17gSee Balsdon (1963) for a discussion of the lives of women. 



against normal sexual intercourse when it is with young women and it is done in 

moderation'". The only times he does, it is a defectl8' which he criticizes, not the 

activity itself. When older women desire even regular sexual intercourse, he uses this 

açainst them. He does not believe that older women should gratiQ, or even have, a 

sexual drive. In fact, overindulgence in sex is seen as a failing at any age and for either 

gender. This is demonstrated in his dislike of both promiscuity and marital infidelity. It 

is clear that Martial feels that sex is acceptable for the young when practiced in 

moderation, but he is against it when older women do it. His attacks on old women seem 

to concentrate in this area. He does not attack old women simply because they are old, 

he does it when they are sexually active. The attacks on age and appearance usually 

occur in an epigram against this sort of behavior. As to the appearance of women in 

pneral, he enjoys making fun of obvious physical flaws, but he does not go to excessive 

lengths in this area. In general, the things which are criticized are al1 u~atural  in 

Martial's eyes and this is his reason for attacking themIs2. This is afier al1 what a satirist 

180 Sullivan ( 1 99 1, pp.209-2 1 O), in his attempt to cal1 Martial's epigrams 'political 
pomographf used to keep women subservient, states that Martial denigrates al1 women's 
sexuality and any wornen who emulate men. Is  Martial, therefore, attacking homosexual 
behavior because he feus that homosexuals will gain social power? Does he attack bad 
p e t s  for this sarne reason? Does he attack effeminate men out of a fear that they will 
gain political clout? No. Sullivan does go on to state that Martial's opinions are those of 
the hierarchical Roman society, but although the conclusion is correct, the path by which 
it was reached is erroneous. Martial attacks anybody who strays fiom their 'proper' 
place in society and violates his d e :  'a place for everything and everything in its place'. 

181 For example, poppysmnltu m n i  in 7.1 8. 

'R2This proves the statement of Martial himself 
Hunc semure modum nosiri novere libeili, 

parcere person is, dicere de vitiis. ( 1 0.33 -9- 1 O) 



does: he points out what he considers to be failings, flaws, and vices - al1 the things 

which are wrong with individuals and society - and castigates them. What is frequently 

forçotten is that Martial also praises good qualities in women; this genre does not offer a 

great deal of satinc material, therefore he does not focus on it. The key is whether 

Martial focuses on wornen to a greater extent than he should or than one would think 

would be reasonable and whether these attacks are more harsh in tone and language han 

any other similar attacks on men. It has already been shown that women do not receive 

an inordinate amount of attention from Martial and the cornparison of the epigrams 

which deal with men with those conceming women will be taken up in the next chapter. 



A Qualitative Analysis: Epigrams Dealing with Men 

and 

.A Cornparison of the Epigrams Dealing with Men and Epigrams Dealing with 

Women 

In this chapter, epigrams which focus on men (which constitute the bulk of 

Martial's corpus) will be examined. Just as in the previous chapter, the main themes will 

be set forth and examined"'. Additionally, in this chapter these themes will be compared 

to the epigrams from the previous chapter which deal with the same themes. The 

'"More correctly, this chapter deals themes that are more or less relatable to 
those in the previous chapter. There is a great deal of stress which is placed on certain 
thernes which have M e  relevance to this thesis and therefore will be dealt with in a 
cursory fashion. In the broadest generalization, there are two main themes in Martial3 
epigrams: praise with the hope of reward and attacks of varying severity with satinc 
intent. Naturally, because Martial lived in a society in which men controlled the wealth 
and because the main purpose of his epigrams was to curry their favor and support, they 
are mainly addressed to men. Money was an important theme. His praise of patrons and 
possible patrons, including his oft attacked praise of the emperon, parhcularly Domitian, 
is due to his search for money. This is the ovemding theme of hs work. Money is also 
seen in his epigrarns on men who feign wealth, moneylenders, his fm and its r e m ,  
and particularly in those epigrams which deal with the duties and hardships of the client. 
There are epigrams of praise, be they genuine or not, and there are bitter attacks on 
stinginess. Since these have no real bearing on women, they will not be discussed in 
great detail, but it mut  be noted and taken into consideration that apart fiom the themes 
which I am about to deal with, there is another large section of Martial's work which 
must taken into account. 
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purpose of this is to see if the themes, both those dealing with men and those dealing 

with women, are similar in frequency, subject matter, and tone. 

(1) Sexuality 

As in the previous chapter, the first theme is that of the attack of sexual 

aberration. This theme can be broken down into several subheadings which include 

many of those used in the previous chapter with the addition of some that are exciusively 

used in epigrams conceming men. The first subheading which will be examined is that 

of prducutro. 

(1 a) Pedicatio 

Martial's most disgusting epigrarns combine the activities of pedicutio and 

cumtto. The combination of these two things, which seems unavoidable, does not 

appear in any epigrams which are about women and pedicutio. Both 9.69 

( 'zm fit  uis, Polychurmc, soles in fine cucure. 
cum pedicaris, q qrid, Poiychurrne, facis? 

and 11.88 

Mulr is ium, Lupe. posse se d i e h  
pedt cure negut Chisianus. 
cuusum cum modo quuererent sodules, 
ventrem dirit habere se soluturn. 

begm with the assuniption that the men in question are playing the 'male' role in this 

form of intercourse, but it is then revealed that they are pathics. It was commonly 

believed that king on the receiving end of such an activity was much more disgraceN 



than being the pedicutor. When this is used as a threat (in the way that Catullus does or 

as it is used in the Pr ia~ea '~ )  the one who is the active 'partner' was not seen as doing 

anything ~ o n g ' ~ ' .  This seems to be the way that it was viewed in Roman society and the 

majority of insults which are directed at men who engage in this activity are directed at 

the passive partner. The insults are especially harsh if the man flaunts himself in an 

effeminate rnanner. This pathic role is also mocked in epigram 4.48. 

Percitli guudes, percisus, Pupyfe, plorus. 
cur, quue vis fieri, Pupyie, factu doies? 

prienitet obscenae pruriginis? an mugis i f fud 
fles, quod percidi, Pupy f le. desiris? 

One would suppose that his grief was that he had given in to his lust and taken part in an 

obscene practice. Martial then fwls the reader by saying that the grief is because the act 

has been completed, not that the act itself is shameful. Not only is the epigrarn insulting 

because of the passive role of Papylus, it is also insulting because of his need for this 

type of intercourse. 

Depilation of the culm was a sign that a man was involved in this particular 

1 8 1  Pedicabo ego vos et irrumubo. 
A ureii put hice et cfnaede Furi. (Cat d l  us 1 6.1 -2) 

Pedicahere. Jùr. sernei: seci idem 
si prewus fieris bis. irmmabo. 
quod si tertiu furiu rnolierzs, 
ut poenum patiare et hanc et illum, 
prdicubrris irrumaberisque, (Pnapea 35)  

185 Compare the use of feflaor and immutor whic h are also used in the previousl y 
cited passages of Catullus and the Priapea. It was an insult to be a feifutor, but it was 
better, although not entirely acceptable, to be an immator. This terni, as pedicator, 
could also be used as a threat. 



activity. In general, the plucking of any other bodily hair was thought to be effeminate, 

but when the culus was depilated, it was almost a confession of sodomy. For example, 

Martial does not insult a particular man for depilating his arms and legs, but he asks him 

cul pruestus, culum quod, Labiene, pilas? (2.62.4). The removal of hair fiom this region 

is also seen in 6.56. Martial advises a man that his shaggy hair is not fooling anybody; 

everybody knows he is a pathic so he might as well depilate his entire body, including his 

nurcs. This theme also occun without being irnplicitly stated. For example, tritior 

occurs with czilus in epigrarns 2.5 1 and 9.57; this indicates hairlessness due to an oft 

repeated action. This is doubly insulting because the unnatural act is coupled with 

repetition, as in 2.5 1. 

Phus suepe tibi tolu denur i us urcu 
cum s i t  et hic culo tritior, Hylle, tuo, 

non tamen hunc pistor. non ~ujîeret hum tibi copü, 
sed s i  quis nimio pene superbus erit. 

infelir venter spectut convivia culi 
et semper miser hic esurit, il/e uorut. 

Not only is Hyllus talcing the most degrading role in the unnatural act of pedicutio, he is 

paying for it wvith money he should be spending on food. A natural activity, namely 

eating, has been supplanted by an unnatural one which should be able to be controlled 

Martial uses voro in the last line as the final word to emphasize this fact: the wrong end 

is being, not just fed, but overfed'? This play on the *feeding' of the d u s  is also seen 

in 9.63 in which a man has been invited to dinner by cinuedi, with the implication being 

that his culus will dine on mentulas. 

. . - . p. - 

Is6See the similarity in Catullus' &filius est voraciore (33.4). 



Epigram 9.57 uses the technique of cumulutio, which has been examined in the last 

chapter and very effectively stresses that Hedylus loves pedicuri. 

Nil est triiius Hedyli locernis: 
non ansae veterum Corinthiorum, 
nec crus compede lubricum decenni, 
nec ruptue remfitu colla mulae. 
nec y uae Flamin iam secant sale brae. 
nec qui litoribus nitent lupilli. 
nec TUSCU ligo vineu polit us, 
nec pallem togu mortui aibulis. 
nec pigri rotu quassu mulionjs. 
nec rasum cavea latus visontis, 
nec dens iam senior ferocis opri. 
Res una est tumen: ipse non negubit, 
 CU^ tri tior H e w i  lucernis. 

By first comparing the mantle to these things, the obscenity of the epigram is disguised 

until the very last line. 

By looking at these epigrams, it is clear that pedicatio was thought to be an 

unnatural activity for a man to engage in with another man. Although men did engage in 

this activity with boys and it seems to have been acceptable'", at a certain age such a 

relationship ceased. These epigrams are al1 insulting, to various degrees, because this 

activity was considered unmanly. 

When these epigrams are compared to those in the previous chapter, we find that 

this theme is used in epigrams which are about men with a greater frequency than in 

epigrams which are about women. This is so because it was seen as more unnatural for a 

man to submit to this sort of thing than it was for a woman. In both cases, those who 

engage in it are crossing boundaries which nature (or, more correctly, society) has 

ImThis topic will be discussed below. 
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imposed. Women are ofien admonished for offering themselves to their husbands in this 

way, which not only men but other women felt to be improper and although they are 

insulted for it, the tone seems to be, on the whole, gentler in epigrams of this type when 

they deal with women. Men are attacked because of the loss of dignity they suffer when 

they engage in pedicutio. Additionally, the epigrams in this section, when they deal with 

men, tend to focus on physical traits or problems associated withpedicufio. For 

example, the depilation of the culus is gender specific. Although women do practice hair 

removal, it is considered far more natural; hence the belief that when a man did it, he had 

to defend himself against the charge of effeminacy'". This was a physical sign, just as 

1 1.99 is for women, of pedicuiio. The 'wearing away of the backside' is supposedly 

another. By including cucutio in epigrams involving pedicutio, Martial takes these 

epigrams to a level of insult not seen in any epigrarns on this theme in the previous 

chapter. To sum up, women are more &en portrayed as offering, or not offering, 

themselves for the act and not acnüilly submitting to pedicutio. Men, on the other hand, 

are virtually always accused of it and insulted for participating in it. It seems clear that 

Martial has singled out men to attack using this theme by b t h  the Frequency of the 

attacks as well as their tone and severity. Martial cannot be accused of misogyny with 

regard to this theme. 

'"'...the one characteristic always cited as the mark of the pathic is his shaved 
buttocks ... ' (Richlin 1992, p.4 1). 



(1 b) Fellatio 

The next theme is that of fellutio. Martial considea this, like pdicutio, to be an 

unnatural thing for a man to do. Unlike pedicurio, it was not practiced in the relationship 

between a boy and a man, but usually by low-bred women and thus was thought to be 

even less manly I R 9  than being the passive partner in pdcutio. It is a common theme in 

the epigrams, not only in explicit epigrams, but in many which deal with it obliquely by 

means of such things as smells and uncleanness, the natural byproducts of this unnatural 

activityl". The Postumus cycle is a good example of this. In these five epigrams in 

Book Two'"', Martial repeatedly tells Postumus that he does not want a kiss fiom him. 

2.10 is a standard example of these epigrams. 

Busici dimido qziod dus mihi, Posr ume, iubro, 
ludo: licet demas hinc quoque dimiJium. 

vis dure niaiu.~ udhuc et inenarrabile munus? 
Hoc tibi hube totm, Postume, dirnidium. 

Martial's belief is that because Postumus practi~ed~liutio, his lips and rnouth are 

con~minated by filth. By kissing hirn, Martial would dso be contaminated. We can see 

how disgusted Martial is by this act because of the way in which he prtrays people who 

practice it. In addition, Postumus is not only contaminated, but he also smells. His 

'"See 9.4 in which a prostitute is paid extra to keep the fact that her client enjoys 
irnrmuf io a secret. 

'Wartial clearly States this belief in 12.85 
Pediconibus os olere dicis. 
hoc si, sicut ais, Fubulle, venrm est, 
q uid ru c d i s  olere cunliilingis? 

Both are unnatural acts and both cause unnaturaI smells. 



attempts to hide this odor only make people suspicious as can be seen in 2.12. 

Esse quid hoc diccrm q d  oient tua busia murram 
qtwdque tibi est numquarn non alienus odor? 

hoc mihi suspectum est, quod des  bene, Postume, semper: 
Postume. non bene olet qui bene semper olet. 

The suspicion which good smells raise has also been seen in the previous ~hapter'~'. It is 

bad enough that Postumus takes part in this activity, but it is worse that he tries to 

conceal it. The srnell from him, therefore, is very unnatural, a thing which makes 

Martial more suspicious of him and dislike him al1 the more. Behind the humorous 

intent lies the insult; one of the nastiest ones which one man can make to another. tt is 

treated obliquely here and therefore is not as insulting as it would be had it been bluntly 

stated. 

This therne of uncleanliness, which goes hand in hand with oral sex in Martial, is 

subtly alluded to many times throuçhout his epigrams. Not only, as in the Postumus 

cycle, are lips sullied by men who practice fellaiio, but many other inanimate objects can 

be as well; drinking vessels can be made dirty by ditty l i p ~ ' ~ )  and bath water can be made 

more filthy when afillu~or immerses his head in it than when he sits in it'". Bad breath 

is also a symptom of the disease as Martial bluntly States in 11.30. 

Os male causidich et dicis olere poefis. 
srd fellatori, Zoile, peius olet. 

19'On bodily smells see the discussion on 4.1 and 6.93. Also, see attempts to hide 
the smell of wine, notably 1.87. 



Bad breath is also alluded to; a tart, blown on to cool it off, is made into merda by the 

breath of a f e l l u t ~ r ' ~ ~  and ears are made to smell fou1 from the whisper's breath'? 

Lingere, a commonly w d  verb in the context of oral sex, is ambiguous and 

could either mean that the men in question like feilure or thai they like cunnum lingere. 

Licking, although it does occur with mentulu as the object19', more ofien occurs in the 

phrase cunnurn iingrreI9'. This activity was thought to be even less manly than fellufio 

and it is never mentioned without it being insulting to some degree. The most notable 

example is 7.67, an epigrarn involving Philaenis the tribus which was examined in the 

last chapter. This epigram clearly states that neither fom of oral sex was appropnate for 

people of either gender to engage in. 

posi hmc omniu cum libid~nutur, 
non fez fut - putuf hoc purum virile - , 
s e d  piune medius vorat pue fius. 
Di menrem tibi dent tuam, Philueni, 
ciinnum iingere quae puius virile.'PP 

This form of an insult is used most effectively, and most offensively, in 1 1.61. 

L i n p u  murittis, moechus ore Nanneius, 
Sumrnemrniunis inquinut ior h uccis; 
qtiern cum finestru vidzt u Suburunu 
obscena n u h m  Leda, fornicern cludit 

mediumque mavuit busiare quam summum: 

'"3.17 

'963.28 

'"7.55 (man doing it); 9.40 (woman doing it). 

lY8 1.77; 2.84; 7.67; 9.92; 1 1.47. 

19?.67. 1 3- 17. 



modo qui per omnes viscetum t d o s  ibot 
et voce certa consciuque dicebat 
puer un puelku mutris esset in ventre: 
- guudete cunni; vestra numque res uctu est - 
urrigere linguam non potest fuiutricem. 
nam dum tumenti mersus haeret in vulva 
et vagientes intus audit infantes. 
purtem gulosam solvit indecens morbu.~. 
.&c purus esse nunc pot est nec impurut 

This epigrarn brings together many of the things which have been discussed on this 

theme: his tongue and mouth are personified as a husband and adulterer respectively; he 

is thought to be so filthy, morally and physically, due to his sexual habits, that a common 

prostitute would rather not kiss him; he suffers fiom sexual inadequacy. The graphic 

description of Nanneius' deeds and the vulgar language used to describe them 

(firtzrtricern Irnguurn) coupled with the depiction of him as being a vile, filthy man make 

this one of the most insulting epigrarns against either gender in the corpus Mmialis. Its 

match in vulgarity and hanhness is 9.27. 

Cum depilutos, Chreste, coleos portes 
et vuit urino ment ulum purem coi10 
et prostitutis leviuv cupuî d i s ,  
nec vivut ullus in tu0 pilus crure, 
purgentque suevue cunu Iubra volsellae: 
Cz~ios. Camrllos, Quintios, Numus, Ancos, 
et quidquid umquont legimuî pilosonrm 
loqueris sonasque grandibus mina  verb is. 
et cum theatris saeculoque riraris. 
Occurrit uliquis inter ista si draucu., 
mm puedagogo liberutus et cuius 
refibuiuvit turgidum faber penem. 
nutu vocutum ducis, et pudet fari 
Cutonruna* Chreste. quod fac is linguu. 

The epigram begins with vulgar language and in the fint five lines describes Chrestus' 
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full body depilation which contrasts with the stem demeanor he exhibits. Finally, he 

leads off someone with a turgiduspenis and it is implied that he will perfom fellutio on 

it. This epigram combines the themes of depilation (unmanly), pretending to be 

sornething one is not (unnatural), and felatio (very unmanly) which creates a mily 

insulting epigram whose tone is as harsh as it is possible to be. The combination of these 

themes which Martial finds offensive creates ample opportunity for insult. 

It should also be noted that in the epigrams in which women prefonn felhtio, not 

only are they attacked, but the men who have asked for it are equally attacked. For 

example, in 4.17 a man wants Martial to write an epigrarn against his girlhend with the 

subject being the activity in question. Martial does not really scold her for her 

participation in this activity, but attacks the man because he simply wanted to keep her to 

himself. Supposedly, men would not want anything to do with this sort of girl after they 

had read the epigram because of their avenion to this act. Additionally, the man in 9.1 

pays a prostitute extra to keep his sexual activities a secret. 

part, but the man is. 

The theme of oral sex, be it fella~io or cunnilingus, i: 

She is not attacked for her 

s always used as an insult. 

The men who indulge in these things are seen as dirty, both morally and physically, and 

as being something less than a man. This insult can be used in a fairly hamless way, but 

it can also be used to create extremely nasty attacks on the practitioner. This theme is 

also used by Martial to attack women, however it is  used with less fiequency and the 

tone of those epigrams are somewhat lighter. Additionally, as has been previously s t a a  

even in the epigrarns where this theme is used with relation to wornen, men are attacked 
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in the very same epigam. It should also be noted that there are a great number of attacks 

on men for oral sex with either gender; women, with the exception of Philaenis, are only 

attacked for fellutio. When the epigrarns from the previous chapter are compared to 

those discussed above, it seems that this theme is more common in the epigrams that deal 

with men and that they receive worse treatrnent from Martial. Because of this, Martial 

cannot be accused of misogyny with respect to this theme. 

(1 c) Homosexuality 

The two aforementioned themes, pcdicutio andjeliutio, are onen associated with 

homosexuals/bisexuals in the epigrams of Martial. There was, however, no word that 

denoted homosexuals as we would think of it today? Cinuedi was applied to men who 

were thought to take part in deviant sexual acts and loosely means ' pervert'. Effeminacy 

was not neccssarily implied when this word was used and was more often implied by the 

use of descriptive phrases or by the use of the adjective  molli.^'^'. These phrases, which 

contain stereotypes still present in society today, included things like nitidm cornaflexu, 

'@%ee Richlin (1992, pp.220-226) For a discussion of male homosexuality in the 
Roman world. 

20 t EI concubin0 mollior Celaenoeo. (5.4 1 2 )  and 
iMolli~ DÏnc&mus est sed esse non vult; ( 12-75). 

Catullus combines both cinaedus and mollis in 25. 
Cinaede Thrile, mollior nmiculi capillo 
vel urneris rnedullyu vel imuh oricilla 
vel perte lunguido senis situque uruneoso, (25.1-3) 



levis tlropuce cotidiuno, and os biuesuf12. Martial uses these stereotypes to great effect 

in 3.63, an epigram in which he attacks a man's effeminacy. 

rot ile, bellus homo es: dicunt hoc, Cotile, muiti. 
uudio: sed quid sit. dic rnihi, belius homo? 

'Bellus homo est, f7e-ro.v qui digerit ordine crines, 
bulsamu qiri semper, cinnuma semper oiet; 

cunt icu qui Nili, qui Gudironu susurrut, 
qui rnouet in uarios brucchiu uolsa modos; 

rntrr f i i neus  rota qui luce curhedrus 
desidet utque diqua semper in uure sonut. 

y ui legit hinc illinc missus scribitque tabellus; 
pulliu uicini qui refugit cubiri; 

qui scit quam quis amet, qui per conuiuia currit, 
Hirpini ueteres qui bene nouit uuos. ' 

Quid nurrus? hoc est, hoc est homo, Cotile, heI1u.s' 
rev pertricosu est. CToriIe. bellus homo. 

Martial begins by using beflm, which would subtly imply a ferninine beauty rather than a 

masculine handsomeness. He then continues on, using descriptions/stereotypes which 

would be more fitting when applied to a woman rather than to a man: obsession with 

outward appearanceZo3 and fragrances2a , singing and dancing to wanton t~nes'~', 

listening to and spreading gossip. The intent of this epigram is to insult Cotilus for his 

wornanly behavior and Martial does this without rnentioning his sexuality although he 

had ample chance to insen such themes as the covering up of smells fiom polluted 

"'1 0.65 Martial ends the epignun by stating that because of these things, the man 
is more fit to be called a sister than a brother. 

"'i.e hair style, clothing arrangement, depilation. 

fragrance could be covering up an unnatural smell as it does in epigrarns 
previously discussed above. 

'05Gades was notorious for its dancing girls which are mentioned by Martial and 
othen. See Fear (1991). 
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breath. The tone of the epigram seems to be that of a joke rather than a serious attack, 

although by accusing him of womanly behavior, he is indeed leveling a great insult at the 

manliness of Cotilus. Manliness was a key component of such virtues as virîw. and 

gruvitus, things for which the Romans strove and by insulting these things, Martial is 

actually implying that he is not really a true Roman. 

Men acting like women is an unnatural thing, and it has been amply proven that 

Martial hates al1 things unnatural; the height of this was for a man to act as the bride in a 

mamage ceremony, a thing which Martial writes about in 12.42. 

Rurbutus rzgido nupsit Cuflistrutus Afro 
hoc quo lege viro nubere v i r e  solet. 

pruelurere fucrs. vekuruntfkrmmeu vuftus. 
nec tuu defuerunr verbu, TLI~CIS.F~,  tibi. 

dos etrcrrn dictu est. Nondunt tibi, Romu , vrderzrr 
hoc suti.9 exrpectus numquid ut et puriut? 

It is made very clear in the first line by means of the  adjective^'^ that both are men, yet 

one man is the 'bride' in the proper wedding ceremony which is preformed. The only 

thing that could be more ferninine would be for Afer, the 'bride', to give binh. The 

picture which is painted for us is comic, but behind the comedy, Martial is lamenting the 

depths to which the once virtuous Empire and Republic have sunk. This is obvious in his 

address to Rome which, it seems, has become used to this sort of thing, another symptom 

of decline. The loss of the dignity of the Empire is the true subject, not the pseudo- 

mamage which is the disease. This epigram clearly shows Martial's distaste for 

effeminate men and the unnaturalness of their lifestyle and would be thought of as purely 

'06Martial also describes a man in 1.24 in distinctively male ternis, yet ends the 
epigram by stating nupsit herz. 'i-e. let himself be sodomized.' (Bailey 1993 vol. 1, p.58) 
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a concoction of his imagination, if stories of other such mock marriages did not exist2". 

This biting attack on what we would today cal1 a same-sex mamage (and an 

attack which a part of our society would still make) is indicative of Martial's attitude 

toward al1 thinçs homosexual, be they stereotypical mannerisms and habits or sexual 

activities. He finds them to be unnatural and therefore he hates them because they are 

undermining the glory of Rome. This attack on homosexuality is also seen in the 

Philaenis epigrams which portray a homosexual as being opposite to what she should be: 

Philaenis takes part in male activities, including sexual ones, and has the manner of a 

man about her. 

There are a great many more epigrams on this theme which attack men although 

the severity of the attacks is about equal. Martial sees men acting as women as a greater 

social problem than women acting as men and therefore he satirizes accordingly; it 

would be men, he feels, who would destroy the Empire with this kind of behavior. On 

the general theme of homosexuality, women are treated no wone than men and appear in 

fewer rpigrams on this theme. 

(Id) Boy-Love 

This theme is perhaps the most troubling for modem readers of Martial. It is 

hard to understand this type of relationship which existed in Rome and earlier in 

"E3oth Tacitus and Suetonius relate the 'marriage' of Nero; Tacitus calls the 
-bridey in the ceremony Pythagoras (AM. 15.37) but Suetonius calls the man whom Nero 
ud se pro more habuit Spom (Nero 28.1-2). Dio also relates a similar incident which 
occurred when the emperor Elagabalus beçame a bride. ... uui éyfiparo, yuvi TE  ai 
GÉonorva BaoiAi~ TE cjvopiC~ro ... (80.14.4). 
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Greece'08 in the erotic context in which it so often appean. It has been debated whether 

this type of relationship was common throughout Roman society or confined to the upper 

class. The bluntness of some epigrams makes it obvious that it was not a concept foreign 

to Martial's readersZw, but they were mainly the upper class; we know little about the 

views of the lower class on this topicX0 and they could very well have found it strange. 

However, the myths and literature of the day contained many instances of such 

relationships between an older and a younger man. The best known myth is that of Zeus 

and Ganymede. There are literary examples which range from Homer's Achilles and 

Patroclus"' to the main characters of Petronius' Satyncon"' as well as instances in the 

- 

'08See Percy ( 1996). 

'%chlin ( 1992, p.22 1) equates keeping pueri to keeping mistresses. 

"'%chlin (1992, p.222-223) cites pederastic graffiti in hypothesizing that this 
activity was not restricted to the upper class. 

'l 'On both Zeus and Ganymede as well as Achilles and Patroclus see Percy ( 19%) 
pp.36-40. 

""The Satyrïcon is interesting because it demonstrates the affection on the part of 
the boy for his older lover (91). Additionally, a female character show a good deal of 
interest in the young man (24). 



works of CatullusX3, a source of inspiration for ~ar t ia l~ ' !  Apart fiom literature, many 

emperors, including Trajan2", are said to have had an interest in boys. 

Beautiful cup-bearers, such as Ganymede, were prized. In 9.25, Martial 

cornplains that the host of a dinner party is upset that his guests are starhg at his cup- 

bearer. Martial makes fun of him for his protectiveness, implying that the boy is more 

than his cup-bearer, and ends his rebuke by stating that if he did not wish his guests to 

look at his servants he should invite blind men to dinner. The epigram is not tembly 

insulting considering that the implied form of relationship was not considered 

abnonnal"%nd the language is not very strong, but it does use the theme of the attractive 

cup-bearer and even compares the boy in question to Ganymede, the most famous c u p  

bearer of them all. Ganymede is also used as a cornparison in such epigrarns as 1 1 .E 

"'See 15,2 \(in which he threatens a rival with immutio), an especially 48. 
hkllit os ocml os t uos, I uvent i, 
siquis me sinut usque basiure. 
tisque ud miliu busiem trecentu. 
nec mi umquum videur suturjûturu~, 
non si densior aridis aristis 
si? nostrue seges oscuiut ionis. 

This is very similar to 5 and 7 which are about kissing Lesbia. 

""lndeed, even Martial himself was deprehenvm in puero in 1 1.43 and in 4.42 
expresses his preferences conceming boys in the same way that he does for girls. 

"5Tiberius is said to have enjoyed boys playing the part ofpiscicuii while he was 
swimming (Suetonius, Tiberius 44), Nero married and openly kissed Sporus, who was 
presurnably younger than Nero (Suetonius, Nero 28), Trajan was fond of peipoi~ia (Dio 
68.7.1), Antinous, the favorite of Hadrian, is well known (SHA, Hadnan 14.5-7 and Dio 
69.1 1-24}, and Commodus, too, is said to have had afEain with young men (SHA, 
Cornmodus Antoninus 5.1 1 ). 

"%ee Petronius 74. Tnmalchio kisses a young male servant and his wife abuses 
him for it. 



and 1 1.76. The former is a rather harsh attack on a man for the 'incorrect use' of a boy. 

Mollia quod nivei dur0 teris ore Galuesi 
bu.siu. quod nudo curn Gunymede iuces, 

-y iris negut ?- hoc nimi unut. Sed sit sut is: inguinu suit em 
parce fut utrici solliciture munu. 

levihus in pueris plus huec quum mentula peccut 
er fuciunt digit i pruecrpituntque virum: 

inde t rups  celeresque pi fi mirunduque mutri 
hurhrr, nec in cluru buheu luce plucent. 

Bivisit nut ura marem: pars unu puellis, 
unrr viris genitu est. utere parte tm. 

The vulgar language and the bluntness of the epigram combine to create a hash tone. 

The view that unu purs pueri is natural for men to use is clearly stated in line ten and 

adds strength to the view that this was a common practice, at least among the upper class. 

The latter epigram retums to the theme of tender love with a cup-bearer. The kisses of 

this boy, udu vrtulo Fulcrlrrno, are described as one would think that a woman's would be. 

The pleasure of a kiss is rnost vividly described in 3.65. 

Quod spiral teneru muhm mordente puellu, 
quo J de Corycio quue venit uuru croco; 

vr neu quod prirnis cum floret cunu rucemis, 
gruminu quo J redoient, quue modo corpsii ovis; 

quod q r t u ~ .  quod messor A rubs, quoù sucinu tritu, 
pdidus Eoo ture quod ignis o h ;  

gle ba y uod aesrivo leuiter curn spwgitur imbre, 
y uo J madidm nardo passa coronu cornus: 

hoc tuu, sueue puer Diadumene, basia fiugrunt. 
qird si totu dures illu sine invidiu? 

The cornparisons to pleasant odors make the reader believe that the kisses of a woman 

are being described, but in the pendtirnate line, Martial addresses the poem to 

Diadumenus. Not only are the kisses those of a boy, but they are pleasurable even 

though they are given unwillingly. This boy is also the addressee of 6.34 which is an 



adaptation of Catullus 5 and 7. In it, Martial asks for kisses which surpass great 

numben, even those which Lesbia gave to Catullus, for puucu cupit qui numerore potest. 

Both epigrams have a tender tone and it is hard to believe that Martial did not care for 

the boy. 

A boy became a man when his fint beard reached a certain stage. It was then 

time to give up this type of relationship. In 10.42, Martial praises the lunugo which 

gows on the face of a boy, which shows him to be of the proper age. It is so light that 

Martial States that his own lips become bearded when he kisses him. Earlier, in 4.7 he 

laments the loss of his boy who suddenly believes that he is a man, citing among other 

reasons the growth of his beard. 

The preference for boys over women is also present in the epigrams of Martial. 

1 1 -87 is just such an epigram. 

Dives eras q uondnm: sed t unc pedico fuivfi 
et rihi n u h  Jiu feminu nota fuit. 

nunc secturis unus. O quantum cogit egestus! 
illu fur utorern te. Churideme, fucir. 

The need for money is the only reason that this man gave up boys and tumed to 

women"'. Not just any women, but anus, doubtless so that he could be unencumbered 

by them in the near future and retum to his boys. The language is vulgar and Martial 

paints the man as being rather foolish, although the love of boys is not the reason. In 

fact, Martial himself expresses a preference for boys over women in 12.75, stating that he 

- - 

"'See Kay (1985, pp.247-248) for this theme in Greek epigram. 



would rather have a boy than a woman with a huge dow$18. However, in 11.78 he urges 

a new husband, who has only ever taken part in peclicutio, to utere femineis cunptexibus, 

implying that they are just as pleasurable as those he had been used to. Also, in 12.97 he 

criticizes a man for his obsession for boys even though he has the perfect wife at home. 

(!rot- m m  tibi sit puella quolem 
voris v h  petut inprobu murit us, 
dives, nobilis, erudiru, custu, 
nrmpis, B u w ,  lut us, sed in comutis. 
uroris tibi dote quos purus f i .  

et sic mi dominam reversa fanguet 
mulris ment uiu milib us redemptu; 
sed nec vocibirs  citu tutu hiandis, 
molli pollice nec rogatu surgit. 
Sit tundem pudor uuf eumm in ius. 
non est huec tua, Busse: vendidisti. 

This man uses the dowry given by his wife to satis@ his lust and cannot perform for her 

when he returns home. The epigram contains harsh cnticism and attacks the man for 

ignoring a wife who is the envy of al1 and for gratifying himself with boys. In this 

epiçrarn, as in the last, women are favored over boys. The problem seems to be that 

these men takc part in one form of sexual activity to the exclusion of another. Both are 

descnbed as natural, when done correctly, but these men only enjoy pedicutio, something 

which Martial states should not be done with a ~ornan''~ (although, once again, he is 

inconsistent on the issue?. The unnatural behavior of these men leads to their rebuke. 

"%s wish is repeated in 14.205. 
Sit nobis aetate puer. non pwnice fevrs. 

Propter quem placeat nulla puelfa mihi. 

'lgSee 1 1.43 and 1 1-78, 
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Boy-love is a pervasive theme in Martial and has only been treated cursonly here. 

The purpose was to show what kind of epigrams were devoted to boys and the attitude of 

both Martial and that of Roman society to this type of relationship. It can be seen that 

the epigrams vaq in subject matter and tone, but the general conclusions that can be 

reached are as follows: boy love was common and accepted; it was a natural compliment 

to the love of women; neither is stictly prefened although each have epigrams espousing 

their pleasures. Although it is a male theme, women do enter into it. Men who avoid 

women are seen as foolish, as are those women who dislike the male-male relationship. 

The tone can va- from very insulting to that of praise. 

(le) Impotence 

The final theme which falls under the general theme of male sexuality is that of 

sexual impotence. The complete failure to be able to engage in intercoune is a uniquely 

male problem and Martial has a great deal of fun at the expense of men suffenng From it. 

Although it could be a very insulting thing to Say about a man, and no doubt even in these 

epigrams was seen as such, Martial treats this theme in a light, comedic way. He does 

not use it in a direct insult such as 'you impotent old man7, but rather as a condition 

which can give rise to a comedic situation. A good example of this is epigram 2-45. 

Quue 1 ib i non stabat pruecka est ment ulu, Giypte. 
demens, c m  ferro quid rihi? G a l h  erus. 

The Galli were the eunuch priests of Cybele. Martial is saying that Glyptus need not 

have resorted to mutilating his genitalia, his impotence lefi him as ineffective as a 
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eunuch anyway. This cornparison could not have been made except in the context of 

impotence, hence the subject matter, as seen before, is subordinate to the humor. Martial 

is only mildly attacking Glyptus for his condition, but is rnaking fun of hirn because of 

the stupidity of the situation. This use of eunuchs in combination with impotence is also 

seen in 10.9 1. 

Ontne.. eunuchos hubet Almo nec urrigit ipse: 
et queri fur puriut y uod suci Pollu nihil. 

Not only is Almo unable to have children, his slaves cannot give them to him either. The 

impotence of the entire household is stressed in this epigram and the fact that he is 

yetting his slaves to sleep with his wife (or perhaps he is unaware that they are trying to 

do his job) also reflects very badly on him. In the same way, 6.39 alludes to the problem 

of Cinna. His wife, who has seven children by lower class men, has none by her husband 

nor by any other of her social equals. This could either mean that she does not engage in 

intercourse with her husband or that he is impotent. The last line, in which Martial states 

that he would have more sons if two of her lovers were not eunuchs, could be seen, and I 

take it to be so, as a poke at Cinna The implication would be that he would indeed have 

had more children if not only the slaves, but he hirnself were able. 

This theme is also used as a contrast such as in 3.73 when the mentuia of 

 all lus"' will not work but he dallies with boys wvho have no problems, the implication 

being that he is a passive partner (which is denied) or that he is perforrning feIlatio on 

them. The reference to oral sex, this time in the form of cunnilingus, is repeated in 

" ' ~ h i s  narne is of course used for a reason. 



1 1.25. Linus, who once was quite the ladies' man, has become impotent and Martial 

addresses the body part which Linus swn will defile when he says lingua. cuve. In both 

cases, the condition is not attacked or used as an insult, but it is used to irnply that the 

men in question are doing something unnatural and worthy or rebuke. This sarne thing is 

seen to a lesser extent in 3.75. In this case, the man, Lupercus", although his impotence 

is not a new probiem for him, tries to make his mentulu work by using any cure available 

to him, ranging from drugs to altemate foms of sex. The humor lies in the fact that 

although he is not having sex, the cost of his sex life is exorbitant. The condition itself is 

not attacked. On the contrary, Martial seems to be saying that he should just live with it. 

Lupercus' attempts to flog a dead horse are ineffectual and costly and this is the reason 

for the attack - wasting money and time on a lost cause. 

In 1 1.46, one of the nastier epigrams, Martial addresses a man named Maevius 

whose ineffectual verpu is vividly descnbed. 

h m  nisi per somnurn non urrigis et t ibi. bfuevi, 
incipit in medios meiere verpu pedes. 

rnrdit ur et digit Ïs pannucea mentulo lussis 
nec levut extinctum sollicitutu cuput. 

Quid miseros j?ustru cvnnos cul osque Iacessis? 
summu petus: illic mentulo vzvit unw: 

The intent of this epigram is obvious; by insulting his condition and using words such as 

urrigrre, verpu, cunnus, and culus he is attacking Maevius in the strongest possible 

t e n s .  In addition, this epigram bluntly States that Ïrmmatio is a cure for impotence, as 

has been alluded to in 3.75. The cure, it seems, has as much stigrna attached to it as the 

777 

-Again, the name denotes fertility and is used for this reason. 
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disease. This belief that irrumuiio was able to be perforrned on old men appears a few 

times in Martial and seems to be a common belief? 

Epiçrams which deal with impotence, although by their very nature insulting, are 

not used by Martial as something with which to harshly attack a man. Insteaâ, he uses it 

to create a situation which he then can exploit for its comic potential. Fellutio is a 

common subject to incorporate into epigrarns which deal with this theme and, because of 

the views of Roman society, this makes the epigrams which contain it more insulting. 

This therne is only dealt with in epigrams which have a man as their central character for 

obvious reasons, and thus they cannot be compared to any epigrams which were dealt 

with in the previous chapter. What they can do is point out to us that there are some 

specific themes and vehicles of attack which were more suited to one particular gender; 

just as some themes appear only in epigmms with women as their central subject, othea 

only appear in those with men as their central subject. More themes of this gender- 

specific type will be discussed below. 

(2) Physical Appearanct? 

The next main theme in Martial is that of physical appearance. This, as with 

epigrams which deal with women, takes many forms. 

"-'Sec 4.50 in which Martial clearly States, in the rnanner of a mock threat, nerno 
es[, Thui, senex ad i m a n d u m .  



(2a) Old Age 

Age is not as prominent a theme as it was in the previous chapter, yet it does 

occasionally occur. Old age cm be coupled with impotence, as previously mentioned, or 

it can be used to make a harmless joke such as in 1 1.44. In this epigram, an old man who 

was bom Rruro consuul?' is wamed that he should be wary of new ftiendships; his only 

tme friends are those who were his fkiends when he was young and poor - his new hends 

only want him dead. This is an attack on legacy hunting5, not old age. Old age can also 

be used to make a man who has a fault seem worse. In 4.78 a man who is over sixty 

years old travels al1 over the city to make his rnoming rounds and is engrossed in the 

affain of the 'higher-ups'. This, Martial feels, is not proper for a man whose fucies 

mulro .sp/endeut u i b ~  pilu (478.2). It it not his business and as such is an unnatural thing 

for him to do. Just as in 10.90, where an old woman is attacked for still practicing 

depilation althouçh Martial feeis this is only to be done by the young, an age limit is set 

for certain activities: young men make their rounds and old men do not. This is 

specifically stated at the end of the epigrarn. 

Huec faciant sane iuvenes: deformius, Afer, 
omnino nihil est urdcilione sene. (4.78.9-10) 

" " ~ e e  10.39 for Bruto convule used to denote old age. 

"'~orace deals with this topic in a most humorous fashion in the second book of 
his satires (2.5). Ulysses is advised in great detail by Tiresias to take up this practice as a 
way to restore his fortune. 



(2b) Physical Traits and Baldaess 

Martial uses many physical traits as fodder for his epigrams. Sometimes they are 

blunt and to the point as in 2.87. 

Dicis amore fui bellus uriiere puellus, 
qui fuciem sub uquu, Sexte, nafantis hubes. 

The vivid comparison of the ugliness of Sextus, who is lying about his love Me, stresses 

his appearance which has k e n  called 'bloated and disfigured'? This compact epigrarn 

not only insults his appearance, but it also calls hirn a liar and as a result, makes for a 

harsh epigrarn. It is very similar to 3.89 in which a man's appearance is compared to 

someone who is cucuns. In both cases, the epigrams are simple, two line constructions 

and are very effective in making a nasty insult by means of a comparison to the 

appearance of one's face in a certain situation. In other cases, the trait is created by the 

person in question as in 3.74. A man removes his hair by artificial means, essentially 

depilation, and Martial attacks hirn for this and he tells him to remove his misrrom 

culwn. It is unnatural for a man to do this and therefore he is unflatteringly compared to 

a woman who depilates her cunnm. The comparison of a head to genitalia is veiy 

insultinç and was intended to be so". 

Baldness, the most prevalent theme in this category, is used to create a humorous 

situation in 5.39. Martial comments on the fact that a man's head has three different 

aras  that rnake hirn appear to be three different people fiom the rear. 

"%r ( 1968 vol. 1, p. 159), 

"See 2.33 for a woman compared to a mentulu. 



Viilissem modo forte cum sedentem 
solum te. Lubiene, tres putmi. 
culvae me numenu tuue fefellit: 
sunt illinc tibi. sunt et hinc cupilli 
quules uel puerum decere poswnt; 
nudumst in medio caput nec ullm 
in iongu pihv ureu nototur. 
Hic error tibi profiit Decembri. 
t unc cum prandiu misit Imperutoc 
curn punuriolis tribu$ redtst i. 
Tulem Geryonem fuisse credo. 
vites censeo porticum Philippi: 
si te vihrit Hercules. peristi. 

ABer the rather silly looking head of Labienus is describe4 Martial proceeds to describe 

both its benefit and downfall, thus creating a nice balance and a witty ending. Thinking 

that he was three men, the distributer of the baskets gave him three; however, he is also 

Iikened to Geryon, who had three heads, and therefore he is wamed to keep away from 

Hercules who might kill him. In this instance, the baldness of Labienus is a natural thing, 

not unnatural like the depilation in 3.74, and partly because of this it is treated with a 

rather light touch. The baldness itself funiishes Martial with the chance to make a 

humorous comparison which is not particularly insulting This very same theme of the 

loss of hair resulting in the appearance of king three men is seen in 10.83. This epigram 

deais solely with the atternpts to hide the hair loss. Marinus atternpts a 'comb-over' to 

hide the lutum campum nitidae calvue, but the wind blows it into large curis on either 

side of his headE8. Martial advises him to admit that he is old (hair loss being attached 

to old age in the same way that impotence is) and to give up his deceptions, since culvo 

="niis is also implied by 
&&es non aliter timere risum 
quant ventum S'ius.. . (2.4 1 -9- 1 O) 



twpius est nihil cornuto. He is attacked for the attempt to hide his hair loss just as the 

Phoebus of 6.57, who is also bald and to whom this line could also apply, is attacked; 

this is a thing which Labienus had not aîternpted. 

ibientirisjictos unguento, Phoebe, cupillos 
et tegit ur pict is sordi du coluu corn ix 

tonsorem cupiti non est udhibere necesse: 
rudere te meiius spongeu, Phoebe, potest. 

The tone of this epigram is quite hanh; its harshness is intensified by the use of sordidus 

which Martial tends to use in a way that denotes a Iowness. Attempts to hide things of 

this nature invariably are the cause of an attack, a thing which has been amply 

demonstrated in this thesis. Be it a blemish, srnell, odd feature, sexual habit, or anything 

which is natural which is concealed by unnatural means, the resulting scorn is the same. 

In this particular case, the attempt at deception was not even very good, the painting of 

hair hardly being realistic. Hair is also the theme of 4.36; this epigrarn, although rather 

obscure in meaning, insults a man because he dyes his hair black (unnatural) but cannot 

do so with his beard, perhaps for some medical reason. 

Baldness is not the only major theme in this category; Martial also pokes fun at 

abnormal features such as those of a man named Papylus who has a large nose and a 

large mentzrlu. 

Ment ulu rurn mugnu est quunt us t ib i, Pupyie, nusur. 
ut possis, quot iens orrigis, O yucere. 

There 1s no doubt that the comedy in this epigram, 6.36, is vule. It has already been 

?n Keis Loeb edition (1968, vol. 1, p.379), it is lefi partially untmnslated 
although in epigrams such as 9.4 there is no problern translatingfutui as 'to be poked' 
and fellut as 'she sucks'. 
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mentioned in connection with abnormally large female features and, to reiterate, it is just 

as vulgar as some epigrams and in the same vein of humor as othea. The vulgarity iwlf 

is sufficient to insult, but the intent of the epigram seems to be more playhi1 han hurthil. 

(2c) Blindness 

Blindness is also mentioned in relation to men in such epigrarns as 6.78 and 8.49. 

In the former epigram, a man who is blind in one eye keeps dnnking against the advice 

of doctors and will thus lose his good eye. In the latter, a blind man loves a beautiful 

woman. In neither case is blindness used as an insult, although the fint man is shown to 

be rather foolish b e c a w  of his decision. In 8.59, however, it is indeed used as an insult 

and, in addition, as a condition which makes the epigram more humorous. 

Aspicis hunc uno contentum lumine. cuiur 
lippu siib udtritu fionte lucunu putet ? 

ne contemne cuput. nihil est furacius illo; 
non fuit Autolyci tam piperuta munus. 

Hunc tu convivum coutus sewure mernento: 
tunc furit utque ocdo / U F C ~ ~ S  utroque vider: 

pocula solliciti perdunt ligulusque minisrri 
et iutet in tepido plurima moppa sinu; 

lupsu nec a cub ito subducwe p u l h  nescit 
et tecius luenis saepe duabus abir: 

nec dormituntem vernam fioudure luccrnu 
enrbuit fullar, urdeat illa ficet. 

si nihil invusit. puerum tunc arte dolosci 
circuit et soleus subripit ipse suus. 

The main thrust of the epigram is the thievîng nature of this man, a thing which is made 

more amusing by the fact that he is one-eyedZ0. The epigram begins with a graphic 

'O' ... the emphasis lies less on his disability than on his skill and cunning which 
are great enough to compensate for it.' (P. Watson 1982, p.72). 
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description of his condition, and then a list of the theif s targets is given. In this case, the 

man is a rogue; therefore, he is attacked for his loss in a way that other, better men are 

not. This is a pattern. It is obvious that Martial likes to use physical characteristics in 

one of two ways: he can take a particular characteristic and make a playful joke of it (still 

with varying levels of invective), or he can use an abnormality, particularly an unsightly 

one, and use it to emphasize the abnormality of the individual? This scewio fits both 

the theme of the loss of an eye and that of hldness. In both 6.78 and 8.49, epigrams 

which deal with the loss of an eye, the men involved are neither wicked nor involved in 

any of what Martial would deem unnatural activities for which they should be censured. 

8.59 uses this theme in the latter rnanner in order to stress the unbelievable thievery of 

the man involved. As concems baldness, both 6.57 and 10.83 are attacks using baldness 

because of the attempts to hide it. Men who do not try to conceal the fact that they are 

bald are not attacked, but merely mocked. 

To sum up this theme, Martial enjoys poking fun at physical traits in men, with 

emphasis laid on baldness. They Vary in the intent to insult, but as a rule, even in the 

more insulting epigrams, the insults never rise to the harshness of some of the epigrams 

which deal with male sexuality. This holds relatively mie for the epigrams which 

contained this theme which were examined in chapter t h e .  There are a few epigrams 

which deal with the physical appearance of women which are a linle nastier than those 

which are directed at men, but these, too, fa11 into the pattern of Martial's general use of 

"'Physical defects mirror moral deficiencies. (Sullivan 199 1, p. 163). 
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this theme. In the examples cited in the previous chapter, most fa11 into the first way 

Martial uses this theme: playful epigrams with varying levels of invective. A smaller 

number fa11 into the second. None of the epigrarns which contain these topics is 

particularly harsh. One of the harsher ones is 1 1.29 in which an old woman is attempting 

to arouse Martial with flattering words and manual stimulation. He tells her that the way 

to accomplish her goal is to promise him g ik .  This clearly falls into the second class. 

Martial dislikes old women who are sexually active, a fact which was clearly 

demonstrated in the previous chapter. He believes it to be very unnatural which is the 

reason he cannot be stimulated and it is for this reason that she is attacked in a rather 

nasty way. For these reasons, it appears that both men and women receive the same 

treatment at his hands. 

(3) Improper Behavior 

The next major theme is that of improper behavior. As in the cases cited in the 

Iast chapter, this theme contains a hodgepodge of smaller themes which include 

excessive drinking, pretending to be what one is no& and the hoarding of wealth. 

Esamples of epigrams on this major theme will be sorted as far as possible into 

goupings which share roughly the same minor themes. 

(3a) Jealousy 

In 9.97, Martial plays on the meanings of rumpere and attacks a man who is 

extremely jealous of him. He uses the phrase rumpitur invidiu to begin and end five 
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consecutive couplets in which the sources of the man's jealously are set forth. He ends 

with mmpatur, roughly meaning 'go to hell'. The attack on the man's fault and the tinal 

blunt, yet ski11 ful, insult create an epigram which seerns to have a harsher tone than one 

would imagine. 

(3b) Drinking Wine 

The excessive intake of wine was considered improper and Martial has fun at the 

expense of those who have this vice. A man named Sextilianus is addressed in Book One 

and attacked for the amount of wine which he drinks at the theatre. 

Cum JUIU sint equit i bis quinu nomismutu, quure 
h i.s decies solus, Sext iliune, bibis? 

iurn Je/eci.sset purtunt i s  culdu ministros. 
si non potares, Sext iliune, merun,. 

The jab in 1.1 1 is twofold. Not only does he dnnk hKice as much as he should, but he 

drinks his wine unrnixed. In ancient times, wine was mixed with water in different 

quantities. The quantity added depended on the intent of the dtinke?-". A man who 

drank rnerum confessed himself to be a heavy dnnker and heavy dnnking, as stated 

before, was not particularly socially acceptable. The drinking of merum is also the 

punchline of 6.89. 

Cum peferet serurn rnediu ium nocfe mufeilum 
urguro mudi Jus pollice Punuret us, 

Spoletinrr dutu est sed quam siccuverat ipw, 
nec fierut soli iota Iugonu satis. 

ille fide summa testue sua vinu rernemus 

32See Plato's Symposium and the consensus of the drinken on the mixing of the 
wine. 



oenophori ponderu plena sui. 
Miruris. quantum bibemt. cepisse lugonum? 

Desine miruri, Rqe:  memm biberut. 

Although the epigram is crude, Martial could have made the language itself much more 

so. But with this being said it is still an effective epigram using a vulgar action to 

ernphasize the heavy dnnking of Panaretus. The intent of this epigram is to attack his 

overindulgence, but the attack is sofiened by the comedy of the situation. 

Sextilianus' alcoholism is seen again in 1.26. Martial describes him as asking for 

tickets, which were used to get wine, from everywhere in the theatre and drinking five 

rows wonh of wine, no doubt unmixed. To emphasize the lack of water in the wine 

Mariial States uquu toriens ebriuî esse poies. Over half of this ten line epigram deals 

with the vintage of various good and poor wines. The final insult is that Sextilianus 

should stick to inferior wines if he exceeds his ten tickets. Overindulgence is also 

attacked two epigrarns later in 1.28. 

Hestrrno ferere mero qui credit Acerrurn, 
fulliiur: in lucern semper Acerru bihit. 

Although short, this epigram has a great deal of punch. Acerra is attacked for the same 

thing which women have been attacked for: smelling of wine. It is bad enough that he 

smells of wine, but it t m s  out that he drank so far into the night that it was not 

yesterday's wine which he drank, but that of today. This, once again, is a trait of a heavy 

drinker, a thing which Martial emphasizes that Acerra is by his use of semper. 

In al1 these epigrams, heavy drinking, although unacceptable, is not attacked with 

great force. The intent of the epigrams is to point to what Martial considen to be a 



problem and to make fun of it, but evidently he does not think that this activity is 

damaging enoughu3 to deserve the mie sting of his strongest words. Even the epigrams 

which deal with women who dnnk excessively are not particularly harsh, although this 

vice was worse for them to acquirelu. It would seem that once again men and women 

are treated equally. 

(3c) Gluttony 

Gluttony, because of its extravagance, is also satirized in 10.3 1. Calliodorus sold 

a slave for a geat sum in order to have one sumptuous meal. The centerpiece of the 

meal is a four pound mullet, one of the most prized, and high-priced, courses that could 

be served"'. Because of the great cost of the meal, Martial States that it is almost as il 

Calliodonis is eating the slave himself and not a fish. The waste of rnoney and the 

pretense of the spectacle are what bother Martial and because of this, the allusion to 

cannibalism creates a harsh epigrarn. 

(3d) Pretense 

Martial dislikes things which were unnatucal. It stands to reason bat he dislikes 

"'~lthough it may not be darnaging to society, it is certainly damaging to the 
body as seen in 6.78 above. Even this disregard for one's health, although show to be 
foolish, is not attacked. 

? 3 e e  Juvenal's fourth satire and Suetonius' Tiberius 34.1 in which it is stated 
that three mullets were sold for 30,000 HS. 
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people who pretend to be something which they are not, since it is an unnatural state to 

be something which you are not. In Martial's eyes, a tree cannot be a rock in the very 

same way that a poor man cannot be a rich man, no matter the facade he struggles to 

maintain. It is this son of show which is attacked in al1 its fonns, be it a poor man 

feigning wealth or an effeminate man feigning masculinity. 

Effeminacy and the view of Martial and Roman society in general has been 

discussed above. To reiterate, it was viewed as unnatural and therefore something to be 

condemned or mocked. Martial attacks those men who display such qualitiesZ6 in 

varying degees of severity. Epigram 1.24 is one such epigram, although that fact is not 

clear until the very last line. 

.-lsprcis incomptrs rllum. Becrune. cuprllis, 
cuius et ipse tirnes triste suprrcifium, 

y zîi loqzrrt ur Curios ud.sertoresque Cornillos? 
nofitu fronti credere: nupsit heri. 

This man, although he appears manly, stem, and honorable, was mamed just the other 

day, the implication king that it was he who was the bride. His two sets of actions are 

completely at odds with each other. The implication is that these are the 

actions/attributes which are feigned and that it is effeminacy which is his real bent. The 

fact that he hides it makes him al1 the more ridiculous and worthy of rebukeZ7. 

3 6 ~ e  also attacks a woman for masculine ways in 7.67. 

"'Richlin (1 992, pp. 138-139). 



(3e) Exhibitionism 

Exhibitionism (for a purpose) is also a theme which is present in 7.62. In this 

case, the purpose of it is to show that the man in question is the active partner, not the 

passive one, in pedicutio. It is a rather ambiguous epigram which ends on a play of the 

meanings of sine teste. There is no intimation that the chance of getting caught any way 

increases the sexual enjoyment, as it does for Lesbia in 1.34. The purpose of this 

exhibitionism was to avoid the rumor of passive homosexuality which was a degrading 

label to have attached to one's name. In this way, the treatmeni is different for each 

gender. but the insult to each is roughly equivalent. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum, 1 1.45 is about a man who goes to great 

lengths in order to shield his sexual tendencies from the public eye. AAer selecting a 

prostitute (wu puer sive puella), he seeks greater secrecy than is usually afforded and 

requires a place that has not the smallest crack in the plaster norpunctuque lusciviu quue 

terehruntur UCU? Since no one, as Martial says, is so a h i d  to get caught, this man 

must be taking part in some 'dirty' form of intercourse. Pedicutio and furwio are the 

acceptable sexual foms for boys and girls respectively, so it is easily surmised, when the 

previously discussed information is taken into account, what these deviant acts are. 

These last two epigrarns give the impression that 'you're damned if you do and you're 

damned if you don?' when it cornes to either exposing or concealing your sex life. 

Exposure leads to insult and secrecy leads to questions. This is a very good example of 

"'It seems likely that this is an allusion to another deviant sexual activity: 
voyeunsm. 
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something that often happens in Martial: the espousal of opposite views. He dislikes 

women who enjoy sex, yet he wants one rather than a prude. He believes oral sex to be 

unmanly, yet it i s  a good form of sex for old men. He praises Domitian, yet he insults 

hirn when it suits his purposesZ9. All these reversals point to one thing: Martial should 

not be taken too seriously in many contexts. In some things he is unwavering such as in 

his opinion of the life of a cliene4', yet many times he tends to use themes in a way that 

best brings out the humor in a situation, thereby not necessarily putting his mie feelings 

on his sleeve, as it were. 

(30 Sexual Impropriety 

Epigram 3.70 also contains the theme of sexual impropriev'. In it, a man is 

having an affair with a woman whom he had divorced and who had subsequently ma.rried 

again. Martial questions why the woman, who was ignored when she was his wife, has 

now become so attractive to him. He believes that it is only the thrill of the unsafe nature 

of the liaison which makes her appealing to him and allows him urrigere. This epigram 

combines the theme of impotence (he is unable to perforrn unless in danger) and 

adultery. By doing this, Martial creates an epigram which is quite insulting. 

'391t has been argued that hidden insults are present in the epigrams which praise 
Domitian, but this still does not remove the fact that it suited the purpose of Martial to 
praise him. See Garthwaite ( 1993). 

'%ee Garthwaite (1998) and Saller (1983) who critically examine the reliability 
of Martial's description of the client-patron relationship. 

'"The previous section on sexuality also falls into the category of improper 
behavior. 



(3g) Masturbation 

The next theme is the view that the act of musturborio was inherently wrong. In 

12.95 Martial wams a man only to read lewd books with a woman so that he does not 

become a mu ri tu.^ sine femina. The playful tone grows bitter in 9.1. 

Ponrice, quod numquum futuis, sed puelice iuevu 
uteris et Veneri servit arnica munu$, 

hoc nihii esse putu...? sceius est, mihi crede, sed ingens, 
y uunturn vu: animo concipis ipse tuo. 

nempe semelfuiuit, generuret Horotius ut ires; 
 mors semel, ut gerninos Ilia castu duret. 

omniu perdiderut si masturbotus uterque 
mondosset munibus gouda foedu suis. 

ipsurn crede ribi nururam dicere rerum: 
'1st ud q uod digit is. Pont ice. perdis. homo est. ' 

It is obvious by the blunt way in which Martial attacks Ponticus that he feels that he is 

doing something truly wrong The loss not only of one child, but of even more from a 

single encounter emphasizes the harm that the deed does, not only to Ponticus, but to 

society. Sex was much more available in Roman times, particularly fiorn sources which 

are looked upon wlth contempt or horror today such as prostitution and household slaves, 

therefore rnusturbutio shouid not have even been an option for sexual release. Even 

more compelling a reason not to do it, in the eyes of ~artial"', was that it was unnatural, 

just as much so as pedicutio was among men. Not only was it a crime against nature (sex 

without procreation'"), it was of no benefit except pleasure. This theme is almost 

"'~artial himself, however, confesses to this activity in 1 1.73 and Richlin (1992, 
p. 136) sees it in again at 2-43.13-14. 

2"3~t is interesting to note that the fonns of sex (w-ith the exception of boy-love) 
which contain no possibility of procreation were the ones which were thought to be 
unnatural. 



always a male domain and is rarely applied to women in Latin literature although the 

instances of it with respect to men are, although not common, more frequent than one 

would thinpu. 

(3h) Feigning of Wealth/Status 

Even more wrong than this was the feigning of wealth or statu. Sometimes, it is 

a man of some wealth who pretends to be wealthier than he is, as in 2 .74 in which 

Saufeius relies on moneylenden to help hirn pay for his flock of clients. Zoilus, who 

makes fun of Martial's toga in 2.58, is shom not even to own his own toga. The most 

well known epigram of this type is 2.57. 

Hic quem uilleiis gre.ssibus uugis fentum. 
umefhystinutus media qui secut Suepta, 
quem non Iacernis Publiw meus uincit. 
non ipse Cordus ufphu paenulatorum. 
q uern grex togut us sequi fur et cupillut us 
recensque sella linte isque lorisque, 
oppignerauit modo modo ud CIudi mensam 
u ~ r  octo nummis unulum, unde cenumt. 

The ostentation of his display makes him seem al1 the more foolish as does the 

insignificant price he manages to get for his ring. As a hKist on this theme, Martial 

describes a man in the theatre who, by al1 appearances, is a man of the first rank, yet 

when the plaster on his forehead is lifte& he is shown to have previously been a slave? 

It is also the poor who pretend to have wealth. For example, a man who was a knight in 

'"See Adams (1982, pp.208-211). 

"SCompare this to the ostentation of Trimalchio in the Satyricon. 



every respect save one, that of the monetary qualification, is made fun of in 5.27. In the 

theatre, he sits in the rows allotted to that class and he grows pullidus whenever he sees 

the attendant pass who can eject him from his seat. In the very same way, by suggestion 

rather than statement, another man is attacked for feigning wealth. In this epigrarn, 5.35, 

a man is loudly bragging of the large income which his fams in the country provide him 

annually and how he can trace his descent from Leda. To make hm seem al1 the more 

important, he does this while cocci nu tu.^, as if to mark his social position. Al1 his 

bragging is show to be false when a large key falls from the folds of his garment, which 

shows that he is in fact employed in some menial position. Perhaps the most elegant 

epigram on this theme is 9.59. In it, Martial grandly describes how a man, Mamurra, 

went on a shopping trip and examined every costly and elegant article he found, from 

special slaves to fumiture to gemstones. 

In Suepris Mumuvu diu multumque vugutus. 
hic ubi Roma suas aurea vaut opes, 

inspe-rit molles pueros oculisque cornedit, 
non hos quos primae prostif uere casae, 

sed y uos urcanue semunt tabuluta cuiusiue 
et quos non ppulus nec meu rurbu videt. 

inde suiur mensas et opertos rruit orbes 
exposit umque aIte pingue poposcit ebur, 

et test uclineurn memus quater hexaclinon 
ingemuit citro non saris esse suo. 

consuluit nares an olerent uera Corinthon, 
culpovit statuus et, Polydite, tuus, 

et turbata brevi questur crystallina virro 
murrina signavit seposuitque decem 

expendit veteres culuthos et si qua fuerunt 
pocula Mentorea nobzlita~a manu, 

et viridis picto gemmas numeravit in uuro. 
quidquid et a niveu grandius aure sonat. 

surdom>chus vero mensu quaesivit in omni 



et pretium magnis fecir iaspidibus. 
undecima iusszls cum iam discederet horu, 

usse duos calices emit et ipse t uht. 

In the en4  after al1 his shopping, he buys two calices, not the more expensive goblets 

which he had earlier examined, and he is forced to take them home hirnself, thereby 

confessing that he is too poor even to have one slave to carry his meager purchase. The 

previous epigrams are insulting in that they show men to be liars and of lower social 

position, but they do not go to the descriptive extent that this epigram does. By Martial's 

use of cumtrlutio, the reader is even more surprised that this man whom they supposed to 

be very wvealthy is in fact very poor. It is by this huge buildup and subsequent huge faIl 

that Mamurra is greatly insulted. Status and wealth, very much like today, were prized 

by the Romans, farnily status even more so than wealth since wealth could be obtained, 

while lineage could not be'? Therefore, by attacking men who feign these things and by 

showing them to be charlatans, Martial is removing fiom them something which was 

very precious and something which, once removed, was very difficult to obtain again. 

Because of this it is a very great insult since these are the yardsticks by which importance 

was measured. It is on a par with attacking a woman who is unchaste; each quality 

defines their gender. This is perhaps the closest analogy which can be used to compare 

this theme to the themes which Martial employs when writing about women. 

It is difficult to summarize the tone of this major group of themes. Its lack of 

'MThis did not stop men and even emperon fiom inventing one for themselves. 
However, the emperor Vespasian is said to have refbsed to have a family tree created for 
him to hide his rather common mots (Suetonius, Divus Vespasianus 13). 
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homogeneity means that some minor themes in the category are treated in a very light 

rnanner such as overindulgence and others such as pretending to be what one is not cm 

Vary in tone from light to very harsh. The one thing that can be seen is that unnatural 

things and activities are once again at the root of the nastiest epigrams. This is also true 

for the epigrams in the previous chapter which dealt with this same theme. As was 

mentioned there, the minor themes are things which we would criticize today: gluttony, 

be it  of food or drink, sexual deviancy, and pretending to be what one is not. Although 

the minor themes differ when the epigram deals with men and women, the objects of 

anack are suited to the gender in question and the levels of harshness are in accord with 

the themes under discussion. 

(1) Dinnen and Poetry 

These are two themes which occur quite frequently and are, moreover, almost 

exclusively used in epigrams which deal with men'". It was the male portion of society 

that held dinner parties and wrote poetry and this is the simple reason why it is men who 

are addressed. For the most part, when these themes are used they are used as a means of 

insulting the man who is the main character in the epigram in question. The theme of 

dinner focuses on both the seeking of a dinner invitation and, once it has been obtained, 

the dinner itself. The theme of poetry focuses both on the theft of literary material by a 

man who tries to pass it off as his own and of the poor quality of hack pets  (although 

'J7This is the reason for Bailey (1993 vol 1, p.209) suggesting Nuevoie for Nuevia 
in epigram 3.13. It is the only instance of a fernale dimer host. 



praise of the classic pe ts  and some of the fnends of Martial is also present). The 

purpose of this section is to demonstrate that there were topics in the corpus Murtialis in 

which women played virtually no role, and in which men were attacked, often in rather 

harsh terms. 

Dinnen were actively sought, usually by clients and even by Martial himsel f? 

The goal is obvious: a free meal. If we are to believe Martial, any chance to dine out was 

snatched up and even his own non svbriu verba given during a party constituted an 

invitation that was accepted the next day, much to his displea~ure~~'. One particular man 

was upset at Martial if he did not receive an invitation to dinner on every occasion which 

Martial dined at home? Selius, the dinner-hunter of Book Two, is the epitome of this 

practice. In 2.77, hr will applaud for a person, be they trying a case or reciting poetq, as 

long as he is gven a dinner. In r e m  the person for whom he applauded only has one 

request: that he shut up during the meal. More fiequently, he can be found running al1 

over Rome in search of a free meal cenundum quotiens ium videt esse domi. This time- 

consuming quest is described in 2.14 in a long epigrarn in which Selius is mocked for his 

fiantic, demeaning attempt to solicit an invitation to dinner. He begins at the Portico of 

'"Cupto tuam. pudet heu, sed capto, Marime. crnarn (2.1 8.1). This entire 
epigrarn, in which Martial fishes for a dinner invitation fiom a man who fishes for one 
for himself From another man, shows both the prevalence of the activity and the 
distastefulness of it. Everybody is the slave of another. 

ZM5.50. The man becomes very angry, but Martial attacks his gluttony and implies 
that he has no obligation to constantly feed hirn. 



Europa, proceeds to the Saepta, then to the temple of Isis, and on to nine more buildings, 

mainly baths. Still uninviteci, he retums once again to the Portico of Europa to see if he 

can wrangle a dinner from anyone at all. In the final line, Martial asks the buIl to invite 

Selius to dinner, which most likely means that he is asking Jupiter to cany hirn off as he 

did Europa. The epigram conveys the great struggle of Selius in a grand style, and by 

doing so mocks the triviality of his goal. Not only is Selius king criticized, but so is the 

demeaning li fe that a client must lead. The fmitless walking and ingratiating himself to 

indifferent and rude patrons"' is his cune. Although Selius is mocked this seems to be 

the deeper meaning. Finally, in 2.1 1 (which is placed just before the previous epigram 

for emphasis: result before action), we see Selius in a moumfùl state, and it is not until 

the final two words of the epigrarn that we discover the reason. 

Qtrodjionte Selium nub ila uides. RMe. 
quod ambulutor port icum terit serum. 
lugubre quiddum y irod tucet piger uoltu~. 
qtrod puene terram nusus indecens tungit. 
quod dextra pectus pulsai et comum ue llit: 
non ille umici fata hger out fiatris. 
uterque nat us uiuit et precor uiuat, 
sduu est et uror surcinueque semique. 
nihil colonus uilicirrque deco-rit. 
Maeroris igit ur causa quue ? Dorni cenat. 

His actions befit one who is mouming the death a family member or friend or one who 

has suffered a monetary los, not one who has failed to gamer an invitation to dimer. 

His frunfe nubilu and his other actions make hirn appear to be very foolish. In fact, that 

is the point of the epigram. Martial is not lamenting the life of a client, but mocking a 

'' 'In 9.14, Martial warns the host that his friends do not like him, but his meal. 
Anyone would be anyone's friend for a fiee dinner. 



man for his overreaction to a situation. When taken as a group, the epigrams which 

focus on Selius show him to be either cheap or greedy, since the implication is that he is 

a man of relative wealth, and because of this, they are quite insulting. Greed is also 

implied in 5.47, in which a man does not dine unless invited out, biit these two faults are 

combined in 7.20 as Martial sets forth the activities of a certain Santra. 

Nihil est miserius neque gu10siu.s Santru. 
rectum vocutus curn cucurrit ud cenum. 
quum rot diebus nonibusque cuptmit. 
ter poscit upri gkundulas. quater lurnbirm. 
et utromque coxam leporis et duos armos. 
nec eruht.;cit peierure de turdo 
et ostreorum rupere lividos cirres. 
h lrccis plucentue sordidam lin ir mappam; 
iflic et uvae con~ocuntur ollures 
L'I Punlcolum puucu grunu mu forum 
et rwuutue pellis indecens uoluue 
et lippu ficus debilisque bolet us. 
sed mappa cum iam mille nunpitur f ~ 1 . s .  
rosm repenti sponàyfos sinu condit 
rr dmoruto cupite turturem tnmcum. 
colligerere longu turpe nec putut dextru 
unulecta quidquid et canes reliquem. 
nec esculenta sufticit p lue  praeda, 
rnmo Iugonam replet ad pedes uino. 
Huec per ducentus cum domum tulit sculus 
seque obserata clusit unrius cella 
gulosus ille, poster0 die vendit. 

Santra is called both a miser and a glutton in the very first line and then his the&"' 

which fil1 his napkin and folds of his gannent, are listed. Not only does he take a great 

deal, but as the list continues the quality of the food decreases until he is scavenging the 

"'~he thefi of napkins fiom dinner parties was common. 12.28(29) is a hanh, 
twenty-two line attack on this sort of thief His thievery is so feared and well-hown 
that the arena's awning is drawn back when this man enten and sailoa take down their 
sails when he is near. 



very scraps left by the dogs, even going to the extreme of stealing some water and wine. 

Throughout al1 the meal, there is no mention of his consurnption of anything, and the 

final insult is that when he has made it home with his loot, he sells it all. The tone of this 

epigram is very harsh in insulting the character of Santra and demonstrating that it is 

worthy of rebuke. His greed, not in the eating of the meal which he had long sought, but 

of selling it, is matched only by his foolishness, for he is not a man of wealth (as shown 

by his dwelling) and it seems he would rather have a few coins in his palm than a full 

belly. Al1 in all, it is a very stinging epigram. 

The previous epigram descnbed a good meal, but a common cornplaint was that 

the meal was p o i s  or that the rich and the poor had different quality itemszY, the most 

common being varying vintages of wine. This was kept from the sight of the guests by 

using opaque glasses, a fact which is bluntly stated by Martial in 4.85. 

Nus b i b imus vitro, tu murru, pont ice? Quure ? 
Prudut perspicuus ne duo vina calix. 

Martial also attacks a man in 10.49 for giving him inferior wine, then suggesting that it 

be drunk from a golden cup. 

"'ln 1 1.3 1, a man makes the vast majority of his dimer fiom gourds, fashioned to 
look as if they were other items of food. Not only does he think that this is fashionable, 
it is also cheap, particularly since the foods imitated are not expensive themselves (Kay 
1985, p. 138). Trimalchio also serves a course of this kind at his dinner; what appear to be 
varietles of birds and fish are al1 actually made out of a pig (Petronius 69-70). 

254 Inuitus cenium quudruntibus et bene cenos. 
t't cenem inuztor, Seste. un ut invideurn? (4.68) 

The contrast of foods, as well as Martial's disgust at the practice, is also clearly seen in 
6.1 1. See also Juveaalos fia satire and Pliny 2.6 for condemations of this practice. 

255Could there be some implied reference to Pontia the poisoner here? 



Cum potes amethystinos trientes 
et nigro madeas Opimiuno, 
propinus modo conditum Sabinum 
et dicis mihi, Cotta, 'Vis in auro? ' 
Quisquam plurnbeu vina volt in auro? 

The rebuttal of the host appears in 12.27(28). 

Poto ego sextuntes, tu potus, Cinna, deunces: 
et quereris quod non. Cinna, bibarnu~ idem? 

The belief that inferior wines should be drunk by heavy dnnken was also seen in 1.26 

and appears to be a legitimate complaint. However, in the eyes of Martial and other 

writers, it does not excuse the practice. Men are still attacked in varying degrees of 

harshness for doing it. 

The theft of poetry, especially that of his own, angen Martial. At that tirne, 

witers were not as well-protected with regard to the ownership of their works as they are 

today. It would have been very possible to steal someone's poetry and pass it off as one's 

own. Because of this, Martial attacks the men who do this with contempt, most 

noticeably in the fiat book? Book One contains a nurnber of epigrams which deal with 

a particular man by the narne of Fidentinus who is reciting Martial's epigram to othen as 

if they were his own. Martial begins the 'Fidentinus cycle' by stating that he has heard 

what is going on and that he will gladly send him his book for fiee if he is credited as its 

author, but if he is not, Fidentinus should at least buy his book before he makes what is 

'56The risk of plagiarism was greater for unpublished pets. (Howell 1980, p. 168) 



not his his ~wn'~'. Martial then states in 1.38 

Quem recitus meus est, 0 Fidentine. libellus: 
sed mule cum recitus, inc ipiî esse r uuî. 

Not only is he attacking Fidentinus for stealing his epigrams, he also insults his style of 

recitation. In effect, Martial is saying 'the only thing worse than your literary talent is 

your speaking style'. Considering that these skills were highly prized in ancient times, 

the epigram packs a great deal of punch in only two lines. Martial then goes on to launch 

a scathing attack in 1.53 on the quality of Fidentinus' work. 

khu est in nosrris tuu, fidentine, libellis 
pugina. sed certu domini signatu figuru, 
y m e  tuu truducit munifesto carminu furto. 
sic interpos ituv villa conluminut unc &O 

irrb icu L ingonicus Tpiunthinu burdocucullus. 
sic Arrentinae uiolurtr crystuflinu testue, 
sic niger in ripis errat cum forte Cqstri, 
inter Ledaeos riciettir conrrrs olora, 
sic ubi rnlrlrisona fervet sucer Atthide lucus, 
inprobo Cecropius o f f d i t  picu querelus. 
indice non o p u ~  est nostris nec iudice libris. 
siut contra dicitque tibi tua pagina 'Fur es.' 

His mistake was to have inserted a single page of his own in Martial's book'". There is 

such a contrast in epigramrnatic skill between his work and that of Martial that by doing 

this, he has virtually confessed to plagiarism. The four comparisons used by Martial are 

stark opposites and thus emphasize the disparity of the epigrams. It i s  the most insulting 

epigram of this cycle inasmuch as it elaborates on the insults leveled before and does so 

"'This very same topic occurs in 10.100 in which Martial attacks a man for 
mixing their verses together by means of comparisons similar to those in this epigram. 



in a style that Fidentinus cannot hope to match. The last epigram in the cycle2" is 1.72 

in which the foolishness of Fidentinus is attacked. If he believes that he is a p e t  simply 

because he purchased a book, he is as foolish as Aegle who purchased teeth and thought 

they were her own. This aspect has not previously ken  attacked by Martial and it makes 

a fitting end to the cycle. 

2.20 contains one of the reverses of Martial mentioned above. Although he made 

it clear in Book One that buying epigrams does not make one a pet ,  he reverses his 

stand and daims that it does. 

C a m  ina Paulus m i t ,  recitut sua curminu Paul us. 
Nom quod emus possis iure uocure tuum. 

What one buys, one owns and Paulus does inderd own the p m s  which he purchased. 

The twist is that Paulus owns the physical poems and can recite from his books, claiming 

that they are his, but he cannot claim the skill or genius behind their consmiction. It is a 

clever and sarcastic epigram which no doubt parodies a defense which could be used 

against the charge of plagiarism and was possibly used by Paulus himself 

Lack of talent with no mention of thefi is also a theme. In 2.77 Martial attacks a 

man who thinks that his epigrams are too long in a manner of cornparison similar to 1.72. 

He ends by saying that an epigram is only long when something can be removed From it 

(without damaging the work); therefore, his are not long. However, the man in question 

'%oth 1.52 an 1.66, although the plagiarist is not nameci, have been included in 
the Fidentinus by some (Howell [1980, p. 1681 citing Barwick @?hilologus (1958) 
1 O2:308-309]). It has been argued that their proximity to the addressed epigrarns is a 
reason to include hem, however there is another epigram of this type at 1.63 addressed 
to a Celer, making 1.66 closer to that one than to a Fidentinus epigram. Most likely they 
are unrelated. 



does write long distichs. Even more insulting is 3.9. 

Versiculos in me narrutur scribere Cinnu: 
Non scribit, cujus carminu nemo legit. 

The lack of poetic ski11 is once again aîtacked; Cinna's verses are so bad that no one 

reads them, therefore Martial is not able to be attacked by them. 

The practice of reciting to friends, especially at parties, and the annoyance it 

causes are the topics of 3.44 and 3.15, back-to-back epigrams addressed to the same bad 

Occurrit tibi nemo quod fibenter, 
y uod, y uucurnque uenzs, fugu est et ingens 
circu te. L igurine. solif u& 
quid sit. scire cupis? Nimis poeta es. 
hoc uulde uïtiurn pericufo.sum cisr. 

non tigris catuIis citutu ruptis, 
non clrpscis rnedio pemtu sole. 
nec sic scorpios inprobus timet ur. 
nom tantos. rogo, quis ferai labores? 
et stunti legis et Iegis sedenti, 
currenti legis et legis cacanti. 
In thermus fugio: sonus ad aurem. 
piscinurn peto: non &iccf nature. 
ud crnum propero: tenes euntem. 
ud cenurn uenio: fugav sedentem. 
2u.s.s UV dormio: suscitas lacent em. 
C'is, quantum facias mal i. uidere? 
vir iustm, probus. innocens tirneris. 

This man is avoided with more fear than a scorpion because of his persistent recitation of 

his own pet$*. In this case, it is the fiequency, not necessarily the quality (which 

most likely is poor), which is the cornplaint. A vivid picture is painted for us of a man 

'%e refrain '1 don't send you mine so you don? send me yours' is a common 
one. (see 7.3) 



who cannot find escape From this evil, not even while cucuns. The great annoyance 

Martial feels toward this otherwise decent man is overwhelming. His one fault is that he 

is doing something in which he has no skill, therefore, it is unnatural for hm to do it 

since only the men with a talent in a parhcular area should work in that area. The length 

of this epigram is emphasized by its position as another shorter one follows which is 

addressed to the same man. The setting of this one is a dinner party hosted by this man at 

which he recites his poetry. Although the f d  is sumptuous, including a two pound 

mullet, Martial wishes to flee it as if it were the banquet of Thyestes. His one wish is 

summed up in a single word: tuce. When this advice is followed, even the poor poet 

earns praise. 

Curn fucius uersus nuilu non luce dircrnos, 
Ciire, nihil recitus. Non supis, utque supis.(8.20) 

It can be seen that these two themes, dinnen and poetry, afford Martial potent 

ammunition for attacks on men. As always, the degree of harshness varies, but these 

themes are often used in hanher than normal epigrams. Additionally, these were themes 

which could be applied to any wealthy men; they ail wanted to have literary skill and 

display their wealth at dimer parties. The prevalence of this material and its tone shows 

that these were things which tnily bothered Martial (as well as many other Romans). The 

lack of this type of epigrarn which focuses on women, for the reasons mentioned above, 

further demonstrates that each gender is attacked in ternis suitable to itself: men are 

attacked by the use of themes which pertain to them in the same way that women are 

attacked with themes that pertain to them. This goes unnoticed because of the themes 
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which Martial uses in his attacks on women, themes which are particularly sensitive in 

today's society. These two themes demonstrate two of the exclusively male areas in 

which Martial attacks his addressees. 

(5) Praise 

There are quite a number of epigrams in the corpus bfurtiulis which praise men. 

There are two main groups of this type of epigram: those which praise the patrons fiom 

whom he hoped to gain something6' (fiorn which he has gained his current reputation for 

mendicancy) and those which praise the emperor (mainly Domitian). This type of 

epigram has been well documented and no indepth discussion is needed to prove that a 

large number of such epigrams exist. What is an open question is to what extent Martial 

believed what he was writing. Are the epigrams simply praise with the hope of reward or 

are they the tme feelings of Martial? On the one hand, it has k e n  aryed by many that 

the Domitian cycle is blatant flattery, a thing for which Martial has been criticized 

'6'Martial's gift to hem (and duty as a client) was the immortalizing of their 
names in his epigrams. 'Lt was precisely such celebrity that Martial felt he could offer 
his benefacton, on the strength of his widespread popdarity; indeed, the survival of his 
works could confer something more valuable still - an everlasting renom.' (Garthwaite 
1998, p. 162). This is expressly stated by Martial in 5.36. 

Luudut us nosfro quidum. Faustine. libello 
dissimula f ,  quasi, ni1 debeat: inposuit. 

Pliny, his patron, specifically mentions 10.20(19) in his necrology of Martial written to 
Cornelius Priscus c. 104 and quotes it fiom memory. He goes on to give his opinion of 
Martial and his works. 

Dedit enirn mihi quantum mcuimm potuit, d a i m  amplius 
si potuisset. Tametsi quid hominr potest dari mai= quam 
gloria et hus et aetemrtas? At non erunt aeterna quae scripsit: 
non emnt forfasse, ille tumen scripsit tumquam essent f ~ u r u .  

(Epistulae 3.2 1.6) 



(although not in his own time); but on the other, it has been argued that even while 

praising him, by subtle epigram placement, he is at the very same time insulting hirn. 

His quickness to praise the subsequent emperon and criticize ~omitian'~' also calls into 

question his motives. It seerns apparent that this type of epigram which praises someone 

only seeks a reward for its creator and that Martial's mie feelings do not enter into the 

matter. There are other epigrams which praise people in a more heartfelt way and these 

will be discussed below. 

(Sa) Praise of the Dead 

Praise of the dead is another common theme. In 1.78, Martial praises a man who 

bravely suffered urru Iues. 

Indignas premeret pest is cum ta bidu fauces 
inque ipsos vd t  us serpere t utru hes. 

siccis ipse gents jlen f es hortut uî umicos 
decrevit Stygios Fesrus udire Iacuv. 

nec tamen ob.scuro pia polluit ora veneno 
crut torsit [entu rristiu futa fume. 

.sunctum Romanci vitam sed morte percgit 
dimisitque unimam nobil iore rogo. 

Hunc mortem fut is mugni prueferre Ca f onts 
fuma potest: huius Caesar amicus erat. 

The fact that the fate is undeserved but that he bore it so nobly is a point of admiration. 

Even the way his life ended was in the noblest Roman fashion. The last half line mars 

the epigam somewhat in its praise of Domitian, but nevertheless, it seems to be as 

heartfelt as the Erotion cycle. 1.101 also contains the theme of untimely death; this time 

' 6 2 ~ t ~ f ~ m  ùuminum deumque non sum. (10.72.3). See Suetonius, Domitirnus 
13.7 on the use of this phrase. 



it is the slave who copied Martial's epigrams who is also struck by sceleratu lues. The 

slave is praised and even fieed by Martial so that he cm go into the af'lerlife as a k 

man. Pessimists would Say that the sole purpose of this epigram is to praise the act of 

Martial, but its tone is  too much like the Erotion cycle to be simply self-se~ng. 6.52 

also falls into this category. Once again, the epitaph is of a young slave who died 

prematurely and it ends with the very common theme sis licet. ut debes, îrllus, piucutu 

levrsqzre. Even younger and more bewailed is the infant Urbicus of 7.96. 

Conditus hic ego sum Bussi &or, Çthicus infuns, 
ciri genus et nomen marimu Romu dedit. 

sex mihi de prima Jerunt trieteride menses, 
nrpencnt tetricae cum mule pensa deue. 

y uid specics, q uid lingua rnihi. quid profuit aetas ? 
du kucrimc<s tumuio, qui legis isfu. mm: 

sic ud Lethaeus, nisi Nestore serior, undus 
non eut. optubis quem superesse tibi. 

It is obvious that the younger the age at which the child was struck by untimely death, the 

more he was moumed. The desire of parents to outlive their children is universal. 

(Sb) Praise of Poets 

Praise of poets is also quite prevalent. The important p~ets '~~,  such as Vergil, are 

praised as well as some who are not farnous, but hends of Martial. Epigrarn 4.14 falls 

into the former category and is addressed to Silius ttalicus, who authored Punico. It 

praises his work and asks that he not look harshly upon Martial's works which are sent to 

'"See 14. 1 83-196. The authon range from Homer to Calvus. 
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him as Catu!lus would send his Passer to Vergil, implying that Silius is a better p e t  than 

Martial. It is hard to judge whether this epigram has any expectations of reward attached 

to it or whether it is his tnie sentiment, but regardless, it is a vrry pleasant piece. The 

praise of Stella falls into the latter category. Catullus, a great influence on Martial, is 

once again invoked as a companson. This time, the poern of Stella, Columba, is 

compared favorably to Catullus' Pusser and actually surpasses it to the degree that a 

dove surpasses a sparrow - high praise indeed. The epigrams devoted to Stella show that 

he was indeed a true Fnend of Martial and as such, the praise bestowed upon him was 

heartfelt. Similarly, Martial praises the work of his fkiend Cemnius which he believes to 

be as good as his own. Cemnius' work, however, is not published because he did not 

wish to compete with Martial, his friend, who gives him high praise for this and States 

that only a true hend would do such a thing. The problem of intent arises once again. 

We know little about the man; was he a mie fnend of Martial or a patron? The problem 

of the sincerity of Martial is a great one. 

With the praise of Dornitian set aside, there are a great number of similarities 

between the epigrams in this chapter and those of the previous one. Martial praises more 

male patrons, for obvious reasons, but Marcella, a female patron, is also praised in high 

ternis as is Polla, wife of Lucan. Untimely death is moumed by the praising of the victim 

âs is clearly seen in the above epigrams and the Erotion cycle. Praise of a noble and 

honorable end can also be seen in the epigrams devoted to Arria and Porcia The 

Theophila of 7.69 is praised for her writing just as men are; she is compared to female 

poetess whom her husband enjoys. Although women and men are commonly praised for 
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attributes particular to their gender, the themes of this praise are very sirnilar as are their 

tones. 

What can be said about the treatment of men in the epigrams of Martial? The 

numbrr of epigams which concem men make up the bulk of the corpus. The main 

thrmes are praise of patrons (and possible patrons) and satiric attacks. These attacks can 

be gentle or they can be very hanh. The tone taken depends on the theme of the epigram 

and whether or not that theme is  seen by Martial as k i n g  unnatural; the more unnatural 

the theme, the more violent the attack. Men doing unmanly things bring hanh attacks 

upon themselves, with 'unnatural' sexuality being one of the most popular themes used 

for this type of aaack. Conversely, men doing things which befit them are given high 

praise. 



Men make up the addressees and subjects of the vast rnajority of the epigrarns of 

Martial, with women only playing a small role; the small percentage of epigrams which 

concern women is proof of this small role, as is the small percentage of addressees who 

are women. Both genden are attacked harshly for actions or traits which are seen as 

unbefining their sex, with some of those traits being geader-specific; the level of 

harshness is often geater when the epigrams, including the epigrams which deal with 

gender-specific traits, concern men. Additionally, the actions and traits which are 

attacked by Martial are not simply those which he finds personally troublesome: many 

things are attacked because they are condemned by Roman society. Much of the animus 

against Martial has corne From a mciety in which any satiric attacks on women are seen 

as inappropriate and evidence of misogyny (in panicular, sexual ones) yet the same son 

of attacks directed against men are simply seen as crude and not evidence of the hatred of 

men. Martial's epigrams contain ample examples of both kinds of attacks, yet he has 

never been accused of hating his own gender, but only of king vulgar. It has k e n  

demonstrated by means of the cornparison of themes which occur in both epigrams 

involving men and those involving women that women, on average, are treated no worse, 

and often better, than men. Therefore, by both quantitative and qualitative evidence, it 

has been proven that Martial is not a misogynist. 
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